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THIS VOLUME is concerned with a locus- itself very interesting
to explore geometrically-which exhibits in a simple way the
structure of the group of the lines of a cubic surface in ordinary
space, regarded as the group ofthe tritangent planes oftbesurface.
Incidentally certain quite elementary results for the substitut ions of 4, 5 and 6 objects are necessary; and, for the sake of"
completeness, these are explained in detail. Historically the
linear expression for the. group of transformations considered,
and of the different linear expression briefly sketched in Note 2,
of the Appendix, both arose from the theory.of the linear transformations of the periods of theta functions of two variables; but,
beyond references to the literature, this is n6;' dealt with. It is
hoped that the Introduction to the text, and the list of headings
of the sections, will make sufficiently clear what is included. A
brief index of notations is also appended. The argument of the
text requires frequent reference to the Scheme of synthemes
given as frontispiece of the volume.
To some it may seem that such a theme-at this time-is
futile. It is possible, however, to take the view that the primary
p urpose of the pursuit of science is not the advancemeut of
technology, but the widening of the horizon of the human mind.
In this mathematics has always borne an honourable, often a
decisive part; indeed, many cases could be cited to support the
more extreme view that the development of mathematical ideas,
and the emergence of new physical conceptions, are intimately
related.
The general theory of linear groups has developed widely on
the algebraic side since the group considered here-one of the
earliest-was established; and even of this the present is a very
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PREFACE

incomplete account. The ,niter has had the advantage of the
co-operation , in the reading of the proof-sheets, of Dr J.A. Todd,
who has himself written on the matter, and is very greatly indehted to him. He would wish also to acknowledge his obligation
to the Staff of the University Press, especially at t llis time of
difficulty in the printing of books.
H.F.B.
26 November 1 045
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INTRODUCTION
In his monumental volume on the theory of substitutions (Trait<
des substitutions, Paris, 1870), Jordan considers the group of the
lines of a cubic surface in ordinary space, which he regards
primarily as the group of the substitutions of the tritangent
planes of the surface. Later in the same volume, with acknowledgements to Kronecker, he considers t he g~oup of the trisection
of t he periods of a t heta function of two variables, proving that
the study of t his group is essentially t he same problem as t hat of
the group of t he lines of a cubic surface. In a series of papers' on
hyperelliptic functions of two variables, in the Math . Ann.,
Burkhardt obtains five theta functions which are linearly transformed among themselves by the group of the trisection, thus
incidentally obtaining for the first time the expression of the
group of the lines of a cubic surface by linear equations (which
arises also in a different form in his fourth memoir); and he investigates the homogeneous polynomials in these five functions
which are invariant under the resulting linear group. The simplest
of these invariants is of t he fourth order in the five functions.
When equated to zero, t his represents a primal in space of four
dimensions, which , considering the t horoughness of Burkhardt's
work iu t he four memoirs quoted, may be described as Burkhardt's
Primal. The geometrical properties of this primal are very interesting; and they form a vivid and simple concrete representation
of the group of the lines of a cubic surface, and its more important
subgroups; and incidentally illustrate the elements of the theory
• Burkhardt, 111Ia/h. A n n. ,,-,,-xv (1889), pp. 198- 296; XXXVI (1889),
pp. 371-434; ,,"",,-XVITI ( 1890), pp. 161-224,309- 12; =1 (1892), pp. 3 1343. It is the third of these memoirs Xc"{XVIII (1890) , which mainly concerns \,1$ here, but reference is made to the fourth memoir in Note 2 of the

Appendix at the end of this volume.
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of the substitutions of five and six objects. After Burkhardt
there are two interesting papers by A. B. Coble (AmeT'ican J.
Math., XXVIII (1906), pp. 333-66, and Trans . Amer. Math. Soc.
XVIII (1917), pp. 331-72), in which the geometrical properties of
the primal are considered. Coble gives explicitly'a symmetrical
form of the equation of the primal (to which the equations of
transformation are given by Burkhardt, Math. Ann. XXVIII,
p. 205) . On account of its symmetry this form is adopted here
as fundamental. Still later Dr J c A. Todd (Quart. J. Math . VII
(1936), pp. 168-74) has added to his other papers on quartic
primals in four dimensions a masterly proof that Burkhardt's
primal is rational (that is, that its four independent coordinates
are expressible rationally in terms of three rational functions of
themselves) , without, however, obtaining the explicit reverse
equations. It is remarked here that this rationality is obvious
when it is seen that there exist on the primal (many) sets of three
planes of which every two have only a point in common; and the
reverse equations are obtained in one of the possible 72.40 ways.
The present account is primarily a study of the geometrical
properties of the primal; and, to be intelligible, must needs contain many resnlts tbat are not novel. But there are two features
which, so far as I know, are new. The first is a notation for the
forty-five nodes of the primal (and, therefore, effectively, for the
tritangent planes of a cubic surface) which enables the relations
of these nodes to be simply described and verified. The second is
the reference to the projections into itself of which the primal
is capable, of which I have seen no mention. All Burkhardt's
fundamental transformations are expressed here in terms of these
projections. Burkhardt's proof that these fundamental transformations generate the group depends upon their derivation
from linear transformation of the periods of the hyperelliptic
functions, and so belongs to the theory of linear transformation of
the periods. It would seem that what is ad ,'anced below in regard
to the geometrical projections is sufficient to enable us to dispense

with reference to these periods; but a formal proof of this requires
further elaboration. The elementary results which arise for the
substitutions of five and six objects will not be new to those who
have studied the theory of groups of substitutions, but may be
welcome, from their concrete character, to those less familiar
with the theory . •
One remark should perhaps be added here to make the general
statements of this introduction more precise: The group of the
lines of a cubic surface is of order 2·.3·.40; this group has a subgroup of order t(2·. 3·.40) or 2'.3·.40, which, as Jordan proved,
is simple. This subgroup, regarded, as by Jordan, as a group of
substitutions of the tritangent planes, contains only even substitutions of these. It is this subgroup which is considered here.
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(I ) The fundamental notation. In a space of four dimensions we may use for homogeneous coordinates the sL'!:

I
.1

connected by the equation x, + x 2 + ... + x. = O. Throughout we
shall use dor t he cube-root of unity, exp (27Ti /3). If l, m, n, p , g, r
denote the numbers I , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, in any order, t he symbol
(lp . mg . nr) shall denote t he point for which x, = xp = 1,
xlll ~ Xq = £, Xu = xr = £2: . The same point is then represented by
the symbol (mq .nr .Ip), or by the symbol (nr.lp.mq). Occasionally , a couple such as l, p may be spoken of as a duad, and the
symbol (lp . mq . m), whose tlrree duads contain all the numbers
1, 2, ... , 6, may be spoken of as a syntheme (after Sylvester).
Similarly the symbol [lp. mq . nr] shall denote the linear function
of t he coordinates X,+Xp +e(x",+xq) + e2(x,,+ x,); .t he prime
represented by [Ip . mq . m'] = 0 is the same as eit her of those
denoted by [mq .nr.lp] = 0, or [n,· .lp.mq]. Further (lp) shall
denote t he point whose coordinates are x, = I , xp = - I , with
x'" = Xq = x" = x, = 0, and [lp] shall denote t he linear function
·xl-xp .
We consider the square scheme of synthemes which, for
facility of reference, is printed as frontispiece of the volume, of
which the columns are denoted respectively by {A}, {B}, {G}, {D },
{E}, {F} and the rows by {Ao}, {Bo}, {Go}, {Do}, {Eo}, {Fo}. In each
column, and in each row, all the fifteen duads of two numbers
from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 occur, each once; the thirty synthemes which
occur are all different, but to a syntheme occurring in any row and
column t here corresponds a syntheme, occurring in the same
column and row, differing from the former synt heme by the
BL

,
,
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interchange of the order of the second and third dnads . Such a
scheme is referred to by Sylvester (Col!. Papers, I (1844), p . 92,
and Col!. Papers, II (1861), p. 265), and may be nsedin connexion
with the theory of the Pascal lines of six points of a conic (Baker,
Principles of Geometry II (1930), p. 221). But in both these cases'
the order of the duads in any syntheme is indifferent, while here
this order is of the essence of the notation. In this scheme, any
duad occurs once in any row, and once in any column; and any
two duads that occur once together occur also together in another
syntheme, but in reverse order. The scheme thus represents
thirty points, each of which can also be characterized by the row
and column in which it appears, and denoted by a symbol
(PQo)' or (QoP), where P is one of A, B, ... , F, and Qo is one of
Ao, Bo, ... , Fo. For instance (14 . 36. 25) may be denoted by (AB.).
It will be convenient then to denote [14 . 36.25] by [ABo]; and so in

general.
It may then be verified that in any column, as in any row, the
five points represented by the synthemes form a simplex in the
space of four dimensions, any fonr of these defining a prime (or
space of three dimensions) . In fact, the points in the first column,
other than the first of these, (14.36.25) , or (A Bo), define· the
prime [14.25.36] = 0, or [AoB] = 0; and the p·o ints in the first
row, other than the first of these, (14 . 25.36), or (Ao B) , define the
prime [14.36.25] = 0, or [ABo] = o. Or, generally, if P, Q
denote two of the letters A, B, ... , F, the points ofthe column {Pi
other than (PQo) determine the prime [PoQ] = 0; and the points
ofthe row {Qo} other than (P Qo) equall y lie in this prime [Po Q] = o.
(This prime, [Po Q] = 0, thus contains eight points, and we shall
see that it also contains the point (Po Q), as well as the three points
(lp), (mq), (nr), if (PQo) = (lp.mq.nr).) As we have said, in all
cases the synthemes (Po Q), or [Po Q], are obtained respectively
from (PQo), or [PQo], by interchange of the second and third
duads of the syntheme.
We shall speak of the simplex, whose angular points are those of
the column {Pi, as a pentahedron {Pi, and equally ofthe simplex,

1,
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whose angular points are those of the row {Qo}, as the pentahedron
{Qo}. Thus the pentahedron {A} has, for its angular points, the
points (ABo), (ACo), ... , (AFo), and has for prime faces respectively
oppositetothesetheprimes[AoB] = 0, [AoC] = 0, ... , [AoF] = o.
Similarly the pentahedron {Bo} has . for its angular. points
(ABo), (CBo), (DBo), ... , (F Bo), and for opposite prime faces
respectively [AoB] = 0, [CoB] = 0, ... , [FoB] = o. We shall also
speak of the twelve pentahedra so arising as Jordan pentahedra,
since the angular points of anyone of these essentially occur,
associated together, in Jordan's theory of the group of the lines of
a cubic surface.
We shall also consider, however, fifteen other Jordan pentahedra. Suppose that the syntheme (PQo) is (lp. mq. nr), so that
(Po Q) is (lp . nr . mq). It can then be verified that the five points
(PQo), (PoQ), (lp) , (mq), (nr) form a simplex, with prime faces
respectively opposite to these given by [PoQ] = 0, [PQo] = 0,
[lp] = 0, [mq] = 0, [nr] = o. This simplex we speak of as the
pentahedron {PQ}. In addition then to the forty-five points
(PQo), (lp), we consider, in all, twenty-seven pentahedra,
{Pi, {Qo}, {PQ} . An angular point of one of these pentahedra will
be called the pole of the opposite prime faue of this pentahedron,
this being spoken of as the polar prime of the opposite angular
point. If g" g" ... , g. be the coordinates of one of the forty-five
points, and the equation of its polar prime be written
~l,lXl +U 2 X 2 +

.. . +U6 X6 = 0,

where the indefiniteness of ".].' ... , ". which arises from

x , +x,+ ... +x. = 0
is removed by making the condition u, +",+ .. . +". = 0, then, in
every case, u, is the conjugate imaginary of g" or, say u, = ;,. If
one of the forty-five primes, say the polar of (g" g" ... , g.), contain
a particular one, (1h, 'h, .. . ,11.), of the forty-five points, then the
polar prime of this poit1t contains the pole of the prime in question ;
for if;1 Xl + ... +
= 0 contain (111' ... ,11.), then

;.x.

;,11, + ... +;.11.

=

0,
' ·2

..
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§2. THE EQUA TIO N OF T HE PRIMAL

and this involves 'i,t;, + ... +'i.t;. = 0, where ;, denotes t he
conjugate imaginary of t;" etc. Each of the forty-five points is an
angular point of t hree ofthe pentahedra; for instance (A Bo ) is an
angular point of the three pentahedra {A}, {Bo}, {AB};and (14) is
an angular point of {AB}, {CD } and {EF}, since, as the fundamental scheme given above shews, the duad 14 occurs in the
synthemes (ABo) or (A oB), (CD o) or (CoD), (EFo) or (EoF ); and
we have in fact 3.45 = 5.27. Dually, the opposite prime faces of
the three pentahedra which have a common angular point
coincide in the polar prime of this point, which thus contains t he
twelve angular points of t hese three pentahedra other than their
common angular point. For instance, if t he ang ular point be
(ABo), the twelve points (ACo), (ADo), (AEo), (AFo); (Bo C),
(BoD), (BoE), (BoF); (AoB), (14), (36), (25), all lie in [AoB) = 0;
or again, if the angular point be (14), the twelve points (ABo),
(AoB), (36), (25); (CD o), (CoD), (23), (56); (EFo), (EoF), (26), (35),
which can be written down by the fundamental scheme, since
(ABo) = (14.36 . 25), (CDo) .= (14 . 23.56), (EFo) = (14.26.35),
all lie in the prime (14) = O. Algebraically, if (t;" .. ., t;.), ('/" ... , 7J.)
be two angular points of t he same pentahedron, we have

but such coordinates as xv "' ' X6 were suggested by Burkhardt,
and their expression given in terms of the coordinates he employed (Math . Ann. xxxviii, p. 205).
Then it is easy to verify t hat t he forty-five points, consisting of
t he thirty points (PQo), and the fifteen points (lp), are all conical
nodes of the primal. For the equation f = 0 is of the form
~+~+~~~~+~+~+~)~~~

+ (xmxn+xnxl+xlxm) (XqXr+xrxp+xpXq)

=

0,

where l, om, n, p, q, r denote 1,2, .. ",6 in any order. And the conditions for a node (in virtue of t he relation x, + ... + x. = 0) are
that all the first derivatives of/ax, should be equal; also

of/ax, = xp Xq x, + (xp + xq+ x,) x.. x"
+ (xm. +Xn ) (XqXr+x,..x1J +xpXq),

aj/oxp =

(Xl+Xnt+xn)XqXr+xlxmxn

+ (xmX1"~ + XnXl+ Xl Xm) (Xq + X r );
thus, at the point (lp. mq . nr), for which
since

;,7J,+ ... +;.'l. = o.
Dually, each of the forty-five primes contains three sets of four,
of the forty-five points, each set consisting of t he angular points
of a pentahedron whose other angular point is t he pole of the
prime. Anyone of t hese forty-five primes may be spoken of as a
Jordan prime.
(2) The equ ation of the Burkhardt primal. Now consider
the locus, in the space offour dimensions in which t he coordinates
are X 1'X 2' ""X6' subject to Xl +X 2 + . . . +XG = 0 witich is represented hy the equationf = 0, where
1

is the sum of the fifteen products offour different coordinates. As
has been said, t his explicit equation is given by Coble (loc . cit.),

we see t hat all the six derivatives are equa l to 1; a nd at the point .
(lp), for which x, = 1, xp = -1, xm = Xq = x" = x, = 0, all t he
six derivatives vanish .
;Conversely it is easy to verify, from a more compendious form
of t he equation of t he primal in terms of five homogeneous
variables, which occurs below (§ (13», t hat the primal has no
other nodes than these forty-five.
(3) Similarity, or equal standing, of the forty-five
nodes, and of the twenty-seven pentahedra. It is clear, from
the symmetry of the equation of the primal, t hat t he thirty nodes
(lp . mq. nr) are entirely similar to one another, and t he fifteen
nodes (lp) are likewise similar to one another. Likewise that t he

6
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twelve pentahedra {P}, {Qo} are similar to one another, and the
fifteen pentahedra {PQ} are similar to one another. In fact, any
two of the nodes, and any two of the pentahedra, <Lre similar to
one another, notwithstanding the difference of notation. This will
appear at once if we put down a linear transformation of the coordinates which leaves the equation of the primal unaltered and
changes any choseu one of t he fifteen pentahedra {PQ}, say the
pentahedron {AB}, into one of the twelve pentahedra {P}, {Qo}.
Many snch transformations are possihle; we choose that given hy
x~ = Xl + €X 2 + €Xa,

- x~ = x4 + e2X s + e2XG!

x~

-

= exl + x 2 + €'X 31
x; = ex l + 6X 2 + xa,

°

=

x; = e2X4 + Xs + e2xa!
- x~ = e2x4 + e2xfj + xs)

(1+26)(X , +X2+ ... +x. ) = 0,

and, if f(x ... , x.) =
he the equation of the primal, lead to
f(xi, ... ,x;) "= 9f(x ... ,x.) = 0, as may be verified without
"
difficulty. The primes
of the pentahedron {AB} in the new coordinates, say
[ABo]' '" 0, [AoB]'

= 0, [14]' = 0, [25]' = 0, [36]' = 0,

that is
x~+x~+€(x;+x~ ) +e2(x;+x;)

= 0, ... ,

x~-x~

= 0, ... ,

are easily seen to be given hy
[ABo]'

= (1-0) [CA o] ,

[AoB]'

[25]' = e[CEo],

= (I-e) [CB o], [14]' = [CD o] ,

[36]' = e[CPo].

Thus the primes of {AB} are changed into the primes of {Co}, and
consequently the angular points of {AB} into the angular points
of {Co}. For instance, the point (CoD), or (14.56.23), with coordinates (XII . . . ,X6 ) = (1,62 ,£2, l,e,e), gives rise to
x~

that is (14)'. _

=

-x; =

3,

x; =x~ =

x~ = x~

= 0,

7

This is sufficient for our purpose. In fact the similarity of the
twenty-seven pentahedra, and of the forty-five nodes, will be
continually in evidence in what follows.

where, as before 0 = exp (277i/ 3) . These equations, which we shall
in futUl'e denote by (x') = X(x), lead to

xi+x; + ... +x;

THE JACOBIAN PLANES

.' .

(4) The Jacobian planes of the primal. If i, j, k be any
t hree of the numbers 1, 2, ... , 6, the equations xii I = Xj /6 = Xk/6'
represent a plane; and this plane lies entirely on the primal. For,
these equations lead to xi+Xj+Xk = 0, XjXk +XkXi+ XiX; = 0,
and, ifl, m, n be the tln-ee numhers of 1, 2, ... , 6 other than i,j, k,
we also have x,+x",+x" = 0; so that the equations identically
satisfy the equation of the primal. There are twenty sets i, j, k;
and the plane xi/1 = xi/6' = xk/6 equally lies on the primal.
There a" e thus forty planes, with equations of these forms , which
lie on the primal.
It is found on examination that everyone of these forty planes
contains nine of the forty-five nodes of the primal, these nodes
being arranged like the inflexions of a plane cubic curve, so that
they lie in threes upon twelve lines, of which four pass through
everyone of the nine nodes, the joining line of any two of the
nodes containing a third node, and the twelve lines form four
t riangles such that the nine nodes lie in threes upon the three sides
of anyone of these triangles. As this configuration of nine points
was studied by Jacobi, we shall call anyone of the forty planes a
Jacobian plane, to facilitate reference to them.
Consider, for instance, the plane x, /l = x,/o = X3 /e2. This
evide;'tly contains the collinear points P, Q, E, respectively
(56), (64), (45), for everyone of which x, = X, = X3 = 0. Also it
contains the points
(BoC), or (15 . 26.34); (CoA), or (16.24 . 35);
(AoB), or (14 . 25.36),
with respective coordinates
(1, €,

£2,

e2 , 1, e);

(1,

€, £2, €,

62 ,1);

(1,

€,

£2,1, €, 62 ),

which we denote by L , M, N . These are connected by
L+6'.M +eN = 0,
so that they are collinear.

8
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It also contains the points L', M', N', given respectively by

entirely on the primal, any line in this plane, through this node,
will lie entirely on the primal, and so will lie on everyone of the
cones U2 = 0, U, = 0,
= 0; the plane therefore lies on each of
these cones. In particular, then, the eight Jacobian planes
through the node lie on the quadric cone U, = 0, and are thus
identified as the intersection of this cone with the primal. This
cone we call the asymptotic cone at the node. A quadric cone such
as U, = 0, in space of four dimensions, contains two systems of
planes, each consisting of cd planes, with the property that two
planes ofthe same system have in common only the point-vertex
of the cone, while two planes of different systems meet in a line
passing tln·ough this vertex; in fact the cone meets a tln·eefold
space in a quadric surface whose generating lines are projected
from the vertex by the planes of the cone. It can at once be
verified that the eight Jacobian planes through any node of the
primal consist of four planes of the asymptotic cone of one
system , together with four planes of the other system; so that
there are sixteen lines through the node, lying on the primal,
through each of which two Jacobian planes pass. For instance,
consider the Jacobian planes through the node (14.25 . 36): the
planes xIII = x,le = x,le' and x,/l = x.le = x,le' meet only in the
node, whose coordinates are (1, e, 6 2 ,1 , £ , 6 2 ), but the planes

(EF.), or (14.26.35);

(FD.), or (16.25.34);

(DE.), or (15.24.36),

with coordinates
which equally lie on a line, since L' +e'M' +eN' = 0. And the
three lines joining any one of P, Q, R to the three points L, M, N,
each contain one of t he points L' , M', N'. The twelve lines each
containing three of the points are, in fact,
PQR,

PMN',

PNL',

PLM',

LMN,

QNM',

QLN',

QML',

L'M'N',

RLL',

RMffI' ,

RN1V',

of which the three lines in anyone of the four columns contain all
the nine nodes, and four of the lines pass t ln·ough anyone of the
nodes. The existence of the nine lines containing one of the points
P, Q, R, one of the points L, M, N,andoneofthe points L',M' ,N',
is at once seen if we notice such facts as that, for two points
(lp. mq. m·), (lp. mr. nq), of which the symbols are obtained from
one another by transposition of the numbers q, T, we have the
identity
(lp. mq. m) - (lp . ,m·. nq) = (e - e') (qr) .
Moreover, eight such Jacobian planes pass through anyone of
the forty-five nodes . For through the node (lp. mq . nT) there pass
~he eight planes XiiI = xile = xkle2,.in which i may be I orp, andj
may be m or q, and k may be n or r. While, through (for instance)
the node (56), there pass the eight planes XiiI = xjle = xkle',
XiiI = xile2 = xkle, in which i, j, k are any tln·ee of the four
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4.
If, for a moment, we use non-homogeneous coordinates,
X = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0, T =
being four primes which pass
through a chosen node, the equation of the primal will be of the
form U2 + U, + U. = 0, where U, is a homogeneous polynomial of
order i in X, Y, Z, T. And, if a plane containing this node lie

°
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xIII = x,le = x,le' and x,/l =.x,le = x,le'
meet in the line xIII = x,/l = x21e = x,le'. Or again, considering
the planes through the node (56), the planes xIII = x21e = x,Ie2
and x,/l = x2 1e' = x,le meet only in the node, for which
Xl = X, = X, = X, = 0, while the planes XIII = x,le = x,Ie2 and
x./l = x,le = x,Ie2 meet in the line XIII = x./l = x,le = x,le2.
The same fact will appear later from another form of t he equation
of the prin3al. Also it will appear innnediately that the four lines
in which a Jacobian plane, a, tln·ough a node, is met by the four
planes of the opposite system of the asymptotic cone at that
node, are the lines, in the plane a, tln·ough the node, the vertex of
the cone, which each contain two other nodes of the plane a .
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The Jacobian planes considered have each twelve lines containing three nodes apiece. More generally, it is true that, if an
arbitrary plane be drawn through any line which contains three
nodes of the primal, its residual intersection with the primal is a
cubic curve having an inflexion at each of t he three nodes. For
instance, consider t he three collinear nodes (56), (64), (45) , at all
of which x, = x, = X3 = o. Let a, b, c be arbitrary numbers and
p, = a+b+c, P2 = bc+ca+ab, P3 = abc. The equations of the
general plane containing these three nodes are x,/a = x 2/b = x 3/c,
and for the intersection with the primal each of these fractions is
equal to - (x, +x, + x 6)/p , . Thus, from the equation of the pi·imaJ,
we find that t he residual intersection of the plane lies on the cubic
curve obtainable from
P~X, X,X6 +P3(X, +x, + x 6)3

- p,p,(x, + x, + x 6)(x,x, + x 6x, + x,x,)
interpreting

Xt, XSI

= 0;

Xs as coordinates in a plane, t his curve has an

inflexion at each of. the three points (0, I , - I ), (-1 , 0, I),
(1, - 1,0), the inflexional tangent at the first of these having the
equationpjx,-p,(x,+x,+x,) = 0; and so on.
(5) The x -lines of the primal. It may easily be verified that
t hrough any line containing three nodes in a Jacobian plane
there passes also another Jacobian plane. For instance, l"ecurring
to t he enumeration of the nodes in the plane x,i I = X 2/e = X 3/e'
given in the preceding §(4), the nodes P, Q, R also lie on the
Jacobian plane x,i I = X 2 /e2 = X 3 /e, the nodes L , M, N also lie on
the Jacobian plane x,/I = X, /e = X, /e2, and t he nodes L', M ', N'
on the plane x./I = X,/e2 = X6/e. Likewise the nodes P, M, N', or,
respectively, (56), (i, e, e', e, e', I), (I, e, e2 , e, I , e'), lie on the plane
x,/I = X3 /e2 = X. /e; t he nodes P , N, L' or, respectively, (56),
(I , IS, £2,1,£, e2L (1,£,£2, 1, £2, e), lie on t he planex2 /e = xa /e2 = x4 / 1;
and the nodes P, L, M', or, respectively, (56), (1,£,£2, £2 , 1,£),
(I,e,e2 ,o',e, I), lie on the plane x,i i = X 2 /e = x. /e'; and so onand, in vil"tue of the symmetry of the equation of the primal, tIDS
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formulation is qnite general. Thus, taking the fOUl" Jacobian
planes of one system lying on the asymptotic cone at a particular
node of the primal, and, in each of these planes, t he four lines
through the node which each contain two other nodes, we obtain
shteen lines through t he node, each the intersection of two
Jacobian planes; t he aggregate of the Jacobian planes thus arising
must then coincide with the eight Jacobian planes passing t hrough
the node, which form the complete intersection of the primal with
the asymptotic cone considered. The sixteen lines which are the
intersections of t hese planes are therefore such that each contains
three nodes. FTom t he property of a quacll"ic cone in space of foUT
dimensions the two Jacobian planes which intersect in anyone
of these lines determine t he tangent prime of the asymptotic
cone at any ordinary point of t his line; it will appear later t hat
tIDS prime also touches t he Burkhardt primal at any orelinary
pointofthis line. In this way t hen we obtain t 40. 12, or 15 . 16, or
240 lines, lying on the primal, of which each contains three nodes,
tIDS number being also t 45 .16. Convers~ly, any line on the primal
wIDch contains three nodes can be shewn to lie on two Jacobian
planes (cf. § (4)). Thus 240 is the total number of such lines. Such
lines on the primal: containing three 1Wdes, we shall call K-lines.
And, as there are shteen K-lines through each of the forty-five
nodes, so t here are in fact sixteen K-lines in each of the forty-five
polar primes of these nodes, or, as we say, in each of the J ordan
primes which are the prime faces of the t wenty-seven Jordan
pentahedm . We have seen t hat there are, in each such prime,
tllTee sets of four points, each such set consisting of four a ngular
points of one of t he three pentahedra which have the pole of this
prime as common angular point. These sets form three tetrahedra
in this prime. It is the case that the four lines joining anyone of
the angular points, of one of these tetrahedra,. to all the angular
points of another tetrahedron, pass each t hl"ough an angular
point of the third tetrahedron. The sixteen lines so obtained each
contain three nodes, the angular points of three tetrahedm. We
may verify this statement in two repl"esentative cases:-
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(a)

The prime [AoB] = 0, polar of the node (A Bo), contains
t he other angular points of the three pentahedra {A B }, (A), (B o),
which have (ABo) as a common angular point, as we have remarked. The prime thus contains the t hree tetrahedra whose
angular point~ are
(AoB), (14), (36), (25);

(ACo), (ADo), (AEo), (AFo);
(BoC), (BoD), (BoE), (BoP),

which we may denote respectively by
P, Q, R, S;

L, M , N, T;

L' , M ' , N ' , 'P';

it is then found that these lie in threes on the sixteen lines
(PLL' , PM1J!I' , PNN' , P'L'T'); (QLM', QML' , QNT' , QTN');
(RLT' , RMN'·, RNM' , RTL'); (SLN' , Sl'JT' , SNL', STM').

The verification of this, with help of the scheme in § (I), depends
on the two facts t hat if U, V, W be any three of A, B , C, D , E, F,
then the thr'ee nodes (Ul'o), (VWo), (WUo) lie on a line (for instance
we find (ABo) + «BCo) + <'(CA o) = 0); and , if (lp.mq.n1") ,
(lp. m1" . nq) be the symbols of two nodes, differing oilly by the
transposition of the nnmbers q, ,', then these two nodes lie on a
line which contains the node (qr) .
(b) The prime [14] = 0, polar of the node (14), contains the
other angular points of the pentahedr-a (A B}, (CD ), (EF}; these
form the thr'ee tetrahedra whose angular points are
(ABo) , (AoB) , (36), (25);

(CD o), (CoD), (23), (56);

(EFo), (Eo P), (26), (35.),

namely
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the third and first tetrahedra and the first and second tetrahedra;
while evidently XX'X", XY'Y", YX'Y", YY'X" are also lines.
Three tetrahep.-a related as here are said to be a desmic
system. They are particular cases of quartic surfaces whose
equation, in space of three dimensions, with coordinates x, y, Z, t,
can be taken in the form

a(y'z' + x't') + b(z'x' + y 2t 2 ) + c(x2y' + z't') = 0,

"

witha+b +c = O(cf. Notelattheendofthisvolume). The section
of the Burkhardt primal by one of the Jordan primes is a particular quartic surface of this form. An account of desmic surfaces .
is given in J essop, Quartic Surfaces, Cambridge (1916), Chap. II .
It follows from what we have proved, if we consider a particular
Jordan pentahedron, say (A), that, in each of the four primes of
the pentahedron which meet in a particular angular point, say
(ABo), there are four K-lines passing through that angular point.
This gi,' es the sixteen K-lines which we have already shewn to
pass through the node (ABo). But there are two other pentahedra
with the same angular point, namely (Bo} and (A B ), and each of
these equally gives rise to sixteen K-lines thr'ough (ABo). These
then coincide with the former set. In fact, thr'ough each of the
sixteenK-lines from (ABo), there passes a prime face of each of the
pentahedra (A}, (B o}, {AB}. These three prime faces do not
determine the line; they are, as we shall see immediately, t he
polar primes of t hree nodes lying on a line, and meet in a plane.
We can verify t he identity
[Ao C] [AoD] [Ao E] [Ao F]- [BCo] [BDo] [BEo] [BFo]
3«'-<)[14][25][36][ABo] ,

(14.36 .25) , (14.25.36), (36), (25) ;

=

(14.23.56), (14.56.23), (23), (56);

connecting the t weh-e primes t hrough (ABo) which are the faces
respectively of the pentahedra {A}, (B o}, (A B} (the algebra is
straightforward if we express the left side in terms of the six
quantities a = Xl + ex,, ) ao = Xl + e2x"J b = x 2 + f:X S ) bo = x 2 + e2 xs•
c = X3 + <X.' Co = X3 + <'x.) . This shews that the plane of intersection of anyone of the first four primes with anyone of the

(14 . 26 . 35), (14 .35.26), (26), (35),
or say
L , M, X , Y;

L', M ' , X', Y';

L it, M", X ", Y";

it is then clear that L'L"X , L'M"Y, M'L"Y, M'M"X, are lines,
and two other sets offour lines are similarly found by combining
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second four primes lies on one of the four primes occurring on the
right side. Thus there are .sL'(teen planes through the node
(ABo), each lying in three primes; taken respectively from one of
the three products 'of four. Also, for instance, the foux K-line~
through (ABo), in the face [AoG] = 0 of the pentahedron {A},
containing respectively, besides (ABo), the pairs of nodes
(BGo), (GAo);

(GoD), (35);

(GoE), (16);

(Go F) , (24),

lie, respectively, in planes given by the pairs of primes
[BGo]
[BEo]

= 0, [ABo] c= 0; [BDo] = 0, [14] = 0;
= 0, [25] = 0;
[BFo] = 0, [36] = 0,

as well as in the prime [Ao G] = 0; and fuxther these four lines lie,
respectively, in the pairs of Jacobian planes

x,iI = x,ie' = X 3ie} .
x.iI = x.ie' = x,ie'
x,il = x3 ie' = x.ie} .
x3il = x.ie' = x.ie'

x,iI = x,ie' = x,iel .

x,iI = x.ie = x,ie' J'
x,iI = x3ie = x.ie'l
x,iI = x.ie' = x,ie .

These statements appear at once by reference to the fundamental
scheme given in the frontispiece.
The K-lines thus arise as twelve in every Jacobian plane, sixteen in every Jordan prime, and sixteen through every node. As
the lines are of importance for the theory of the transformations
of the Bm'khardt primal into itself by projections, which arises
below, we enumerate the totality Of the K-lines also as follows .
They may be regarded as of three sorts :
(a) Those containing three of the fifteen nodes (ij), arising
from identities suc)l as (ij) + Uk) + (ki) = O. These a re twenty in
number, and form a configuration, with these fifteen nodes,
familiar in the dliscussion of Desargnes' theorem for triangles in
perspective in space of three dlimensions, but existing in general
form in fomfold space. This configuration is described by the
scheme
15( . 4, 6,4)20(3 . 3,3)15(6,4.2)6(10,10,5 . ),
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which means that each of the fifteen points (ij) lies on four of the
K-lines considered, and also in six planes, and in four solids; also
that each ofthe twenty K-lines contains three of the fifteen points,
and lies in three planes, and in three solids; that there are fifteen
• planes each containing six of the nodes, four of the K-lines, and
l}ing in two solids; while there are six solids in th.e figure , each
containing ten of the twenty nodes, ten of the K-lines, and five of
the planes.
(b) Through each of the fifteen nodes (ij), besides the four
K-lines enumerated under (a), there pass twelve other K-lines,
each containing two of the thirty nodes (PQo). In fact, among
these thir·ty nodes, omitting six whose symbol contains t he duad
(ij), the other twenty-four lie in pairs on K-lines through (ij).
Conversely, the lines joining anyone of the thirty nodes (PQo),
say (14 . 25 . 36), to the twelve nodes (ij) other than (14), (25), (36),
each contain another node of the thir·ty. Thus there are 15.12
K-lines each containing two of the thir·ty nodes (PQo) and one of
the fifteen nodes (ij) . The rule, as we have already remarked, is
that, if the syntheme symbols of two of the thir·ty nodes are
interchanged by transposition of the numbers i, j, then their join
contains the node (ij) .
(c) But, besides the twelve K-lines through one of the thirty
nodes (PQo) which are enumerated under (b), there are four
K-lines through each of these thirty nodes which each contain
.t wo other of these thirty nodes. For instance, thxough (ABo)
there pass the foux K-lines containing (BPo), (PAo), whexe P is
anyone of G, D, E, F; for we have (e.g.) the identity
(ABo) +6(BGo)+ 6'(GA o) = O.

We thus obtain t30.4 or forty K-lines, ea'ch containing three
nodes, such as (PQo)' (QRo), (RP") .
In all, the number of K-lines tnus enumerated under (a), (b), (e),
is 20+ 15.12+40, or 240, which is the complete number.
The forty-five nodes can be joined in pairs in t 45 . 44 ways, and
there are 10 . 27 joining lines each of a pair of angular points of
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the same pentahedron (if we assume that no two pentahedra have
two nodes in common). There remain then 990 - 270, or 720,
joining lines of a pair of nodes which do not belong to tlie same
pentahedron; we infer then that each ofthese latter joins contains
a third node, so giving rise to one of the t 720, or 240, existing _
K-lines. In other words, the join of any two of the forty-five nodes is
either an edge-line of one oj'the twenty-seven pentahedra, or is a
K-line, containing another node.
Now let M, N be two nodes of a K-line, being therefore angular
points of different pentahedra. There are three pentahedra of
which M is an angular point, and three pentahedra of which N is
an angular point. On examination it is found that everyone of
t he three pentahedra having M as common angular point has a
single angular point common with a particular one of the three
pentahedra having N as common angular point, and 't he three
new angular points thus arising lie in a line. Each of these three
angular points helongs thus to two pentahedra (one from M and
one from N), and each of these points is an angular point of a
third pentahedron, so that there arise three more pentahedra;
these three adrutional pentahedra have in fact a common angular
point, the third node lying on the K-line MN,. Whence, any K-line
LMN gives rise to another K-line, say L' M' N'; and, from this, the
original K-line can be conversely derived by the same construction . From th is it follows that, if p., v be the polar primes respectively of M and N, then, ofthe twelve nodes lying in I', there
are tln'ee, say L', M', N', which coincide with three of the twelve
nodes lying in the prime v, these being in line; and an enumeration
of the two sets of twelve nodes, in p. and v, immeruately shews
what L', M', N' are. The polar primes of L, M, N meet in a plane,
in which the line L' M' N' lies; likewise L, M , N lie in the plane
common to the polar primes of L', M') N'.
, We shall speak of two K-lines which are associated in this way
as polar K-lines.
Now consider a Jordan pentahedr'on D, of which L is an
angular point, the K-line LMN lying in a face A', of D, which is
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opposite to another angular point, L', of D. Then the polar primes .
of the two nodes M, N, in A', necessarily pass through the pole L'
of A', so that L' is one of the nodes of the K-line polar to LMN.
Next, let D', D' be the other two pentahedra having L as angular
point ; hoth D' and D" have prime faces, through L , which contain
LMN, as we have seen, and the poles of these faces lie in the
prime A. The polar primes of L, M, N thus pass through these two
poles, say M', N', as well as through the node L'. The polar line
L'M'N', of the line LMN, is thus one of the lines,.in the prime A,
which contains an angular point of each of the three tetrahedra
formed by the nodes in A, these being angular points of D, D', D".
The other three lines of this character, tln'ough L', in the prime A,
arise similarly from the other three K-lines, in the prime A',
through L . By considering the other three prime faces of D
through L we similarly obtain twelve other K-lines of the prime A.
And we may in the same way consider every node of D, and
obtain, corresponding to..every K-line through this, a polar K-line
in the polar prime of this node.
The complete process uses, besides D, two pentahedr'a for each
node of D; in all eleven pentahedra. T,here remain, then, from the
complete tale of twenty-seven pentahedra, sLxteen others. Now,
each face of D contains eight nodes, other than angular points of
D, and each such node, defined as an angular point of a pentahedron having one angular point common with D, is an angular
point of two other pentahedra, neither of which has an angular
point common with D . We infer, therefore, that there are sixteen
pentahedra, of which no one has an angular point common with
a specified pentahedron D, and that these sixteen pentahedra
haye their angular points on the faces of D , namely at the angular
points, eight for each face, of pentahedr'a having a node common
with D, and that each of these sixteen pentahedra has its angular
points in the ~ve faces of D, one in each, but not at an angular
point of D . The prime faces of anyone ofthes,; sLxteen pentahedra,
therefore, each contain one of the five angular points of D . .If
two pentahedra which have no common angular point be spoken

,
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of as skew to one another, we may thus say that there are sixteen
pentahedra which are skew to any given one, and that any two skew
pentahedra are both inscribed and circu1nscribed to one another, the
angular points of either lying severally on the prime faces of the
other.
Two anticipatory remarks may be made in regard to the
preceding argument: (a) If L, M, N be a K-line in the face A' of a
pentahedr'on Q, through the angular point L , the harmonic
conjugate of L in regard to M and N lies on the face A polar to L;
(b) Considering the asymptotic cones of the Burkhardt primal at
Land L', four primes can be dr'awnthrough the line LL', each to
touch both these cones along lines, one pair of such lines of contact
being the polar K-lines LMN, L'M'N' in the faces A' and A, the
other pairs being the other corresponding K-lines through Land
L' in these faces. Both these remarks are established below.
As illustration of the derivation of the polar K-line of a given
K-line, we may consider the K-line, in the face [AoO] of the
pentahedron {A}, which contains the angular point (ABo) and
also contains "the nodes (BOo), (CA o)' The polar prime; of these
three nodes each contain twelve nodes, which are, respectively,
for the three nodes in turn,

(ACo), (ADo), (AEo), (AFo), in {A};
(BoC), (BoD), (BoE), (Bon in {Bo};
(AoB), (14), (36), (25), in {AB};
(BA o), (BD o), (BEo), (BFo), in {B};
(CoA), (CoD), (Co E), (Con in {Co};
(BoC) , (15), (34), (26), in {BC};
(CB o), (CD o), (CEo), (CFo), in {C};
(AoB) , (AoD), (AoE), (AoF), in {Ao};
(CoA), (16), (35), (24), in {CAl, '
tb,e nodes in {AB}, {BG}, {CAl being read off from the fundamental scheme of § (I) . The first two sets here put down have in
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common just the three nodes (ACo), (CB o), (BAo), and these
belong to those in the third prime, which contains the plane
common to t he first two primes. More generally, the polar K-line
ofthat containing the nodes (PQo), (QRo), (RPo) is that containing
the nodes (PoQ), (QoR), (RoP).
Or again, consider the K-line which is the polar of the K-line
containing the nodes (23), (31), (12). As we see from the fundamental scheme given in § (I), the node (23) is the common
angular point of t he thr'ee pentahedra {AF}, {BE}, {CD}; the
node (31) is the common angular point of the three pentahedra
{AD}, {BF}, iCE}; and the node (12) is the common angular
point of the three pentahedra {AE}, {BD}, {CF}. Also the node
(56) is common to {CD}, {BF}, {AE}; the node (64) is common to
{AF}, iCE}, {BD}; and the node (45) is common to {BE}, {AD},
{CF}. Thus the polar line in question is that containing (56), (64),
(45) . In general, if I, m, n,p, q,r be the numbers 1,2, ... , 6, in any
order, the two.K-lines (mn), (nl), (1m) and (qr), (rp), (pq) are polars.
Finally, consider such a K-line as that containing (ABo) , (CD o),
(26), of which the two former have the symbols (14 . 36 . 25),
(J.!. 23.56), which are interchanged by the transposition of the
numbers 2 and 6, there existing t he identity

(ABo) - (CDo)

= (6 2 - 6)(26) .

To cibtain the polar K-line, we consider the nodes (ADo), (CB o),
obtained by transposition of Bo and Do in the first K-line, which
have the symbols (13.45 . 26), (15 . 26.34); these symbols are
interchanged by transposition of the numbers I and 4, and there
exists the identity (ADo) - 6( OBo) = (1- 6)(14). Thus (ADo),
(CB o), (14) belong to a K-line, and it is easy to see that this is
t he polar K-line in question. Here, the duad 26 occurs in the
symbols of both (ADo) and (CB o), and the duad 14 occurs in the
symbols of both (ABo) and (CDo) . In general, if the symbols
of (PQo), (RSo) be interchanged by the transposition of two ofthe
numbers I, 2, . .. , 6, then these two nodes belong to a K-line, whose
polar K-line joins the nodes (PSo), (RQ o)'
2'2
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(6) The Burkhardt primal is rational. In a Jacobian
plane w, take three nodes P, Q, R, which are not in line. Through
ea..ch of the K-lines forming the sides of the triangle PQR, there
passes then another Jacobian plane, as we have- said. We easily
shew that these planes a, p, y, respectively through QR, RP, PQ,
have no intersections besides the points P, Q, R. For, tbe planes
p, y lie on the asymptotic cone of the primal at P, and both meet
the plane w, which also lies on this cone, in a line; they are then
of opposite systems to w in the planes of this cone, and therefore
of the same system to one another, and so only meet in P. Likewise for y, a and for a, p. We may say then that every two pf
these planes are skew to one another.
But, in space of four dimensions, a single line can be drawn
through an arbitrary point H, to meet each of three skew planes
a , p, y, in a point, this being the line common to the three primes
(H,a), (H,P), (H,y). Taking H on the Burkhardt primal, this
line will meet an arbitrary threefold space iI in a point K, which
then, the planes a , p, y being given, is determined by H, while,
conversely, there is a definite line through an arbitrary point K of
the space II, meeting the planes a, p, y each in a point, and, as
a, p, y lie on the primal, which is of order 4, this line through ](
will meet the primal in a further point H , equally determined by
K. There is thus a definite point to point correspondence between
the primal and the space II, evidently expressible by rational
equations in both senses. We shall obtain these equations
explicitly for one choice of the planes a, p, y, in a later section
(§ (14)).

There are three lines in which the solid II is met by the planes
a , p, y, which as a , p, y lie on the primal, are also on the primal.
Evidently these lines are exceptional in the transformation.
We can shew that there are 72.40 sets of three planes, such as
a, p, y, lying on the prima.!, which are mutually skew in pairs.
For first, in any given Jacobian plane, there are it 9.8 . 7 -12, or
seventy-two triangles whose angular points are nodes. Taking all
Jacobian planes we can thus obtain 72 . 40 such sets of three
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planes, no two of which coincide, since the plane containing the
three nodes where the planes meet in pairs, coincides in each
generation with the Jacobian plane from which the set is generated. Conversely., if a, p, y be any three mutually skew Jacobian
planes lying 'on the primal, the points P = (P, y), Q = (y, a),
R = (a, P), must he nodes of the primal, since there are lines
through each point, lying ou the primal, which generate two
planes. And each line such as QR, joining two nodesofaJacobian
plane, must be a K-line. The second Jacobian plane a', thl'ough
QR must then meet p and y in lines, as we see by considering the
asymptotic cones at Q and R. These two lines, in the plane a',
must then meet, and can only meet in the single common point of
p and y, which is P . Thus a' is the plane PQR, which, coinciding
with a', is a Jacobian plane. There is then no other way of
obtaining three such skew planes as a , p, y than that followed
above. The total number 72.40 of such sets of three planes, is
obtainable al~o in the form;} 45.8.24, by considering the eight
Jacobian planes through every node such as P, and, therein, the
triangles such as PQR.
(7) The particular character of the forty-five nodes,
and the linear transformation of the primal into itself by
projection from the nodes. It can be shewn that, if the equation of the Burkhardt primal be expressed in terms of foul'
non-homogeneous coordinates X, Y, Z , T, vanishing at a node,
so that its equation takes the form U2 + U3 + = 0, in which
U, is homog<:neous of order i in X, Y, Z, T , then the quadric
cone U2 = 0 forms part of the cubic cone U3 = 0; so that the
equation is really of the form U,(1 + U1 ) + = 0, where U1 is
linear in X , Y , Z , T . Thus a line through the node which lies
on t he asymptotic cone U2 = 0, and does not lie entirely on
the primal meets t he primal only at the node. But a more
interesting consequence is that, if a line thl'ough the node 0 _m eets
the primal again in P and P' , and H be the harmonic conjugate
(P , P')/O, of 0 in regard to P and P' ; then the locus of H, for all

u:.

u:.
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lines through 0, is a prime. The equation of this prime is, in fact,
2+U1 = O. In terms of five homogeneous variablesx,y,z,t, u, if
the equation ofthe primal be denoted hy F~ = 0, and (~, 71, 1;, r, w)
be the coordinates of a node, the statement is that the cuhic
polar F~Fs contains t he quadratic polar F;,F; as a factor. To
express formally the results of this, let the line' joining the node
(~, 71 , 1;, r , w) to another point (x, y, z, t, u), lying on the primal,
meet the primal again in the point (x',y',z',t',u'); then , substituting for x', y', z', t', u', in the equation of the primal,

x' = x+A~, 1;' = y+A7J, z' = z+A1;, t' = t+Ar, u' = u+A"J,
we have
wherein F~ = 0, F~ = 0, and F.F~ =
node. Thus we obtain

°

hecause (~, ... , w) is a

2F~Fs+ 3AF;,F~ = 0.

Now assume the property stated above, that F'.F</F2
F;"- is
x
X
(identically in regard to x, y, ... , u) equal to a linear function of
x,y, .. . ,u, because of the character of the node, and so put
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Now, in the identity hy which v" ... , v, were defined, put
x = ~+O" Y = 7J+()2' ... , U = w+(),; thence,
2F~Fs

6+

F~F~

= 6+V181+Vz8z+·· · +vs8s)
so that, if we take (), = 0, = ... = (), = 0, we infer that = 6.
Hence we have vh = 0. In other words, as P varies, the harmoruc
point H describes the prime v. = 0.
The most direct way to prove the property of the nodes of the
primal which we have enunciated is to express the equation of the
primal in terms of t he primes which are the faces of a Jordan
pentahedron, as will be done below (§ (15)} . But we can avoid
this, and dispense with the general formulation just given, by
examining the cases of two representative nodes, with the equation LXiXjXkXl = 0 used above.
One such node is (14), or (1,0,0, -1,0,0). We substitute then

v,

I>

2F~F;IFiFf

=

V1 X+V 2 Y +

= x-t~·vx'

y' = y-in.vx)

... ) u' = u-tw.VX

!

whereby x', y', .. " u' are expressed as linear functions of x, y, .. " u.
In terms of the node 0, and the points

p = (x,y, ... ,u),

~+~+~~~~+~+~+~~~ ~

+ (X 2 X 3 + X 3 X 1 + Xl Xz) (XSX6 + XSX4 + x 4 X S) =

' .. +vsu, = v x, say;

then we have

X'

in the equation

P' = (x/,y', ... ,u'L

this result is expressible in the form
(P') - (Pi = - !v.(0),

and for the harmoruc point H , of 0 , in regard to P and P', we
may thus take (H) = H(P') + (P)], or (H) = (P) - iv.(O). If
then (h" h2' ... , h,) be the coordinates of H, we have

0,

and so obtain, as (x" ... , x,) and (x;, ... , x~) lie on the primal, the
result
(x, - x, - A) U = 0, with U = x,x, + x 2 ;>;S + (X2 + x s) (xs + x,).
Thus, assuming U not to vanish, in which case the line joining
(x" ... , x G), (x; , ... , x~) would lie entirely on the primal, we have
A = x, -x" In other words, (x;, ... , x~)is obtained from (x" ... , x,)
by interchange of x, and x, . And the harmoruc point of the
node, in regard to P = (Xl' ... , x s) and pi = (x~, ... , x~), which is
H(P) + (P')] or
(P) + tA(1, 0, 0, - 1, 0, 0),
[t(x, + x~), x 2 , X s, t(x, + ~), x,, x,],

or

describes the prime [14] = 0, namely the polar prime of the node
(14) .
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Another representative node is (AoB), or (14.25.36), with
coordinates (1, e, e", 1, e, e2). If t hen we substitute in the equation
of t he primal the values
.
X~=Xl+A,

x;

=

x~

x~

= xs+eA,

= x4+A.,
using t he facts that (XV"

"

x 2 +ei\,

xa=x3+e2i\.,
x~

= xG+e2i\,

x.) lies on t he primal, and -

x 1 + ··· +X6 =O,
wI' find, with.U = x , x.+e2x 2x.+€X3X., t hat
[x, +x. +e2(x2+xS ) +e(x3+x.) + 3A] U = 0,
so that, unless U = 0, in which case the joining line of (x" .. . , x. )
and (x;, ... , x~) wonld lie entirely on the primal, we have
A=

-IMBo],

and t he equations of t ransformation are
x;

=

x, -t[A B o],

x;=x2-

e

3

e2
[AB o], x~=x3 -3 [ABo],

The harmonic point of the node in regard to (x" " " x.) and
(xi, .. " x~), say (Xl' . . " X 6 ), being
Xi

=

xi-HA.$o],

Xi

=

xi -

e

6 [AB o],

Xk

62

=

x k -'6[ABo]'

(i = 1, 4;j = 2, 5; k = 3, 6) , is such that

X, + X. + e(X3+ X.) + e2(X2 + Xs)
= x, +x. +e(x3 +x,) + e2(x2 + xs) -l;(2 + 2+ 2)[ABo] = 0,
so that t his harmonic point describes t he prime [14. 36 . 25] = 0,
or [ABo] = 0; this again is the polar prime of the_node (AoB)
from which the projection is made.
We thus obtain, corresponding to any node (;,, ... , ;,) of the
primal, t he general linear transformation
x~

=

Xi - !t{lV,
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which, when (Xv .. . , x.) is a point of the primal, leads to another
point of the primal. T his we shall speak of as a p rojection from the
node (;1' ... , ;.), and often denote by p(;). Herein, Til is a linear
function of XV" " X " which, in case (; ,, .. . ,;.) is one of the
fifteen nodes (1m) , is equal to 3(x,-x",), or 3[lm], and, in case
(;1' ... ,;,) is one of the thirty nodes (PQo), is equal to [PoQ].
Thus Til =
is the equation of the polar prime of t he node _
(;" ... , ;,), and, when (x" .. . ,x.), (x;, ... , x~) are on the primal, is
t he locus of the harmonic point of t he node in regard to these.
When (x" ... , x.) is a point of a prime passing through the node
(;,, ... , ;,), the transformed point evidently lies in this prime.
When (XV"" x 6 ) is a node, other than (;1' .. . , ;.), such that the
joining line of t hese does not lie on t he primal, the geometrical
interpretation shews that (x;, ... , x~) coincides with (x" ... , x.),
and it is in accordance with t his that the polar prime of (;" ... , ;.)
is transformed into itself. When (x" ... , x.) is a node such that its
join to (;,, ... , ;.) lies on t he primal, t his joining line being then a
K-line, the algebra does not directly apply. But in fact it may be
proved in this case that the point (x;, ... , x~) is the thir'd node of
the K-line, so t hat the polar prime of one node of a K-line contains
the harmonic point of this node in regard to the other two nodes of
t his K-line. The forty-five nodes ofthe primal, other than a chosen
node (;,, ... , ;.), consist of the twelve nodes lying in the polar
prime of (;,, ... ,
which are all unaltered by the proj ection, and
of the sixteen pairs of nodes lying on t he sixteen K-lines through
(Sl' .. :, S.), of which those of any pair are ip.terchanged; thus a
projection gives rise to an even substit ution among the nodes of
the primal. We add the simple remark that, for all the forty-five
nodes, with Til either 3(x,- x",) , or [Po Q], in the notation above,
the substitution of ;1' .. . , ;, respectively for xv "' ' x. leads to
w; = 6. Thus fiJ3;' is U1x - 2wXJ or fITx' = -tux , namely, the linear
form whose vanishing gives the polat prime of a node is changed
in sign by the projection from t hat node, but the linear form
whose vanishing gives any prime through the node is unaltered
by the t ransformation, because the node lies on this prime.

°

s.),
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Evidently, too, in a succession of two transformations ,~hich are
projections from two angular points of a Jordan pentahedl"On,
the order in which these transformations are carried out is indifferent; and the succession of the five projections from the
angular points of the pentahedron leads ouly to a change of sign
of· all the coordinates of the projected point, which is thus
unaltered.
The projections give forty-five linear transformations of the
primal into itself; these are connected by many relations. But it
will appear t hat all linear transformations of the primal into
itself are obtainable by combination of such projections.
We have just remarked that t he transformations of t he primal
by projections from two nodes whose join is not a K-line, are
commutable with one another, so that the square of their product
is equivalent to identity, and that the composite transformation
obtained by projections from all the angular points of a Jordan
pentahedron is equivalent to identity. For the relations connecting the forty-five projections, the relations connecting the
projections from three nodes which lie on a K-line are important.
If such three nodes be denoted by a, fJ, y , and the pl"Ojections
from these be denoted by p~a), p(fJ), p(y), it is found that
p(fJ)p(y)
[p(fJ)p(y)]-l

= p(y)p(a) = p(a)p(fJ),
= p(y)p(fJ) = p(a)p(y) =

p(fJ)p(a),

[P(fJ)p(y)]3 = 1,

so t hat, for instance, p(a) = p(fJ) p(y) p(fJ) = p(y)p(fJ)p(y) · With
the ·three projections p(a), p(fJ), p(y), we thus obtain a group of
six transformations, isomorphic with the substitutions of three
letters. T hese statements are immediately obvious for thJ:ee
nodes (jk), (ki), (ij), but can be verified by the generalformula for
both the other types of K-line enumerated under (b) , (0) in § (5) .
(8) The forty Steiner threefold s p aces, o r primes, be longing t o the primal. There are forty solids, or primes, whose
intersections with the Burkhardt primal consist each of a quartic
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surface which breaks up into four planes. These planes are then
Jacobian planes. The equations of these primes are. of one of the
two forms X{+xm+xn = 0, x[-ex m = O. The former equation, if
l, m , n,p, q, 1" be the numbers 1, 2, . '0 ' 6 in some order, is equivalent
with xp + Xq + x, = 0, and there are ten primes with such equations ;
of primes with equations of the form X,- ex,,, = 0 there are 2 . 15,
or 30, the two numbers l, m giving rise to two x,- exm = 0 and
x.. -ex, = 0, of which the latter is x,-e'x", = O. Notwithstanding
the difference in t he forms of the equations, these forty primes are
of equal standing; to see t his we may employ the self-transform'ation of the primal (x') = x(x) already used in § (3); this leads to
x;-ex~ =

x, +ex,+ex3+ex,+x5+xG= (e-I)(x,+x 2+x3),

and

I

x;+x;+x; = 2£Xl-e2X2-€2Xs-X4 -e2xs-e2x6 = (6-1) (X 1 -E 2X4),

which are sufficient to shew that there is no difference in character
between primes of the form x,+X,.+xn = 0, and primes of the
form x,-exm=O. This transformation also gives, for instance,
x;+x;+x~ =

(e'-I)(x,-ex 3 ).

The four planes in which anyone of the forty solids meets the
primal form a tetrahedron in this solid. For reasons referred to
below, we call any of these solids a Steiner solid, and the tetrahedron therein a Steiner tetrahedron.
As an example of t he statement made, which is also effectively
a proof of it, consider t he solid x, + x, + X3 = O. This prime
evidently contains the four points F, R, L, T of respective
coordinates
F(O, 0, 0,1, £, £2);

R(l , €, 6 2 , 0, 0, 0);

L (I, e', e, 0, 0, 0);

T(O, 0, 0,1, e', e),

which form a tetrahedron , the faces RTL, TLF, TFR, FRL
being the respective planes
x,/I = x./e2 = x./e; x,ii = x,/e' = X3 /e;

x,ii

=

x,/e = x 3/e';

x,/I = x./e = x,/e',
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which are Jacobian planes, lying on the primal; these meet in
edges, T L, F B; T B , LF; LB, T F containing, respectively, the
nodes
(BGo), (GAo), (ABo); (Bo G), (GoA), (AoB); (EF,,), (FDo), (DEo);
(Eo F), (FoD), (DoE);

(23), (31), (12);

(56), (64), (45),

as we immediately find from the fundamental scheme of notations in § (I). The opposite edges of the tetrahedron are thus
polar K-lines, by what we have seen, and any pair of opposite
edges determine the solid. Indeed, anyone of the edges, being a
K-line, determines the opposite polar K-line, and then the pairs of
Jacobian planes passing through these two edges determine the
tetrahedron, and the other two pairs of opposite edges.
As another example, consider the solid whose equation is
X s - ex, = O. It is clear that this contains the four points F, B, L,
T, of respective coordinates
F(1,I,e,-2,e2 ,l);

R(-2,I,e,l,e2 , I);

L(l, 1, £,1,62, - 2);

T(l, - 2, €, 1, £2,1),

forming a tetrahedron with the respectively opposite plane faces
BLT, LT F, F BT, F BL given by
x,/ I = x.le' = xs/e;

xIII = x,le = x s/e2 ;

x,/ I = xs/e = x,le';

x,/ I = x,le = x s/e2 ,

which are Jacobian planes, lying on the primal. The three pairs of
opposite edges TL , FB; TB, LF; LB, TF are then pairs of
polar K-lines containing respectively the nodes
(ABo), (GD o), (26);

(ADo), (GBo), (14);

(EGo), (FAo), (12);

(EAo), (FGo), (46);

(BF,,), (DEo), (16);

(BEo), (DFo) , (24),

as we easily verify by the scheme given in § (I).
The 240 existing K-lines thus appear as distributed in sets of
six in the forty Steiner tetrahedra, no two of which, as we have
seen, have a common edge. Also it is easy to see, in each case, that
the pair of Hessian points @fthe three nodes lying on an edge of a
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Steiner tetrahedron are the two angular points of the tetrahedron lying on that edge; in any Steiner space, if X = 0, Y = 0,
Z = 0, T = 0 be the equations of the faces of the tetrahedron, the
eighteen nodes lying on the edges of the tetrahedron lie in fact
upon a cubic surface whose equation may be taken to be

X'+ Y'+ Z' + T'

=

o.

The twenty-seven lines of this surface are the lines joining the
three nodes in any edge each to all the nodes of the opposite edge.
Thus the eighteen nodes lie in sixes upon twenty-seven planes;
these planes do not lie on the Burkhardt primal; each meets the
primal in a quartic curve which breaks up into four K-Iines (see
§ (9) following) .
The Steiner solids arise differently below (§ (13)), where we
express the equation of the .Burkhardt primal in terms of five
primes, of which one is a Steiner solid, taken with four associated
solids, in forty different ways. From the new equation it is
instantaneously obvious that every Steiner solid is a tangent
prime ofthe primal, and of a singular character, in that the solid is
the tangent prime at every ordinary point of everyone of the six edges
of the Steiner tetrahedron cOntained therein. This may also be
verified with t he equation used here.
(9) The plane common to two Steiner solids . In every
one of the four faces of a Steiner tetrahedron, in addition to the
triangle formed by the edges in that plane, there are (§ (4)), three
other triangles, of which the sides are K-lines,.so that all the nine
nodes of the plane lie on the sides of anyone of the four triangles.
Through each side of such a triangle, besides the plane of the face
considered, there passes another Jacobian plane. It can be
pro,.ed that the three new planes so arising from anyone of the
three additional triangles in this plane face, form ,vith this plane,
the faces of another Steiner tetrahedron. Thus there are twelve
Steiner solids each having a plane, lying on the primal, in
common with a given Steiner solid, three of these for each of the
planes of the . given Steiner tetrahedron. For instance, the

~
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Steiner solid X2- ex. = 0, evidently has, common with the solid
0, the plane Xli i = x2ie2 = x.ie. And it can be
shewn that the transformation, which we denote by (x') = B(x),
given by
-x; = x2+e2xi+e2x5)
x~ = Xl + €X3 + €XS1
Xl +X2+X. =

x; = eXl +X3+ex61

x; = CX1 +€'X3 +XS'

PLANES COMMON TO TWO STEINER SOLIDS

contains the twelve angular points of the pentahedri' {A B}, {O D},
{EF}, which bave (14) for common angular point, namely,
(ABo), (AoB), (36), (25);

(OD o), (OoD), (23), (56);

(EFo) , (Eo F), (26), (35).

-x~ =

e2x2+x4+e2x51
-x~ = e2x2 + e2x4 +xs

T

(which evidently leaves the primal unaltered, because it is
obtainable from the transformation (x') = xix), of § (3), by
suitable substitutions among Xv ... , XGl and suitable substitutions
among (x;, ... , x;)) leads to

x;+x;+x; = (e 2-1) (x,-ex.),

31

(BCo)

\64)

(DE9)

(Ao B)

x;-ex; = (e-l)(x , +x2+x.).

Similarly, the Steiner solid Xl + x 2 + x. = 0, which is entirely
gelleral, has a Jacobian pJane in common with each of the twelve
solids x,-ex,. = 0, x, -e2x,. =
(t, m being any two of the
numbers 1, 2, 3, or any two of the numbers 4, 5, 6) .
There remain then 40-12-1, or 27, Steiner solids which have
not a Jacobian plane in common with a .given Steiner solid, say
x, + x 2 + x. = 0. These consist in fact of the nine solids

°

Xp+X[+Xm

= 0,

where l , m are two of the numbers 1, 2, 3 and p is one of the
nnmbers 4, 5, 6, together with the eighteen solids, x,-ex,> = 0,
xl-e2xp = 0, where l is one of 1,2,3 andp is one of 4,5,6. Any
two such Steiner solids, intersecting in a plane which is not a
Jacobian plane, with their associated Steiner tetrahedra, are in fact
in perspective with one another from one of the forty-five nodes, and
their common plane lies on the Jordan prime which is the polar of
this noile. For example, we may consider first the case of the two
Steiner solids x, +x2+x. = 0, x. +x,+x. = 0, and then the case
of the two solids x, +x,+x. = 0, Xl-ex. = 0. Evidently, ,the
two first solids meet on the Jordan prime [14] = 0, and are
projections of one another from the node (14). The prime [14] =

°

\56)

°

Of tbese twelve uodes there are six lying in botb x, + x, + x. =
and x. + x 2 + x. = 0, these being the intersections of four K-lines
lying in the common plane of tbe two solids, namely,
(AoB) , (EoF), (23);

(AoB), (EFo), (56);

(ABo), (Eo F), (56);

(ABo), (EFo), (23) ,

and this common plane does not lie on the primal.
Considering next Xl + X2 +X3 = 0 and Xl-ex" = 0, we verify
t hat
(e' - e) [~+ X, + x. + e(x , - ex,)]
=

x, +x,+e(x.+x,) + e'(x2+x.),

= [OoD];

hence these two Steiner solids meet in a plane lying on tbe Jordan
prime [CoD] = 0; also x;+x,+x.-e(xl-ex,) vanishes at the
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pole (CD o), or (14 . 23.56) . Thus [CoD] = 0 is the barmonic prime
of (CDo) in regard to the two Steiner solids. Fm·tber, the six nodes
(CA o), (CB o), (DoE), (Don (23), (56),
whicb lie in [CoD] = 0, are easily seen to lie botb in x, + x 2 + x1 = 0
and in "', - <X, = 0, and to be the intersections of tbe four K-lines
(CBo), (DoE), (23);

(CB o), (DoF), (56);

(CA o), (DoE), r56);

(CA o), (Don (23),

whose plane, common to the two solids, does not lie on the
primal.
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the four K-Jines, namely the Jines (23), , (56); (ABo), (AoB);
(EF,.), (Eo F), do -not lie on the primal, but each is an edge of a
Jordan pentahedron, respectively {CD}, {AB}, {EF}; and these
pentahedra have a common angular point, namely (14), whose
polar prime contains the four K-Jines; the solid x, +"'2+X3 = 0 is
projected from (14) into "',+X 2 +"'3 = 0, which equally contains
these fOlIT K-lines. As the three nodes (AoB), (23), (EFo), which
determine the construction are, each, one of three in the edge in
which it lies, the construction can be made in twenty-seven ways,
and leads to the twenty-seven Steiner solids which meet

l'

(CBo)

F

(,6)
Conversely, take the Steiner tetrahedron in the solid
Xl +X 2 +X 3

= 0,

and one of the nodes, say (AoB), in the edge containing (AoB),
(BoC), (CoA) . Through this node can be drawn a K-Jine, besides
this edge, in each of the two faces of the tetrahedron which meet
in this edge; say these are (AoB), (23), (EoF) and (AoB), (EFo), I
(56). In the plane of these two lines the K-Jines joining (EFo), (23)
and (56), (EoF) must meet; and they meet in the node (ABo)
lying on the edge of the tetrahedron opposite to that on which
(Ao B) is taken. The diagonals of the quadrilateral so formed by

in a plane not lying on the primal; t hese twenty-seyen solids are
the projections of X, + X 2 + X3 = 0 from the twenty-seven nodes
other than the eighteen nodes which lie on the edges of the
tetrahedron belonging to X, + X 2 + "'3 = O.
Such a plane of intersection of two Steiner solids which have no
Jacobian plane in common, may, for distinctness, be called a
cross-plane. By what we have seen, the number of such planes is
t40.27, or 540. Each lies in a particular Jordan prime, so that
the number in a particular Jordan prime is 540 -;. 45, or 12. The
three diagonals of the quadrilateral of K-lines in such a plane are
respective edges of the three tetrahedra formed by the nodes in
the Jordan prime, and, as each tetrahedron has six edges, there
are two of the cross-planes t hrough everyone of the eightee/,
edges of the three tetrahedra; in fact, for three tetrahedra in
desmic relation, in a threefold space, there are twelve planes each
containing an edge of all three tetrahedra, two of these planes
through e,' ery edge.
We refrain from further elaboration of the theory of the crossplanes, making only the following remarks: (1) a Steiner solid
contains forty-two K-lines, of which seven pass through each of
the eighteeu uodes; (2) through every K-Jine there pass seven
Steiner solids, of which only one has this K-Jine as an edge of the
associated Steiner tetrahedron; t his is in agreement with
BL

,
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7 . 240 = 40.42; (3) there are sixteen Steiner solids containing
any node, t he remaining twenty-four Steiner solids being in
perspective in pairs from that node, but through two nodes
whose join is not a K-line there pass four Steiner solids; (4) the
four K-lines of a cross-plane have for polars four K-lines which all
contain the node which is the pole of the Jordan prime containing
the cross-plane.
(10) The enumeration of the twenty-seven Jordan pentahedra, and of the forty -five nodes, from the nodes in
pairs of polar x -lines. The nodes in one edge of a Steiner
tetrahedl·on can be joined to the nodes in the opposite edge by
nine lines. These are not K-liQ.es, but each is an edge-line of a
definite Jordan pentahedl·on. We illustrate this by considering
the three pairs of opposite edges of t he Steiner tetrahedron
considered in the first example of § (8) . Each of these pairs of
edges gives rise to edge-lines of nine pentahedra

(B, O)
(O,A)
(A,B)

{BO} {O}
{B,}
{a,} {OA} {A }
{B}
{A,} {AB}

(56) ( 64)

(EF,) (FD,) (DE, )

(BO,) (OA,) (AB,)
(E,F)
(F,D)
(D,E)

{EF } {F } {E, }
{F,} {FD} {D }
{E} {D,} {DE }

(45)

{aD } {AF} {BE}
(3 i ) {BF} tOE } {AD}
(i2) {AE}. {BD } {OF}

(23 )

and the schemes put down shew what these pentahedl·a are. For
instance, in the first scheme (BGo), (Bo G) are angular points of
the pentahedron {B G}, while (GAo) , (Bo G) are angular points of
the pentahedl·on {G) .
We see that all the twenty-seven pentahedra arise from the
aggregate of the three schemes. Moreover, each of these pentahedl·a has three nodes besides the two by which it is enumerated;
thus, if we take one pair of opposite edges, say those in the first
scheme, we obtain 9.3 or twenty-seven nodes besides those in the
two edges. If we consider the second pair of opposite edges, and
the second scheme, we likewise obtain twenty -seven ne,\, nodes,
but t hese are the same as those arising from the first pair of
opposite edges. The third pair of opposite edges likewise
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give t he same twenty-seven nodes. And these twenty-seven, in..
fact, are t hose of the forty-five nodes other t han those on the six
edges of t he tetrahedron. Thus all the forty-five nodes arise from
the chosen Steiner tetrahedron. A similar remark, and schemes,
arise for the other Steiner tetrahedron considered in § (8) :
_ _I

(AD,)
(OB,)
(i4)

(AB,) (aD,)

I {A}

(26)

{D,} {AD} (BF,)
{B,}
{a} {BO} (DE,)
{AB} {aD} {EF}
(i6)

(BE,) (DF,)

(24)

{B}
{F, } {BF} (EO,)
{E,} {D} (DE) (FA,)
{BE} {DF} {AO}
(i2)

(EA,) (Fa,)

(46)

(E)
{a,} {OE}
{A,} {F} {AF}
{AE} {OF} {BD}

(ll) The reason for calling the Steiner tetrahedra by
this name. This seems the appropriate place to explain why we
have spoken of K-lines, and of Steiner tetrahedra.
F irst, remark a t heorem of elementary geometry in ordinary
threefold space. Suppose we have t hree triangles, of angular
points A,B, G" A 2 B 2 G2 , A,B,G" and respectively opposite sides
a,b,c"
a 2 b2 c2 , a, b,c" which are such that the points A 1A2
· A3 are
.
.
ill line, as also the points B, B, B, and t he points G, G2 G" these
three lines meeting in a point 0 , so that the three tria ngles are in
perspective from O. Then, the three sides a,a,a" all lying in the
plane OB,G,B,G,B,G, form a triangle, as do t he sides b,b,b 3 in
the plane OG,A,G2 A 2 G,A" and the sides c,c2 c, in the plane
OA,B,A 2 B 2 A, B" and the planes of these triangles meet in O.
The planes of the triangles A, B, G,,-A, B, G" A3 B, G, also meet in
a point, say Q. The theorem referred to is that, the triangles
a,. a, a" b, b2 b" c, c2 c, m·e in perspective, j.-om the point Q. To see,
for example, that t he two triangles b,b,b" c,c,c~ are in perspecli...e . it is sufficient to see that the pairs of sides, from t hese ·
trian Ie"', h1 and el l b2 and c2 , b3 and Ca l meet, and thus meet in
three points l}ing on the line of intersection of the planes of these
t wo triangles; in fact, t hese points of meeting are respectively
A" A" A 3 • It follows that the three lines joining corresponding
angular points of these two triangles meet in a point; these lines
join respectively the points (b,b 3 ), (c 2 c,); the points (b,b,), (c 3 c,);
and the points (b, b,), (c, c,) . But the plane containing t he latter
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two of these intersecting lines contains the lines b, and Cr, and is
the plane of the triangle A,B, C,. The centre of perspective of the
triangles b, b,b., c, c,c. thus lies in the plane A, B, C,. By panty of
reasoning it is thus common to the three planes A,B, C" A,B2 C"
A.B.C., and is the point Q. This point is similarly a centre of
perspective for each pair of the three triangles a, a,a., b, b2 b.,
c, c,c•. This is what we desired to prove.
Now consider a general cubic surface in ordinary threefold
space. Suppose that, on this surface, there are two sets of three
lines, a, b, c, and a,b,c" forming two .t riangles with no side in
common. The sides of these two triangles all meet the line of
intersection of the planes of the triangles, and all points of every
one of these sides are on the cubic surface. Thus, either the line of
intersection of the planes of the two triangles lies on the cubic
surface, which is impossible, since then the plane of either
t riangle would meet the cubic surface in a (composite) curve of
t he fourth order, or else the six points in which this line is met by
the sides of the two triangles are coincident, in sets, in the three
points in which this line meets the cubic surface. We suppose the
symmetrical general case to arise, namely that these six points
coincide in pairs in these three points. The two triangles a, b, c"
a,b,c, are thus in perspective, with the line of intersection of their
planes as axis of perspective; we suppose the notation chosen so
that a, a, meet on this line, as also b, b, and c, c2 . It follows then,
if A,B, C" A,B,C2 be the angular points of these two triangles,
that the lines A,A" B,B" C,C, meet in a point, say O. Now
each of these lines meets the cubic surface in a further point, say,
respectively, A., B 3, C3. And the plane OB,B, C, C" meeting the
cubic surface in the two lines a" a" will meet the surface in a
third line, namely the line, say a 3, which joins B3 and C3. The
triangle A.B3 C3 has thus, for sides, three other lines of the cnbic
surface, say a 3, b3, c3. We thus arrive at the figure j l1st considered,
of three triangles A,B,C" A,B,C" A 3B 3C3, in perspective
from O. And the nine linesa,u,a3 , b, b,b 3 , c, c,c3 \orm three other
triangles, in perspective from a point Q. These nine lines on the

cu bic surface are then the intersections of three planes meeting
in 0 with three planes meeting in Q.
These results are in Steiner's paper on Cubic Surfaces (Ges.
W"rke, II (1856), p. 655). He names a line which contains three
intersections, each of two lines of the surface, a k-line, and
obtains the result that, through any intersection of two lines of
the surface, there pass sLxteen k-lines.
The Burkhardt primal is in fact in correspondence with a cubic
surface, in the sense that the plane of any three coplanar lines of
t he cubic surface corresponds to a node of the primal. And two
sets of three pla nes meeting in nine lines of the surface, such as
those considered above, correspond to the two sets of three nodes
of the primal lying on two opposite edges of a Steiner tetrahedron,
t he nine lines corresponding to the pentabedra of which the joins
of the two sets of three nodes are edge-lines, as in § (10). These two
opposite edges, which we have called polar K-lines, determine the
tetrahedron, and so determine the other two pairs of opposite
edges of the tetrahedron. Likewise, for the cubic surface, given
nine lines forming two sets ofthree triangles, each in perspective,
as above, it is possible to determine the remaining eighteen lines
of the surface, and to see that these consist of two other such sets
of nine lines. Also, for the cubic surface, there are forty ways of
arranging the twenty-seven lines in three sets of nine, each set
forming two batches of three triangles in perspective, as above.
T his corresponds to the existence of forty Steiner tetrahedra on
t he primal.
(12) The ennmeration of the twenty-seven pentahedra
from nine nodes of the Burkhardt primal. Resuming the
matter discussed in § (10), it appears that, if ,~e take a Steiner
tetrahedron, a nd from each of the three pairs of opposite edges
...e choose one edge, thus selecting nine nodes of the primal, and
t hen consider the three Jordan peutahedra of which each of these
nine nodes is an angular point, then we shall obtain all the
twenty-seven pentahedra.
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In particular, taking three edges of the Steiner tetrahedron
which lie in a plane, it appears that all the twenty-seven pentahedr~ may be enumerated as those which have angular points, in
threes, at the nine nodes of any Jacobian plane. For instance,
taking the former Steiner tetrahedron considered in § (10), we
can arrange the twenty-seven pentahedra in nine columns:

•

(BG,)
{BC)
{C,)

{B)

(GA,)

(AB,)

(EF,)

(FD,)

(DE,)

(23)

(31)

(12)

{C)

{B,)
{A )

{EF)
{F,)
{E)

{F)

{CAl
{A,)

{FD)
{D,)

{E,)
{D)
{DE)

{CD)
{AF)
{BE)

{BF)
ICE)
(AD)

{AB}
(BD)
(CF)

{AB)

of which those in a column ha~e the common angular point
written above, and these angular points are the nodes of a
Jacobian plane (x, / l = X5 /62 = X, /6) . There are forty such
possibilities. On the cubic surface, as in § (ll), any line is met by
five pairs of intersecting lines, and so belongs to five sets of t hree
coplanar lines; the lines of the cubic surface correspond in this
sense to the twenty-seven Jordan pentahedra of the Burkhardt
primal. The scheme thus determines one of forty ways in which
the twenty-seven lines of the cubic surface can be obtained by
intersection of the surface with nine planes.
Or, we may take a scheme in which the nine nodes employed
are those in three con'c urrent edges of a Steiner tetrahedron, of
which there are then 160 cases. 1for example, we may take the
nine nodes to be
(BCo), (CA o), (ABo), (EFo), (FDo), (DEo), (56), (64) , (45);

we thus obtain the same scheme as that written above except
that t he three last columns of pentahedra t hen arising are those
written in the rows under (23), (31), (12) in the above scheme.
(13) The equation of the Burkhardt primal in terms of
a Steiner solid and four associated primes. We have stated
(§ (8)) that there are forty primes, the Steiner solids, which
meet the primal , each in four planes. We shew now how to
associate with every Steiner solid, fOUi' other primes, not them-
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selves Steiner solids"forming with this Steiner solid a simplex,
and obtain the equation of the primal referred to such a simplex.
The equation obtained shews at once that the Steiner solid meets
the four associated primes in planes which lie on the primal.
For this purpo~e we introduce five primes,
Yo = O'YI = 0, ""Y4 = 0,
which are given, in terms of xl>x 2J " " xsJby the equations

3yo =

Xl +X 2'+X 3 )

3YI =

Xl

~£2X2 +£XS)

3y" = Xl + £x 2 + e2x3J

- 3yo

=

x4 +X5 +xs)

- 3Y2 = x 4 + e2xs + €'X6•
-

3Ya = x4 +exs +e2xsJ

of which the reverse equations are

= YO+Yl +Y"J
x 2 = YO+€Yl +e 2Y"J
x3 = Yo + 62y, +6Y"
Xl

-x" = YO+Y2+YaJ
-xs = yo+e!h+ilYaJ

-x,

=

Yo + 6'y2 + 6'lh·

These equations, which are constantly employed, shew that
Yo = O,y, = 0, "" y. = 0 form a simplex, of which Yo = 0 is a
teiner solid . In terms of these the equation of the Burkhardt
primal, as shewn below, takes the form

Y<l-yo(yt+y~ + !f.+!d)+3Y'Y'Y3Y' = 0;
(I);
this shews that Yo = 0 meets the primal in the four planes
g. = y, = 0; Yo = y, = 0; Yo = Y3 = 0; Yo = y. = O. It is easy to
see that these four planes are, respectively,
x,/ l = X, /6' = "'3/6;
x,/ l = X5 /6 = X6/<';

x, / l = X5/6' = X6/6;
x,/ l = "'2/6 = X3 /e' .

To "erify the new form of the equation of the primal, we
remark ilia t
XtX, X3 = !fo+1l.+1l. -3yoY,y"
- X,X5X6 = y~ +!f. +!f. - 3YOY2Y3'
X Z X3

+ xaxl +X1 X 2 =

3(Y~-YIY4)'

x,x,+"',x, +x,x5 = 3(!fo-Y2Y3);
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x, X2X3(X. + X5 + x.) + X.X 5X.(X, + x, +X3)

y~ = YO -Yl>

+ (X2X3+X3X,+X,X2)(X5X.+X.X.+X.X5) = 0,
and substitution leads, save for the factor 3, to
-YO(Y! +Y; + y~ - 3yoY,Y.) -YO(Y! + 1A + yl - 3YOY'Y3)
+3(y~- y,y.)(yij-Y2Y3) = 0,

which is evidently equivalent to the equation (I) given above.
Further, as this equation holds solely in virtue of the equation
connecting X l > • . • , XGl between

- (X4

y~

=

Y2+Ya+Y4,

Y;

=

Y2 + €1h + e2Y4'

y~

=

Y2+e2Ya +€Y4'

This fact is clear also, if we recall (§ (3)) that the original
equation of the primal, in xl> ... , x.' is unaltered by the linear
transformation there denoted by (x') = X (x) ; for, t his being so, it
follows from the symmetry of the original equation, t hat this
equation is also unaltered by the linear transformation (already
used in § (9))

-(x4 +e2x s +ex6 ),

x l 4-e2x 2 +exa.

+ €Xs + e2x 6 ),
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holds for

the equation of the primal, in xl> ... , x., is

X 1 +X2 +Xa•

§13.

Xl

+ eX2 + e 2x a•

it follows, by the symmetry of t he original equation, that a
precisely identical equation holds for the five linear forms in
Xl ••. " x • obtained D.·om the previous five fonus by interchange of
G
Xl and X 4• namely between 1/0. ni'
'1'J4' given by

x;= eXl +X3+£X6'

-X4 =

•
e X 2 +X4 +£~X5'

x;

-x.'
=
•

£2 X 2 +e' x 4
+X
' 5'-

=

'2

ex1 +ex3 +x6J

Further still, the equation (1) shews, on trial, t hat an equation,
of precisely t he same form,

a nd , replacing x" ... ,x. by Yo,y" .. . ,y" by the fundamental
formulae here introduced, and replacing x,' , ... ' 6
x' by y'0' y'1'" Y'4'
by the same formulae, t his transformation is that put down,
connecting Yo, YI' . Y4 and Yo,y~, .." y~.
The three results t hus obtained shew, however, that there are
forty sets of values for Yo , y" .. ·,Y., all linear functions of the
original Yo,y" · .. ,Y., which are connected by precisely t he same
e~uation (1). The form s Yo = x , + x, + X3, "10 = x. + x , + X3,
Yo = YO-VI C~hich, save for a constant factor, is x 2 -€Xa), are
such that Yo = 0, "10 = 0, y~ = are all Steiner solids, and we have
shewn t hat there are forty such, all similar. The corresponding
results for Yo , y" "·,Y. are derivable by the remark that t he
equation (1) is unaltered by interchange of y" Y2' Y3' Y. among
themselves, Yo remaining unchanged, and is also unaltered by
replacrng y" Yo , Y3 ' Y. respectively by €"y" ePY2' e'Y3, ely" where
each of a, fl, y, 8is 0, 01'1, or 2, subject toa + fl +y+ 8= (mod. 3).
Thus, recalling the form of 1]0) in terms of Yo, YI) . . " Y4' t here is an
equation of the form (1) in which Yo is replaced by

I
Yo'. -Yo'('3
y, +Y2'3 +Y3'3 +Y.13) + 3Y'Y2Y3Y.
= 0

Yo-€"1h -ePY2 - e'Y3 -ely.,

"'J

'1'Jo = X 4 +X2 +X3•

'Ill =
1J4

X4

1/2=

+ e2X2 + €X3 ,

= X 4 +€X2 +e

2

-(x1 +e2xs +€xsL

1]3 = - (Xl + exs + e2x6),

"

x a·

By means of t he equations connecting Xl' "

"X6

and Y O'YI'

· .. ,YtI.

these five new forms are found to be
"10

= YO -Y'-Y'-Y3-Y"

"I,

=

-2Yo+2Y'-Y'-Y3-Y" etc.,

or, in general form,
"Ii= 3(Yi-;j-u),

i=0, 1,2, 3, 4,

where 'U = 2YO+Yl +Y2+Ya+Y4' These are, in fact, as we may
verify directly from equation (1), the equations for the projection
ofthe primal from the node (14), for which Yo = y, = Y2 = Y3 = Y.
(cf. § (7)) .

I

"

' J

j

°

°
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with appropriate corresponding replacements for y" Y2' Y3' y"
and this gives twenty-seven forms for '10' And, recalling t he form
of y~, in terms of Yo, y" ... , y" t here is an equation of t he form (I)
in which Yo is replaced by Yo - <fyi' for A = 0, 1, 2 and i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
with appropriate corresponding replacements for Yv ... , y" and
this gives twelve forms for y~ . The total number of equations (I)
t hus obtainable is 1 + 27 + 12 orforty, in each of which the form of
Yo gives a Steiner solid.
The left side of equation (I) is the simplest of the invariants
which Burkhardt obtains for t he transformation of the t heta
functions he considers, arising by transformation of t he periods
of the functions.
Some illustrative remarks may ·be added in regard to the
transformations here considered:
(a) The inverse of the transfOl=mation by which we pass from
YO'Yll ""Y4 to y~,y~, ... , y~ , may easily be computed. Save for ,a
common flJ,ctor 3, of all t he coordinates, which we neglect, thiS
inverse transformation has the same form as the direct transformation , save that, in the transformed values of Y3 and y" in
place of £ , £2, t here occur £2, £. If then t he transformation be
denoted (as in §(9» by (y~, ... , y~) = ·B(yo, .. . ,y,), the equations
(y~, .. . ,y:) ~ B-l(y~ , . .. , y;) are
"
"
Yo11/ = Yo-y"

y~ = -2yo-Y~,

By the general formula for projection ii'om a node (§ (7»,
we can put down the form for projection from the node (AoB),
from variables X l )"" XG to vaTiables x~, ... , x~. If we replace
(XI' . .. ,x.) by (Yo, y" ... ,y,) , by the definitions above (§ ( 13» , and,
by the same equations, replace (xi, .. . , x;) by (y;, yi, . . . , y;), we find
that y;, ... , y; are respectively the same as Yo, .. . , y, save that
yi = Y2' y; = y,. This transform ation we denote by D, so that
(y~, .. " y;) = D(y; , .. . , y;) is given by
(b)

"

,

Y3 ='Y3,

"

I

y , = Yo'
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(c) If we now express y~ , ... , y:' in terms of Yo • .. " Y4 by means
of the equations
(y~, ... ,y:) =

B- l(yO! ... ,y;),

(Yo , . .. , y;) = D (y; , ... ,y~),

(y;, .. . ,y;) = B(yo, . . . ,y,),

it will be found at once that we obtain
!If

Yo = YO-Y'-Y2-Y3-Y"

... ,

9:

III

y, = - ~YO -Y'-Y2-Y3+ 2y"

or, that y~, .. . , y~' are respectively identical with the "lo" ' " "l,
obtained above by interchange of x, and "'0' And this interchange
is obtained (§ (7» by projection from t he node (14) . Denoting it
therefore by p( 14), we_have
p (14)

=

B -'DB,

where D, equivalent to projection from (AoB), may be denoted
by p(AoB).
(d) It may a~so be remarked here t hat t he transformation
several t imes used , which we have denoted (§ (3)) by (x') = X(x),
when expressed by the variables Yo, .. . ,y., is.equivalent to
I

Yo = Yo,

2.

,

y, =

£

y"

1

Y2 = f:1J2,

,

Y3 = f:1j3 '

I "

Yo = £-Yo'

Thus X3 = 1. It may be verified also that B2 = p(ABo), so that
B' = 1, or B - ' = B 3, every projection being of period 2. Expressions for B in terms of projections are given below (§ (19)).
( 14) Explicit formulae for the rationalization of the
Burkhardt primal. We have seen (§(6» t hat there are 72.40
or 2880 ways in which the primal may be rationalized; we
proceed to obtain the equations in one of these, shewing that the
prime sections of the primal correspond , in this way, to the qua,·tic
$UTfaces of a linear system in space of three dimensions.
In t he equation (I ), W - y.M+ ... +Y! ) + 3YIY'Y3Y' = 0, denote
YLY" ·· ·,Y. Y. momentarily, by a, b, c, d. Then we have
o = 1 - a3 - b3 - c3 - d3 + 3abcd
= d 3a3 _d3_a3+ 1- (a 3d3+ b3+ C3 _ 3adbc)
= (a 2+a + 1)[(a- l) (d 3-1)- (ad + b +c) BG],
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where

B = (ad+eb+e'c) !(a-e),

C = (ad+e'b + ec)!(a-c 2);

from these equations for B , C, we obtain
_ (d +-cC - B) +eB -C
b -a
I-e
I-e'

eB -C) - e'
- e'C
c=a (d +- BI
;--' I-e
-e'

whereby a birational transformation is defined , from a, b, c, d to
a, B, C, d. Hence, as tbe equations for b, c lead to
b+c = a(2d-B-C)+eB +c'C,
tbe vanishing of I - a' - b' - c' - d' + &tbad, if a' + a + I does not
vanish, leads to
a = [d'-I + BC(eB +e2C)]![d'-l+ B C(B + C - 3d)],
whereby tbe variable a is expressed rationally in terms of the
three variables B , C, d, which, reversely, are rational functions of
the four original variables a, b, c, d. This solves the problem.
We proceed to elaborate this result: First, instead of B , C use
i\, p, defined by i\ = B - d, p = C - d; these are
i\ = e'(c + e2b + e2d) !(a - e), p = e(c + eb + ed)!(a _ e'),
namely
i\ = e2(y, + e'y, + e"y,)!(y, - €Yo),

which ~re Jacobian planes, of which the second and third meet
only in thepoint (0,0, 0, 1, -1 , 0), or (45), while the third and
first meet only in the point (0, 0, 0, 1,0, -I), or (46), and tbe first
and second mee~ only in the point (I,e',e, I , e,e'), or (Eo F); these
tln'ee nodes lie rn the Jacobian plane x,II = x,!e' = x3!e, which
contarns also the six nodes (BCo), (CA o), (ABo), (PoD),. (DoE),
(56). The rationalization is to be effected by means of the line
from the general point (Yo, Y" ... , y,) of the primal, which meet~
these three skew planes; this line is given by the intersection
of the three prinIes

i\

=

e,y,+e'(Y,+y,)
_ Y3+ e(Y2+Y')
, p -e
Y,-€YO
Y, ~e"yo'

Y,
Yo'

p= _

Regarding i\, p, p as the coordinates of the point in which this line
meets an arbitrary solid, and denoting homogeneous variables in
this ~olid by x, Y, z, t, defined by p = x!t, i\ = y!t, P = zit, we may
tbus take, for the coordinates of the point of this solid which
corresponds to (YO,Y" ... ,y,), respectively,
x = Y,(YI+YIYO+Y~)'
Y = e'yO(Y, - e'yo) (Y3 + e'y, + e"y,),

P = e(y, + €'1), + €Y,)!(y, - e'yo),

Y'+€Y2 + €'1), = 0 = y,-e'yo;

Yo = 0 = y,.

By the general formulae of§ (13), the equations of these planes in
terms of the coordinates x" .. . , x.' are found to be, respectively,
x,II = x,!e' = x.!e;
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t = YO(YI+Y,YO+Y5),

and put p for d , so tbat p = y,!yo' Then, by means of the value
found for a, the equation of the prinIal is solved rationally in
terms 'of i\, p, p, which are linear (fractional) functions of the
original variables YO'Yl' ""Y4'
Thus we are led (cf. the formulation of § (6)) to consider the
three planes
Y3+ e"y,+e'y, = 0 = y,-€yO;

PARTICULAR RATIONALIZATION OF PRIMAL

x, II = x 3!e .= x.!e';

x,II = x,!e_= x 3!e',

z = €YO(y,-€'1)O) (Y3+€'1),+€y,);.

and. using the value of a, or y,!yO' found above in terms of
B , C. d, or B, C, p, and thence in terms of i\, p, p, we compute the
re,erse expressions of Yo ,Yv ··. ,YtI in terms of x Y z t in the
forms

'

Yo

=

Y,

=

, , ,

t[x(Y'+YZ+Z2)+YZ(Y+Z)_t3],

-t[( I-e) x'(y-e2z)-ox(y-e2z )'-€yz(y+ez)+ t3] ,
y,= - y'z'-xyz(y + z)+(x+y+z)t3,
Y3 = - a 2(y _ e2z)' + (I -e) xyz(y -e'z) + y2z' - e(y + ez) t',
y, = x [x (y' + yz+z2)+yz(y +z)_ t'].
The prime sections ofthe primal, which are given by an equation
1JoYo+ lhYl+'"+ 114Y4 = 0, wherein 1JO , 1Jll . . . ,'fj4 are parametric
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constants, thus arise from a linear system of quartic surfaces in
the threefold space in which x, y , z, t are coordinates:
These quartic surfaces, as we see from the manner in which
have been formed, all pass through the common points
Y2' Y3' Y4.
'of the two cubic surfaces arising in Yo and y" namely

. x(y'+yz+z')+yz(y + z)-t' = 0,
(1_ejx'(y_e'z )_ex(y_e'z)'_€yz(y+€Z)+t 3 = 0,
but the addition of these two equations leads to

and this suggests: what we easily verify, that these two cubic
surfaces have in common the nine lines, lying in threes in three
planes, which are given by -

= 0,
= 0,
x+z = 0,

(III)

z'+t' = 0; or y = e'z = -d't,
y3+t';" 0; or x = - y = d't,
z'+t3 = 0; or x ·= -z = d't.

(k

= 0, 1,2).

If we pnt, fo r a moment,
X = - (e 2 - 1)x,

Y = (e 2 _1)x_(y_e'z),

Z = y-z,

T=(e'-l)t,

the equations of t he two cubic surfaces are found to be

X3+ Y'+ Z3 + T'-3(X + Y) (Y +e'Z) (Y + Z) = 0,
X'+ y3+ Z3+ T' = O.
The latter surface has, for its twenty-seven lines, the joins of the
points of the surface which lie on any. edge of the tet~ahedron
XYZT to the points lying in the opposite edge; and It IS easy .t o
verify that the nine lines common to the two surfaces consIst
of the six joining the two points (X, Y, Z, T) = (0,1, -1,0),
(0 , 1, -e, 0) in the edge YZ, to the thr ee points of the OppOSite
edge, together with the tlll'ee which join (1, -1,0,0), iLl XY, to
the points in the opposite edge. Also, if the three lines named (I),
for k = 0,1,2, be called a'I ' b c and the three lines (II), for
" "
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k = 0,1 , 2, be called a" b" c" and the three lines (III), for
k = 0,1,2, be called aa. b31 Cal it is found that the lines a v a 2J aa,
ell C2J Cal bll b2 ) b31 in this order, forID a closed polygon of nine sides.
Further, the former cubic surface has a double point at the point
(X , Y, Z, T) = (1, -1,0,0) , whereat the asymptotic cone con:
sists of the two planes X + Y = 0, X + Y - eZ = O. And it is easy
to see that the five quartic stITfaces, in the space (x, y, z, t),
arising by putting Yo = 0, y, = 0, ... , y. = 0 in the equations
above, all have nodes at the three points
(X , Y, Z, T ) = (0, 1, -1,0), {O, 1, - 6,0),

(l-e)(y-e'z)(x+y)(x+z) = 0,

(I) y-e'z
(II) x+y

§14. PARTICULA.R RATIONALIZATION OF PRIMAL

(1 , -1, 0, 0),

the asymptotic cone in each case breaking up into two planes, of
which one plane contains t he three lines meeting at this node .
For a quartic surface to contain a line, five conditions must be
satisfied. For a quartic surface to contain the nine lines arisina
"
here, it must contain the three points on the line of intersection of
any two of the three planes (I), (II), (III) in each of which three of
the lines lie, these being points of the cubic surfaces above; this
requires nine conditions. If the three lines in anyone of these
planes had three different intersections, six further conditions
would be required for the surface to con t ain these three lines.
T hen t he 9 + 3.6, or 27, conditions would leave eight linearly
independent quartic surfaces containing the nine given lines. On
examination we find that this remains true with the actualliries,
notwit hstanding t heir intersections in threes, and that the
general quartic surface containing the nine lines has an equation
p(x 3 _ t') (y - e2z) + q(z' + t 3 ) (x + y) + r(y3 + t') (x + z)

+ 'loYo + ""Y, + ... + 'l.y.,

=

0,

where p , q,r ,"Io,1h , ··. , 7)4 are arbitrary, and YO' YlI" " Y4 are the
quartic polynomials in x , y, z, t put down above. If now we add
the conditions that the quartic surfaces shall have double points
at each of the points of concurrence of threes of the lines, for
which (x, y, z, t) = (1 , 0,0, 0) , (0, 0, 1, 0), (0,1 , 0,0), we find that
p, g, r must all vanish .

§ 14.
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Thus t he quartic surface fouud above is the most general
surface containing t he nine common lines of the two cubic
surfaces which has a double point at each of the three points of
concurrence of threes of the lines, and the Burkhardt primal can
be defined by t he fact t hat its prime sections correspond to t he
system of such quartic surfaces.
In connexion with this result it may be remarked that the
equation (I) , or !to - Yo(Y! + ... +y~) + 3Y'Y2Y3Y' = 0, is satisfied
identically by putting
Yo = 3xyzt,
y, = X(y3 - Z3 - t3), Y2 = ·Y(Z3- x 3- t3),

Y3

=

Z(X 3_y 3_t3),

y,

=

The equation of the Burkhardt primal referred to
the prime faces of a Jordan pentahedron. From th~ equations of the faces of a Jordan pentahedron, which are linear
functions of x" ...,x" we may express these latter in terms of the
former. We take the pentahedron {Aj, whose faces are given by
the vanishing of the forms
(15)

; , = [14.25 . 36] ,
;, = [12.34 . 56],

the equations of transformation, and their reverses, being
(0,5, ,52, , . . ,(5) =

;2 = [16.35.24],
;5 = [15.46 . 23] ,

~3

= [13.26.45],

1

1

1

1

1

1

l e e 2 1 e e2
1
£2£
,Pe 1
1 e 1 e2 e2 e
l i e e e2 e2
6(x"x" .. . ,x,) =

1

£2

£2

e

1

1

1

2

e

1 1 1
e2 1 e
1 e2 e

e
1 e
1

t(X 3+y3 + Z3);

but, reversely, these equations giV'e six points (x , y, z, t) corresponding to the point (Yo , y" ... , y,) . While, if we take all the points
of the primal which lie on the tangent prime at a particular
point, P, the sets of six points of t he space (x , y ,z, t) which
correspond to the points of t his prime section, describe the
Weddle quartic surface whose nodes are the six points corresponding to the point P. This remark is due to Coble (loc . cit.); it
furnishes an example of an involution, in space of three dimensions, which is rational (the reader may compare the author 's
Principles of Geometr1j , Vol. VI, p. 137).
As has been stated, the fact that the Burkhardt primal is
rational was recognized by Dr J. A. Todd (lac. cit.), with a
masterly argument cliffering from that here employed, which,
however, does not readily lead to the reverse equations.
,
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e
(0,5" ... ,(5);
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el
€€2

by means of these, the primes of anyone of t he pentahedra can be
e:q>ressed in terms of 5" '. ' SO. In terms of !;,l
C
C th
J .. . , ~5'
e equat'1011
of t he Burkhardt primal is found to be
,

I)

m~ + sW + 5~5~ + 5W + ml
+e(mh~m + 5m + mi+m~) = O.
This ~quation contains only squares of the coordinates, and puts
ill eVldence t he fact (§ (7)) that a nyone of the angular points of
he pentahedron {Aj is a node, say 0, and a node of such a
ch~cter that, if P be any point of the primal, and 0 P meet the
~nma l a~ain in P', t hen the locus ofthe harmonic point (P, P')/O,
- the prune face of the pentahedron opposite to O. By § (7) we
:",,~e, Wlt hout making the computation, t hat the equation of
_ primal: when referred to any other of the pentahedra, like- - """r AIDS only squares of the coordinates.
!fin - eqna ion we have found we put
z - £!C
£, c
C
- ~,. y = " , z = " , t = .;" u = 55'
the equa.tion becomes
"' + x-"t"- + e-' ("
y-zZ"X" T y't' j-,-e(v.y2 + 22t2)
. +U2(X2+ y2+Z2+t2) = 0,
(II)

BL

4
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this shews that the twelve nodes in the face u = 0 form three
tetrahedra with angular points given by the rowS of the matrices

respectively by U and T. The asymptotic cones of the primal at
these angular points are given by the respective equations

I, 0, 0, 0)'

0, I, 0, 0
( 0,0, 1, 0
0,0,0,1

(

-~: -~: =~: ~)' (-~: -~: ~: ~)'

-1 , -1 ,

1,

1

1,

1, -1,

-1, - 1, - 1, -1

1,

1,

1

1, -1

for, as is easy to see, these are the nodes of any quartic surface, in
the space (x, y, z, t), with equation
a,(y2 z2+ x2t2) + b(Z2X2+ y2t2) + C(X2y2 + z2t2) = 0,
provided a, + b + c = 0; by a similar arg ument the same is true
for the nodes in any face of the pentahedron. Thus t here are
sixteen K-lines containing the nodes of any face (§ (5» .
We have presumed that a similar form of equation holds for
any pentahedron. This is actually so; see § (22) below. In
particular, taking the pentahedron {AB}, and putting
X = (€2_€)[25],

Y = [AoB] ,

Z = [ABo],

T = (€'-€)[36],

U = (€2_ €)[ 14],

it may be verified that the relation connecting X, Y, Z , T , U is
precisely the same as that above connecting x, y, z, t, u. The
linear expressions for X, Y, Z, T, U in terms of x, y, Z, t, u thus
give a transformation of the equation into itself. With

P = €'Ij+z,

Q = €'Ij - Z,

A = €2 (t +U ),

B = €2(t-U) ,

these equations, save for a common factor, are

X = €2(Q+B),

T = Q-B ,

U = €(P-A),

Y = 2x.

Z = -€(P+A),

The equation of the primal in terms of x, y, z, t, u may conveniently be used to give more precision to the remarks above
(§ (9» on the relations between a Steiner tetrahedron and a
Jordan prime. Let the angular points of the polyhedron considered which are opposite to the faces u = 0 and t = 0 be denoted

X2+y2+Z2 +t2

,

x2+e 2y2+ez 2 +u 2 = O.

= 0,

Four primes can be drawn through the line U T to touch both
these cones, namely the four primes given by x ± €2y ± €Z = O.
Consider one of these, say x + €'y + €Z = 0; let its line of contact
with the cone (U) be called I, and its line of contact wit h the cone
(T) be called m; these lines do not meet. Through the line I there
pass two Jacobian planes, lying both on the cone (U), and on the
primal, as we easily verify , namely

x+€'Y+€Z

= 0 = t+€'Ij_€2Z;

X+€2 y +€Z = 0 = _t +ey _€2Z;

likewise, through the line m t here pass two J acobia n planes
lying both on the cone (T), and on the primal, namely

x+€'y+€z = 0

=

u+y-z;

X+€2y +€Z = 0 = -u+y-z.

These four planes are the faces of a Steiner tetrahedron. In fact ,
the line I has for equations xII = YI€2 = Zl€ = tlO, and the t wo
Jacobian planes passing tlu'ough this line, when expressed in
terms of the coordinates x,, ... , x.' are found, to be

x ,II
and xJ I

=

=

X, /€ = x./€'

x./€ = X, /€', t he prime X+€2 y +€Z
Xl

+Xa+X6

=

0 being

= O.

These equations identify the line I as a K-line, containing, besides
the point U, which is (AFo), the two other nodes

x

=

yl€'

=

z/€ =

tlO = u l ± I;

- regard to these two nodes, t he point in which the line meets the
';'rime • = 0 is t he harmonic of U . Likewise, the t wo planes
th....",_r" the line m, whose equations are x = y = z; u = 0, are
Jacobian planes. forming the other two faces of the Steiner
tetrahedron in the solid Z, +x, +x. = O. The Steiner tetra hedron
has four edges besides I a nd m, on each of which are t hree other
nodes; these nodes can be shewn to be the intersections of the
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edge considered with the three prime faces of the Jordan pentahedron which contain the edge-line (these, with u = 0, t = 0,
making the five faces of the pentahedron) . Each of these prime
- faces, by its intersection with the Steiner solid, thus gives a plane
containing six nodes, one on each edge of the Steiner tetrahedron .
This plane is therefore one of the 540 cross-planes considered in
§ (9).
Further, it can he verified that the tangent prime of the
Burkhardt primal at any point of the line I, or at any point of the
line m, is the Steiner solid X+£2 y +£Z = O. Thus this prime
touches the primal at every ordinary point of every edge of the
Steiner tetrahedron. This we may also verify simply from the
equation of the primal in the coordinates Yo,y" ... ,y•. More
generally, the tangent prime of the primal, at any ordinary point
of one of the cuhic curves which pass through the nine nodes of a
Jacobian plane, 'touches the primal at every point of the curve.
The prime X+£2 y +£Z = 0 also touches the cones (U), (T) along
the lines I, m, as we have said .
We have considered only oneoof the common tangent primes of
the cones (U), (T) which can be drawn through the line UT; and
there are foUl' such primes. Moreover, the pentahedron has ten
edges such as TU. Thus, from the single pentahedron we may
construct forty Steiner spaces.
The equation of the Burkhardt primal in terms of squares of
;1) ... , ;5) considered here, shews that the primal contains an involution of sets of sixteen points, represented by a quadric. We
retUl'n to this later (§ (22)) .
The thirty-six double sixes of Jordan pentahedra ,
and the associated q u adrics. We have seen (§ (5)) that, taking
any particnlar pentahedron, there are sixteen others of which no
one has an angnlar point common with the pentahedron taken;
we may speak of two pentahedra which have no common angular
point as being skew with one another. Besides the nodes of the
pentahedron taken, there are, in each face 'OJ, of this pentahedron,
(16)
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eig~t nodes, each arising as an angular point of a pentahedron,
haVIng the node P , opposite to 'OJ in the pentahedron taken, as an
angular point. With each of t hese eight points as angular points,
there are two other pentahedm, leading to sixteen pentahedra for
the face 'OJ. The sixteen pentahedra similarly obtainable by consldermg any other face of the pentahedron taken, coincide, in
aggregate, with those arising for the face 'OJ; these are the sixteen
which are skew with the pentahedron taken.
In this way, or by direct speCification of the angular points of
each pentahedron, we see that the sixteen pentahedra, which are
skew with the pentahedron {A}, consist of the six {Ao}, {B}, {G},
{D}, {E}, {F} and the ten {PQ}, where P" Q are two of B, G, D, E ,
F; WIth a Similar statement for the pentahedra skew with {Ao}.
Also we see that the sixteen pentahedra, which are skew with
{AB} consist of the eight {AP}, {BP}, where P is one of G, D,
E, F, together with the eight given by {Pi, {Po}. Thus also {A} has
an angular point common with the five {Bo}, {Go}, {Do}, {Eo}, {Fa},
and Wlth anyone of the five {AP}, where P is one ofB, G, D, E, F,
with a similar statement for {A o}; and {AB} has an angular point
common With {A}, {Ao}, {B}, {Bo}, or with anyone of {PQ}, where
P, Q are two of G, D , E, F .
Bearing these results in mind, consider now the three sets
each of twelve pentahedra, which we arrange in two rows of si~
pentahedra:

{A},
{A o},
{A},
{B},
{A},
{B G},

{B},
{Bo},
{Ao},
{Bo},
{B},
{GA},

{G},
{Go},
{BG},
{AG},
{G},
{AB},

{D} ,
{Do},
{BD},
{AD},
{EF},
{Do},

{E},
{F} } (I),
{Eo},
{Fa}
{BE}, {BF}}
(II),
{AE}, {AF}
{FD}, {DE}}
(III).
{Eo},
{Fo}

From the examination just made, it appears t hat in anyone of
these double sixes, any pentahedron is skew with the others in the
same row, and with that in the other row which is in the same
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column, but has an angular point in common with the five
pentahedra in the other row which are not in the same column.
There are fifteen double sixes of the type (II) , obtained by
replacing A, B hy another pair, and there are twenty douhle sixes
of the type (III), obtained by replacing A, B, C hy another triad.
Thus in all there are thirty·six douhle sixes. * It is easy to see that
the thirty angular points of the pentahedra which occur in one
row of a double six are the same, in different order, as those
arising in the other row. The thirty-six double sixes contain in all
seventy-two sets of six pentahedra, of which every two of a set
are skew to one another. It can be seen that no two of these
seventy-two sets have the same set ofJour pentahedra common to
both; thus the thirty nodes arising in a double six are all determined when a proper set of twenty nodes is given.
To each double six ofpentahedra there corresponds a quadric,
which contains the thirty nodes arising in the double six, and
touches the thirty polar primes which are the faces of the pentahedra; the quadric is both inscribed and cit'cumscribed to every
one of the twelve pentahedra of the double six. For the three
representative double sixes (I), (II), (III) put down above, the
proper quadrics are respectively
xi+x~+

... +x~

= 0,

~~+~~+~~=O,
X 2 X a +xaxl +x t

~+~+

... +~=~

x 2 + e(xSx6 +X6 X 4 +X4 X S) = O.

That the first quadric contains all the thirty nodes of the
double six (I) is easy to verify; and taking, for example, the node
(A. B), in the polar prime [A.B] = 0 of the pentahedron {A}, the
quadric touches this prime at this point (which is an angular
point of {A.}) . Similarly.for each of the six columns of the double
* The existence of such double sixes. for the lines of a cubic surface.
was remarked by Schlafii, Quart. J. Math. II (1858). The double sixes of
Jordan pentahedraare noticed by Burkhardt, Math. Ann. xxxvm (1890).
p. 197. who gives the pentahedra of one of these, expressed in terms of
Yo. Y1' . " J 114'
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six. We may form generally the condition that a prime

= 0
sh?uld touch .the quadric. As the same prime is represented by
this equatIOn if all of u .. ., u. are increased by the same arbitrary
" of tangency is a function ofthe differences
quantity, this condition
of u ... , us; but we may follow the plan tacitly adopted in the
"
notation for tp.e Jordan primes, of introducing the condition
'l:t + ... + u, = O. The tangential equation so obtained, which, in
general form, is
U t X t +···+U6 X 6

ui+u~+ .. , +U~-i(Ul + .. , +u6 )2 = 0,
thus reduces to

~+~+ .. . +~=~

~+~+ ... + ~=O) .

From this it·is at once recognized that the quadric touches the
thirty prime faces of the pentahedra belonging to the donble six.
Also, for each of these twelve pentahedra, the point of contact
with any prime face, is the angular point, lying on this face, of th~
other pentahedron in the same column of the double six.
Later, we shall find it interesting (§ (22)) to form the equation of
the quadric in terms of the prime faces of one of its component
pentahedra.

. We can similarly ,erify directly that the thirty nodes occurring
the double SLX (II) lie, as stated, on the quadric

ill

Xl X4 + X 2 X S + .XaXG

= 0,
and that this touches the thirty prime faces of the pentahedra,
the rule for the point of contact being precisely as itl the former
case. Also, though we omit the algebra, which is given below for
the less easy case (III), we can verify that the tangential equation
of this quadric is
U I U4 +u 2 U S +uauG--fi(ul

or

~~+~~+~~=O,

+ ... +UG)2 =

0,

~+~+.+~=~ .

We can obtain the equation x, x. + x 2 x, + x.x, = 0 by trial.
But we can also obtain the equation from the former,

xi+ ... +x~ = 0,
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by remarlring that the thirty nodes occurring in the double six
(II) consist ofthe eighteen nodes arising from {A}, {Ao}, {B}, {Bo}
(wherein each of (ABo), (AoB) arises t wice), together with the
fifteen nodes (pq) other than (14), (25), (36), which are the other .
twelve. That these twelve lie on the quadric x, x, + x,x s + XSX6 =
is clear. The other eighteen consist of two sets of nine given by

Similarly, for the double six of type (III), for exampl~, the
angular points of the pentahedron {E F} are
(1, e, e2 , I, e', e) , (1, e2, e, 1, e, e'), (14), (26), (35),
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(AoB);

(ACo),

(ADo),

(AEo),
(BoC),

(ABo);

(Ao C),

(AoD), .(AoE).
(BOo),

which are easily seen to lie on the quadric whose equation has
beengiven; also the prime face of {EF} opposite to (EFo), namely
[EoF] = 0, is x, + e'x2 + €XS+x.+exs +e'x, = 0; and this is the
tangent prime of the quadric at the point (1 , e2, e, e2 , 1, e) , or
(15.36.24), or (Do E) , which is an angular point of the penta.
hedron {Do}, occurring in the double six in the same column as
{EF}. Or again, the prime face of {EF} opposite to (14), is
x,-x. = 0, which .is the tangent prime of the quadric at (CD o),
also an angular pomt of {Do}.
That the quadric touches the primes of the pentahedra of the
double six (III), is similarly verifiable from the tangential
equation of the quadric. In complete form this equation is

(AFo);
(BoD),

(BoE),

(BoF);

(BEo),

(BFo),

(AoF);

(BDo),

all of which lie on xi+ .. . +:r. = 0; but the first set lie upon
[AoB] = 0, whose equation, put into the form
(x, + x,)/1 = (X2 + xs)/e = (xs +x,)/e2,
shews that these lie on the degenerate cone

12[u,us +usu, +u,u 2+ e'(u S u, +u,u, + u,u s )]
+[(e'-3)cr+(1-3e2)T][cr+T] = 0,

(x, + x,)' + (x, + XS)2 + (xs + x 6)' = 0;
while the second set, lying on [ABo] = 0, similarly also lie on this
cone. The equation of the quadric belonging to the double six (II)
is thus clear from the identity

where (T denotes U 1 +u 2 +U 3 , and T denotes '1:64 +U'5 +us. If we use
- u. = 0, or cr + T = 0, t his reduces to

U, .!. .. •

U 2 U 3 + U aU l +UtU2 + i!(U SU S +USU4

2(x, x, + x 2XS + xsx,)
=

(x, +X,)2 + (X2 + X S)2 + (xs + x,)'- (xi + r, + ... + :r.).

To illustrate the general rule given above, for the quadric
x, x, + x,x s + XSX6 = 0, it is easy to see that the tangent prime of
this quadric at the point (AoB), which is an angular point of {B}
lying in the polar prime [Ao B] = 0, opposite to the angular point
.(ABo) of {A}, is [AoB] = 0. Or, considering the pentahedron
{BG}, the prime face opposite to the angular point (BCo), namely
[BoC] = 0, or [15.26 . 34] = 0, is the tangent prime of the
quadric at (16.24 , 35), or (ACo), which is an angular point of
{AG}. Or, still again, the prime face of {BG} opposite to the
angular point (15), namely [15] = 0, is the tangent prime of the
quadric at the node (24), which is also an angular point of {AC}.
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+u4 U S) = O.

We may give indications of the algebra by which this tangential
equanon 's found: The tangent prime of a quadric

/(Zt ' ~2' ""X6) = 0, or f(x v . .. ,xs) -Xl-~2- ... -xs)
at the point (I;" ··.,56)' where
;11 .. " £6)' is given by

i

x, (

=

0,

5, + '" + 6. = 0, if F denote
.

(OF OF)
aoFs, - OF)
06, + ... +Xs ass - os, =

0,

and this is
x, oF /05,+ ... +x.oF/06, = 0, or, say, x,F,+ ... +x.F. = 0.
T o identify this with u, x, + '"

+ u,x. =

0, we require

F,/(u, + 0) = F,/(u, + 0) = '" = F,/(u. + 0), = A/O, say,
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where 0 is arbitrary; and we are to eliminate 6"
F = o. For the case where

F

... ,6, by means of

= 6263+5351+6162+ 6 (6.6,+5,6,+6,5.)

the equations give
A
52 +53= (u, +O),

o

(J

=

A
53+51=0(U2+O),

A

61+62= o(u 3+O),

u 1 + u 2 + us)

7"

=

u 4 + 11.s + U G, because

6, +52+ .. . +6, = 0,
we have IT + 6'7 = 360; hence, putting M for IT + 6'7, we have such
equations as
261 =

~(IT- 2u , + } 6 M),
2

if these values of 6" ... ,5, be substituted in F = 0, the result is the
equation we have stated.
It follows from the geometrical interpretation that any linear
transformation of the coordinates which leaves the Burkhardt
primal unchanged must change the set of six skew pe~tahedra
which form one of the seventy-two rows of the double S1xes, mto
another such set (or into itself). Such transformation must
therefore change the thirty nodes arising for this set into another
such system, and change the quadJ:ic containing these mto
another such quadric. In particular the projections of the prrmal
into itself explained in § (7) have this property; and a projection
from one of the thirty nodes of a system changes this system into
another such system, and the quadriC containing the first system
into the proper quadric of the second. We can exemplify this
with precise formulae which will be found to be of interest below
(Appendix, Note 2). Let the rowS of six .pentahedra occurn~g m
the double sixes above called (I), (II), (III) be denotedrespect1 vely
by
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the order of the pentahedra in a row not being regarded. Let
projection from a node, say (ABo), be denoted by p(AB o). Then
it is found, by the rules given in § (7) (see below), that

p(AoB).vsA = p(ABo)·v,m

5,+5, = 62~(U,+0), 5,+6, = 62~(U.+0), 6,+6. = 62~(U6+0),
so that, with

§ 16.

A.<SO) ,
( J.'ASO

= a; p(ABo) · vAO = AASO;
p(AoB). VAS = p(ABo)· vSA = a o ; p(ABo)· VO A = J.'A.SO·
These relations shew how to obtain, from the single set a, by use of
the projections, all the remaining seventy-one sets of six skew
pentahedra, everyone of these sets being of one of the types a, a o,
vAS' VSA.' AASO, J.'ASO. We shall shew below (§ (20)) how to permute
the sixpentahedra {A), {B), ... , {F) of the set a among themselves bya
group of 360 projections. We can thus generate a group of 72. 360, or
2'.3'.40, or 25920 projections.
If the quadriCS associated with the three typical double sixes
(I), (II), (III) be denoted respectively by Q, QAS, QASO' the
relations put do,Vll shew that

p(ABo)·Q AS

=

Q,

p(ABo)·Q..<c

=

QASO·

Particular consequences are that the quadric QAS is unaltered by
the transformation (x') = X(x) , employed in § (3), as may easily be
....eri1ied directly; and that the quadric QABO is unaltered by the
transformation (x' ) = v(x) gi ....en by p(ABo) p (Bo G), whose
expression in Xv ... , X6 is
x~

x~

= €X 4 + exs + x6 ,
= x4 + £x s + exG,

x~ =

€'X",

+ Xs + €X S)

-

-

= £2X1 + X z + £2XS '
x; = e2xl + e2x2 + x3)
x~ = Xl + e2x2 + e2x3'
x~

It may be desirable to illustrate the process by which the
equations above are obtained by taking some cases. It is to be
borne in mind, see § (7), that nodes (PQo), (QRo), (RPo) lie on a
K-line, and that nodes (PQo), (RS o), (ij) lie on a K-line if tne
syntheme symbols of (PQo)' (RSo) are interchanged by the
transposition of the numbers i andj; and then that, if (L), (M) be
two angular points of the same pentahedron p(L) . (M) = (M);
while, if L, M, N be three nodes of a K-line, p(L). (M) = (N) .
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Alsothatp(L) . (L) = (L). Astheprojectionp(ABo)isofperiod2,
one of the equations p ut down is

the whole t hen

p(ABo)· ex = "",-B'
N ow the left side consists of t he elements

as stated . The remaining equations can be similarly vermed.

p(ABo)·{A},

p(ABo)JB},

p(ABo)·{C},

... ,

p(ABo)·(F).

The geometrical interpretation shews that p(ABo).{A} = (A ).
The element p(ABo).{B} consists of five terms such as
p(ABo) · (BP"),

where Pis one of A , C, .. . , F, and this term is (PAo) except when
Pis A, when it is (BA o); thus p(ABo) .{B} = {Ao} . The element
p(ABo)· (C} consistsof five terms p(ABo). (CPo), whereP is one of
A, B, D , E, F; ofthese
p(ABo) · (CA o) = (BCo),
p(ABo)·(CDo) = (26),
p(ABo)· (CF,,) = (15),

p(A Bo )· (CB o) = (CB o),
p(ABo).(CEo) = (34),

as we see at once hy cQnsulting the scheme of synthemes in § (1);
thusp(ABo)'{ C} = (BC}. In the same way wefind
p(ABo)·{P} = (BP)

for P = D, E, F. On the whole then p(ABo) . ex
Consider next the equation

= "",-B'

p(ABo)·"AO = À",-BO'
The left side of this consists of the elements
p(ABo)·{A},

p(ABo)·{Ao},

p(ABo)·{CB},

p(ABo).{CD},

p(ABo)·(CE),

p(ABQ).{CF}.

Of these, p(ABo).{A) = (A); p(ABo) {A o} consists of terms
p(ABo)· (A oP), equal to (BPo), so that p(ABo){Ao} = {B}, as we
have already seen; p(ABo).{CB} is already found above to he
(C};p(ABo) . {CD} consists oftermsp(A B o)' (CDo),p(AB o)' (CoD),
p(ABo)· (14), p(ABo) · (23), p(ABo). (56), which are respectively
(26), (35), (1 4), (EFo), (EoF). Thus wehavep(ABo)' {CD} = {EF} .
So we findp(ABo).{ CE) = {FD}, andp(ABo).{CF} = {DE}. On
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p(ABo). "AO = {A}, {B}, {C}, {EF}, (FD), {DE},
( 17 ) The linear transformations of the Burkhardt
primai into itself. We have shewn t bat t he equation of the
primaI is reducible to tbe form

1t.-Yo(Yi+Y~+Yï+Yl) + 3YIY2Y3Y' = 0,

by taking Yo = 0 to be a Steiner solid meeting the primaI in tbe
four planes Yo = Y, = 0, ... , Yo = y, = O. Witb t he values taken in
§ (13) these planes are respectively

x,II = x21e2 = x3 /e; x,/l = x.le2 = x.le;
x,ll = x.le = x.le'; x,II = x21e = x3 /e2 •
We are concerned with tbe linear transformations into itself of
which the primaI is capable; and tbese may be expressed by any
set of coordinates. Such a set as Yo , Y" ... , y, was used by
Bnrkhar.dt, arising in his theory as theta functions of two
variables, linearly transformed among thems~lves when the
thirds of the periods of the theta functions undergo a linear
t ransformation . From this point of view it appears that the
linear transformations of Yo , YI> ... , y, wit h which we are concerned
can be built up by the combinations of four Buck transformations.*
It is proper to cite these transformations with the names given to
them by Bmkhardt omitting, bowever, constant factors common
to ail of bo, Y" ... , y" and replacing bis 3 2 by 3 . Tbey are

a

8

,
y~

y,
,
y,

,
Yi
y,

~-

Yo -YI

- 2YO -Yl

Y2 + Y3 + :4

Y2 + fqJ3

+ (.MY4

Y2 + e2y3 + €1j4

y,
y,
y,
y,
y,

D

S

y,

y,
e'lyl
y,
e2Y3
e2y4

Y2

y,
y,
y,

* The reader interested in the linear transformation of the periods of
theta functions may cons~t, for instance, the writer's 4bel's Theo-rem
and the T heoT1J of the Theta Functions (Cambridge, 1897), Chap. XVIII, and
pp. 549, 669 ff., where references to the li terature are given.
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These transformations are subject to various relations among
themselves (see below, § (19)); in particnlar we mention at once

B' = 0 3 = D2 = S3 = 1, B'=C'DOD02D,
(OS)3 = (S0)3 = DS2D .
The transformations 0, D, S are transformations of the faces of
the Steiner tetrahedron lying in Yo = 0, or x, + x 2 + x 3 = 0, among
themselves. But B transforms this Steiner solid into the Steiner
solid Yo - y, = 0, or x 2 - et3 = 0, which as already remarked, § (9),
meets the original Steiner solid in the Jacobian plane

x ,!1 = x,!< = x 3 !€' ·
It is at once evident that 0, D, S leave the primai unaltered.
That the same is true of B follows because .
y~

= Yo-Y"

y;

=

-2yo-Y,

lead to
Y~.-Y; = 3yo,

y~2+y~y; + y;' = 3(yÔ + yoY, + yi),
y~'-y~y;' = 9(1fo-Yoyï),

- Yo'('3
Y2 + Y3'3+ y,'3)+3y,'y'y'y'
2 3 "
'('3
'3
'3
3'
"
)
3('
whichis -Yo y, +Y3 +y, - Y'Y3Y' - Yo- y')y'y'y'
, '3"
w hi!
.e

•

is equa1 to

- 27(yo - y,) Y'Y3Y' - 9Yo(1A + y~ + y~ - 3Y2Y3Y')'

or
The transformed polynomial whose vanishing gives the equation
of the primai is thus nille times the original polynomial .
The transformation 0 is an even permutation (243), of
· the transformation Dis the odd permutation (12), of
Y l ' Y 2' Y 31 Y4'
these. It may be shewn (see § (20) below) that aU the possible
twenty-four substitutions of y" Y2' Y3' y, among themselves are
obtainable by combinations of the two substitutions (243), (12).
But the combinati~ns of 0, D, S (for the notation cf. pp. 75, 76),

L = DS'D,

M = S',

N = OB2S20B"
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we at once see change (y" y" Y3' y,) into
(y" <"112, <"113, <y,),

(<y" Y2' <Y3' <y,), (<y" <y" Y3' <"1),)
respectively; thus, if a , !J, y, 8 be each 0, 1, or 2, subject to
a+!J+y+8", 0 (mod. 3), the transformation L'-"M '-PN '--"!
changes (y" . .. , y,) into (f."y" <PY2' <YY3' <'y,). Combining su ch

transformations with those of the symmetric group of twentyfour substitutions obtainable from 0 and D, as we have seen, we
see that, by combination of 0, D , S, (Yo , y" ... , y,) can be changed
into any one of the 24 . 27 sets given by
(YOl ë"YlI efJy'TIp eYy'Ip ffyp),

wherel, m, n,p isany permutation of l , 2, 3, 4. In passing wemay
remark that D = p(AoB), and OB2 = p(56). (Cf. p. 79.)
We have shewn, however (§ (13)), that by combination of the
transformation B with the transformations which we now see to
arise from 0, D and S , we can obtain fort y equations of the
primai, ail of the same form, that is, forty sets of values of
Yo, y" ... , y, satisfying the equation, in each ofwhich Yo = 0 is one
of the Steiner solids, and y, = 0, ... , y, = 0 are associated primes,
defining a teiner tetra hedron. There is thus a group of 24.27.40,
or 2'.3' . 40 linear ttansformat ions of t he primaI into l tself,
obtainable by combination of B , 0, D , S. Any such t ransformat ion must clearly interchange the forty-live nodes among themselves; and it may be shewn by individ ual examination tbat tbe
permutation ofthenodesdue to any one of B, O,D , S isequivalent
t o an even number of trànspositions of the nodes. The 23 . 3'.40
transformations thus form a group of even substit utions of the
nodes among themselves. Conversely it appears-clear, without
appeal to the theory oflinear transformations of the periods of the
theory functions on which Burkbardt relies, that the 23 . 3'.40
transformations exhaust the possible linear self-transformations
of the equation

110 - Yo(m + ... +~) + 3Y'Y2Y3Y' = O.
For the transformations of this which lea,' e Yo unaltered must
leave both + ... + y: and Y'Y'Y3Y' unaltered, and so be co-

m

1
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extensive with the 24 . 27 transformations of Y" Y2, Y3' y,into
forms .. y" ePYm> e'Yn, e'yP wbich we have found by combination of
C, D, S alone. Also, this equation shews that any possible form of
Yo must be such that Yo = 0 is a Steiner solid, meeting the primaI
in four planes. We have shewn (§ (13)) that it is possible, by
compination of B, 0, D, S, to obtain forty such Steiner solids
Yo = O. It is only necessary then to assume that there are no
other Steiner solids than those we have specified. To prove this is
an algebraic problem of wbich we give no formaI solution.
We have also fOlU1d (§ (7)) particular linear transformations of
the primaI lnto itself of wbich each is a projection from anode.
Each ofthese leaves tbis node, and twelve other nodes unaltered,
but interchanges the pairs of nodes lying on the sixteen K·lines
that pass through the centre of projection. Such projection thus
gives an even substitution of the nodes and leaves the equation
of the primaI unaltered. It is to be expected then that every one
of the forty-five projections is expressible as a combination of
B , 0, D, S . We give no formaI proof that tbis is so, though we
obtain several examples of this; such proof is probably to be
const;ucted by means of the relations, given in § (7), among
projections from nodes lying on a K-line. But we give below
(§ (19)) expressions of ail of B, 0 , D, Sin ter!!).s of projections, in
forms necessarily not unique. Presumably then , ail the forty·five
projections are obtainable by combinations of the four expressions
so found. We give some details below (§ (19)) in regard to the
particular case arising when we consider only the eighteen projections from the nodes lying in a Steiner solid.
(18) Five subgroups of the group of 23 .3'.40 transformations. It appears from what we have said that foreach of
the forty perfectly similar Steiner solids there is a subgroup of the
complete group, of order 23 .3', feaving tbis solid unaltered; for
the solid Yo = 0, this is obtainable by combination of the transformations 0, D, S. The transformations of this subgroup will
correspond to permutations of the eighteen nodes in this solid.
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But the transformations of the subgroup (0, D, S), though
effecting even interchanges of the forty-five nodes, do not give
solely even interchanges of the eighteen nodes of the solid
among themselves. We find on examination that t he transformations 0 and S do so, but the transformation D causes
seven transpositions of nodes of the solid, and nine transpositions of nodes not belonging to tbis solid. For D is p(AoB),
and there are seven K-lines from the node (AoB) containing
nodes of the solid, and nine K-lines containing nodes not
belonging thereto .
The 23 .3'.40 transformations of the complete group can be
supposed, in the fàmiliar way, to consist of the transformations of
this subgroup (0, D, S), taken respectively with thirty-nine other
transformations, each such transformation corresponding to one
of the tbirty-nine other Steiner solids. The existence of tbis subgroup (0, D, S), of index forty, arises from the fact that the
Burkhard t configuration contains forty subsidiary configurations,
ail exactly similar, namely the Steiner tetrahedra. The complete
group arises by the combination of the transformations of one
such configuration into itself, with the transformations wbich
interchange the subsidiary 'configurat ions among themselves.
E very such set of mut ually sinIilar su bsidiary configurations
likewise gives rise to a subgroup, consisting of the transformat ions wbich leave one of these subsidiary configurations unaltered, with index equal to the number of such configurations.
The subsidiary configurations wbich naturally arise for consideration after the Steiner solids are the Jacobian planes, also
forty in number. We expect then to find a subgroup of the complete group leàving any Jacobian plane unaltered and transforming the nine nodes of tbis plane among themselves, the
number of transformations of ail the nodes so arising being
23 .3'.40/40 or 24.27. We approach tbis result in two ways; first
by considering briefly how the general formulae we have given
affecta particular Jacobian plane, wbich wetaketo beyo = 0 = Y,;
and then, geometrically, by considering the permutations of the
5
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nodes ofthis plane among themselves. From the general formulae
of § (17), we see that t he plane Yo = 0 = Yl is changed into itself
by the transformations B,
and S; and that these transform
Y2' Y3' y, respectively by the scheme

a

y~

y;
y;

B

C

S

Y2 + Y3 + Y4
V2 + EY3 +€:!Y4

y,
V2

Y2
e2y3

Y2

+e'ly, +f:lh

y,

e2y~

The nodes in this plane are easily seen to be given by the values
of Y2 , Y3' y, which satisfy the two equations y~ + Yl + ~ = 0,
Y'Y3Y' = O. It is to be shewn that the combination o~ the
transformations B , a, S leads to a gl'OUp of24. 27 transformations
of y" Y3, y" each leading to a substitut ion of t he nine nodes
among themselves, or leaving these nodes unchanged. Consider,
also, the possible interchanges of the nodes; these are the
inflexions of a penci! of cubic curves in the plane (y" Y3' y,). It is
easy to see that ifthree ofthese inflexions, not lying in a line, say
P, Q, R, be given, as weil as one of the cubic curves of the penci!,
then the other six inflexions can be constructed; for the line QR,
by its further intersection with the curve, determines another
inflexion, say P'; Iikewise the Iines RP and PQ each determine
two other inflexions, say Q' and R'; and then the line PP'
determines a further inflexion, say P ", and likewise the lines
QQ' and RR' each determine another inflexion. Thus ail the nine
inflexions are determined. There are 9 !/3! 6!, or 84 sets of three
inflexions possible from the nine, and we know that there are
twelve sets of tlu'ee collinear inflexions. Thus such a triangle as
PQR can be chosen in seventy-two ways. We can therefore
suppose the set P, Q, R to be made to coincide in turn with
seventy-two sets of three inflexions which form a triangle,
including itself. And the inflexions forming the angular points of
such a triangle can be interchanged among themselves in 3! ways.
Wherefore, the permntations of the nine inflexions among themselves are 72. 6, or 432, in number; of these, one half, or 216, will
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each be equivalen to an even number of transpositions of two
inflexions.
But the equation of the primai is
Y~-Yo1A-[Yo(Y! + Yl + ~)-3Y1Y'Y3Y,1 = 0,

wherein Y~-YoYi is unaltered by the transformations a, s, and
ouly multiplied by nine under the transformation B. The transformations B, a, S then, by their operation on Y2' Y3' y" change
the penci! of cubic curves given by À(Yl + Yl+~) +I'Y'Y3Y' = 0
among themselves ; the changes in the t wo polynomials

Y~+Yl + m , Y'Y3Y'
involve certain changes in À and l' (or Yo and - 3Yl) ' which are
those associated, in B , a, s, with the changes in y" Y3' y, . vVe can
compute, however, that the combination (Sa)3, while leav_ing
Yo' Yl unaltered , replaces y" Y3' y, by €y" "'J3' €y" so that
the repetition of this leads to e'y" e'y" e'y,; these changes,
though arising in the set of t ransformations of Yo' y" ... , y" are
- ineffective as di. placements of the nine inflexions. It may be
shewn that the transformations B ,
S each lead t o an even
permutation of the nine nodes. We infer, therefore, as the even
dk"'placements of the inflexions are 21 6 in num ber, that the transformations B ,
S generate a group of 3.216 transformations.
And this is the number, 24 . 27, which we had reason to expect.
We have seen that the complete group of 24 . 27.40 transformat ions is obtainable by combinations of B,
S andD. It can thus
be bui!t up fl'Om the subgroup (B,
S) whiclr we have considered, associated with proper combinations of B ,
Sand D .
The tr~nsformation D , equivalent to the projection p(AoB),
willleave unaltered the eight Jacobian planes which pass through
(AoB), while interchanging the remaining thirty-two such planes .
A third subsidiary configuration occurring in the figure is that·
of one of the forty-five entirely similar Jordan primes. It is to be
expected then that the transformations of YO' Yl ' . .. ,y, have a
subgroup of order 23 .3'.40/45, or 576, interchanging the twelve
nodes of a Jordan prime. We examine the case of the prime

a,

a,

a,

a,

a,

5"
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[AOBl = O. This prime, we easily see, is given by y,-y, = 0,
and is unaltered by the transformations B , D, S of § (17). The
nodes in this prime are the anguiar points, other than (ABo), of
the pentahedra {A}, {Bo}, {AB}. If the faces of the three tetra·
hedra respectively formed by these nodes have equations IXi = 0,
P. = 0, Yi = 0, for i = 1,2,3,4, there exists, (§ (5)), an identity of
t he form
AIX,IX,IX,IX,

+ BfJJJ,fJ,fJ, + Oy, y,y,y,

=

0,

where'A, B, 0 are constants, and in general only one suchidentity.
There is therefore no derangement of the twelve nodes possible
among themselves in which this separation into three sets of four
nodes is disturhed; there cannot by such derangement be any
interchange of the angular points of one tetrahedron with the
anguiar points of another, Qther than such as arise from interchange of the two tetrahedra. The only possible derangements
arise therefore by the interchange of the angular points of each
tetrahedr'on among themselves, coupled with the interchanges of
the three tetrahedra among themselves. Now the even interchanges of the anguiar points of a single tetrahedron among
themselves are twelve in number; and there are six possihle
orders in which the three tetrahedra may he arranged. Any
transformation of one tetrahedron involves, under B, D, S,
definite derangements of the other two. Thus we can account
for possible even suhstitutions of the nodes, fOI'ming the anguiar
points ofthe three tetrahedra, which are seventy-two in numher.
Inspection of the scheme of four transformations of Yo, y" ... , y,
given in§ (17) shews that the prime y, -y, = Ois unaltered hythe
three transformations B, D , S. But, in fact, these transformations, which are transformations of primes, include transformations which change the sign of the left side of the equation of any
plane face of a tetrahedron lying inYa - y, = O. Thus the comhinat ion of B, D, S leads to 72. 8 transformations ofyo, Y" ... , y, in al!,
that is 576, as forecasted, a transformation which changes the
sign of every face being counted as identicaJ.
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We examine this result now in further detail. The equation of
the primai Y~-Yo(Yi+ ... ) + 3Y,Y,YaY, = Ois the same as

~-

yo[Yi + Yl + 2(Ya; y,) ']
Ya +
+3y,y, ( - 2-

y,).,-4(Ya-Y,)3
, [y
'o(Ya+y,)+Y,Y,l = 0;

we are concerned with the tetrahedra in the prime [AoB] = 0,
which is Ya-Y, = 0; we put then y, = Ya and obtain, in the coordinates Yo, YI> y" Ya, the equation
y~ - Yo[y: + yj + 21f.] + 3YIY'Y] = 0,

representing the quartic surface which is the section of the
primai hy this prime. The coordinates Yo, Y" y" Ya of the twelve
nodes of this surface, which are the angular points of the three
tetrahedr'a arising from the pentahedra {A}, {Bo}, {A B}, are found
to be those given by the rows of the scheme
{A }
O. l , - e, 0
l , e',
l , e'
l, e. e'.
l , l,
e, e

{B,}
0, l, -e!, 0
l , e,
1. e
l, l,
e', e'
l, e'
e, 1

{AB}
0, l, -l, 0
l, l,
l, 1
l , e'
e' e
l , e,
e, e'

Further, the t ransformations B, D, S, and the transformation
(DS')', which we denote by E, as they affect Yo, Y" y" Y3' are
given by

,
'10

y;,
Y2
y;

B

D

S

E

Y/I -' YI
- 2YO-Yl
Y2 + 2Y3
Y:-Y3

y,
y,
y;
y,

'J,

e2Yt
y,

'J,
e'J,

e2tJ3

<!J,
<'y,

We see a't once that, applied to the coordinates, the transformation S leaves unaltered the angular point (ABo), the pole of the
prime under consideration, and, for the tetrahedra {A}, {Bo}, {AB},
gives
S{A} = {Bo}, S{Bo} = {AB}, S{AB} = {A},
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the rows of coorclinates of the angular points of these tetrahedra,
put down in the scheme above, being preserved. Thus S effects an
even substitution of the twelve nodes (just as thé substitution
(abc), for three letters, is equivalent to two transpositions) .
Further, we find, if (X, Y, Z, T), (X" Y" Z" T,), (X"Y" Z" T,)
denote the angular points of the three tetrahedra, that the
transformation D, while leaving unaltered the angular points of
{AB}, changes (X, Y, Z, T) respectively into (X" Z" T" Y,), and
so changes the tetrahedron {A} into the tetrahedron {Bo}, and
conversely, since D' = 1. Thus S, D togethereffect the six possible
permutations of the three tetrahedra among themselves .
We can then lirnit our consideration to the effect of B , D , S
upon one of these, say {AB} . We find that, acting upon the
angular points of this, B(X" Y2, Z2' T,) = (1';, X" T" Z,), so that
Bis equivalent to the even substitution (X,Y,) (Z,T,) for these
angularpoints;alsowe find thatE, or (DS')', changes X" 1';, Z2,T,
respectively into X" T" Y" Z" namely, is equivalent to the even
substitution (Y2T, Z2)' Thus Band E, together, effect-the twelve
even interchanges of X" Y" Z" T, (see below § (20)). But the
planes ofthe tetrahedron {A B} opposite to X" Y" Z" T, are found
to be given respectively by #0 = 0, #, = 0, #, = 0, #a = 0, where
#0 = y,-y"

l', = 2yo+Y, +y,+2Ya,

#, = 2yo + e(y, + Y2) + 2e'Ya,

l'a = 2yo + e'(y, + y,) + 2€Ya;

by applying the substitution D the values of l'l, 1'2, l'a are left
unaltered, but the sign of 1'0 is changed. Choose then, from the
twelve even substitutions of 1'0' l'" l'" l'a, that one, say Di' which
interchanges 1'0 and l', and at the same time interchanges the
other two; then the substitution D·DD·
changes the sign of 1"'1.1
n ..
1.
1.
leaving ail others unaltered. Hence, by combiuing B, D, S, we
can change (#0' l'l, l'"l'a) into any one of the sixteen
(±l'o, ±l',, ±#" ±l'a),

equivalent, for our pm'pose, to eight cases, the 1'0' ... ,l'a being
taken in any one of the twelve orders obtainable by even sub-
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stitutions. In this way, it appears that the subgroup (B, D , S),
acting on the coorclinates Yo, y" .. . , y" contains 6.12.8, or 576
transformations, as \Vas stated. We may add a table ofthe precise
effects of B, E, D, acting on the faces of the tetrahedron {AB}:

p;

'"l';,

l',

B

E

D

-p.,

- JLo

(1 -€)#3

<l',
l',
l',

(1 - <'ll',

p.,

l',

-3po

l',
Jl2

We haveexamined theeffectofthe subgroup (B,D, S) upon the
nodes in the prime [AoB] = 0, opposite to (ABo). The foul'th of
the original transformations C can be shewn to be equi valent
to p(56)p(ABo), that is, to projection from the node (AB o),
followed by projection from the node (56). The projection
p(ABo) leaves ail the nodes in [AoB] = Ounaltered. By combination of C with transformations from the subgroup (B, D, S), ail
the 45.576 transformations of the complete group are to be
obtained.
For a fourth subgroup, we next examine t he entirely similar
configurations which we have called Jordan pentahedra. As
these are twenty-seven in number, ,!e expect that the equations
for the transformation of the primes Yo = 0, .. . , y, = 0, in the
general group, will lead to a subgroup of index 27, that is, of
order 23. 3'.40.,. 3a, or 24.40, effecting this number 'of substitutions among such of the forty-five nodes as may vary when we
postulate that a particular pentahedron shall remain unaltered.
Consider in particular thé pentahedron {AB}, of which we
denote the prime faces by 0'0 = 0, 0', = 0, ... , 0', = 0, taking
0'0 = [ABo]. There are sixtY substitutions of these faces . The
transformation D, which is equivalent to projection from the
Dode (AoB), opposite to [ABo] = 0, changes the sign of [ABo] ,
leaving 0"1' .. . ,0"4 unaltered; and if Di 'he a substitution, from
among the sixty, of the form (0'00',) (O'jO'k)' which effects a
transposition of 0'0 and 0'" the substitution D,DD, changes the
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sign of l'" but leaves the other four primes unaltered. Thus, by
combination of D with the sixtY even substitutions of the prime
faces, we obtainfrom 0"0' 0"11 '~ ') 0"4 aIl the values 0"0 1 ± 0"11 . . '1 ± 0"4'
By such combination we thus obtain 60. 16 even transformations,
namely the 24.40 which we expected.
We consider this now in more detai!: For the faces of {AB} put

0"0

=

0"3

=

[AB o],
(e 2-e)[25],

0"1 =

[AoB],

0",

(e'-e)[36],

=

0",

=

(e'-e) [14],

which, by the formulae connecting Xl' ... , X, and Yo, ... ,y, (§ (13)),
are 0"0 = YI-Y', 0"1 = -Y3+Y', together with
1

0",

= i,.)(3)

0"3

=

0",

= i,.)(3)

[2YO+Yl + Y' + Y3+Y']'

1
i,.)(3) [2yo + e(Yl +Y2) + e2(Y3 + y,)],
1 [

•

2YO+e-(Yl+Y2)+e(Y3 + Y')];

use also E = (DB')2, F = (DG')'. Then, under B, D, E, F, we
find the transformations :
B

D

-0':

-u,
u,
u,
u,
u,

u,
u,
<'u,
-eu3

1

E

eu,
e20'1

u,
u,
u,

u,
u,
u,
u,
u,

Apart then from roots of unity, the transformations B, E, Fare
equivalent respectively to substitutions for 0"0,0"1' . . . ,0", which
we may denote by (0"00",) (0"3 0",), (0",0"30",), (0"00"1) (0"3 0",); and it
can be shewn (§ (20)) that these together generate the sixtY even
substitutions of 0"0,0"1' ... ,0",. Thus, as shewn above, by combination of B, E, F, D, we obtain a subgroup of 60.16 even substitutions leaving the pentahedron {AB} unaltered . From the
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geometrical considerations, this constitutes the aggregate from
the 60.16.27 transformations of the complete group, which has
this property. It is thus possible to find, from the complete group,
twenty-seven transformations, including identity, each leading
to a change of pentahedron, and the combination of these with
the transformations of the subgroup, lei'ds to ail the transformations of the complete group. One such of these twenty-seven
transformations is that denoted in § (16) by (x') = 1fr(x), given
by the combination of two projections p(ABo)p(BoG), which
t ransforms the pentahedron {AB} into {A} (and conversely ,
since 1fr' = 1). We shall , with reference to this, remark below
(§ (21)), on the self transformations of the pentahedron {A}
corresponding to those here considered for {AB}.
A fifth subgronp of our general group is that which leaves unaltered one of the thirty-sL" double sixes of Jordan pentahedra
considered above. Such a subgroup will be of order 23 .3' . 40.;. 36,
or 720 ; that is 6 1.. In particular, the double SL" whose two rows
consist of the pentahedra {A }, ... , {F }; {Ao}, ... , {Fo}, is sym metrical in x" .. . , x" and is unchanged by any of the 720 permutations of t hese. And clearly this symmetric group leaves
unal tered the eq uation oftheprimal expressed in Xl' X" ... , x,. But
it is to be remarked, and will be made clear in§ (20) below, that a
single transposition of two of Xv .. ., x" besides possibly altering
the order of the columns in the double six, necessarily effects a
transposition of the two rows. Such a transposition, though of
odd chal'actel' l'egarded as a substitution of Xv ., '1 x6) is an even
substitution of the nodes of the primai, being (§ (7)) equivalent to
a projection from a node. If we assume that any even substitution of the nodes is obtainable by a combination of the fondamental transformations B, G, D, B (and, for this, we have given a
geometrical justification in §(1 7)), it follows that the sY!1'metrical
group of 720 substitutions of Xl' ... , X, is so obtainable; thus,.as
we have seen, it forms a subgroup of the complete group of
23 . 3'.40 transformations. Individual examples of the expression
of transpositions of Xl' . . . ,x, in terms of B, G, D, B are given by

-
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p(14) = B - 'DB, p(56) = OB'; the former we have proved
(§ (13)); the latter arises by combining the two results

and, since (ABo) is (1, e2, e, 1, e', e), by § (1) , this represents projection from (ABo), followecl by transposition of X. and x; (see
§ (7)); so t bat we may write 0 = p(56)p( ABo) ·

0= p(56)p(ABo),

B2

=

p(ABo),

w hich can be verified .
However, another group of 720 operations which leavés a
double six unaltered is that of the substitutions of the six
coIumns among them.selves (accompanied possibly by transpositions of the pentàhedra in one or more columns) . The consideration of the relation of this group with that of the symmetrical group of substitutions of x" ... , x, arises below (§ (20)).
The other t hirty-five double sixes are obtainable from the .one
considered here by the formulae given in § (16):
The expression of the fundamental transformations B, C, D, S as transformations of x" ... ,Xe. The
expression of B, C,D,S in terms of nodal projections, By
the formuIa~ of § (13), the transformations B , 0, D, S, so far
expressed as transformations for Yo, y" ... , y" can be expressecl
as t ransformations for x" .. " x" Neglecting a common constant
factor affecting the t ransforlllecl values
we t hus find:
(19)

x;, ...,x;,

x~

For B,

{

= Xl +e~3+ex6'
x: = €'X 1 +X 3 +exC,
x2 = eXl +ex3+XS'

·

-x; = xz+e2x4 +e2xs.
-x~

=

e2x2+xoJ+e2xs.

-x~ =

e2X2 + ëX 4 +xs.

which, save for preceding interchanges among xII ... ,:ts and
subsequent interchanges among x;, ... ,x;, is the transformation
(x' ) = x(x) llsed in § (3).

For 0,

x;

=

x; =

e2

x2-'3[AoBl, x;

X3-~[AoBl,

=

e

x'-:l[AoBl,

x; = x , -e; [A oBl,

TRANSFORMATIONS BY 'YllMETRICAL VARIABLES

For D,

l

X; =

x , -MABol,

x~ = :i:, - ~[A Bol,

which shews t hat D

ForS,
{

=

x;

=X2 -:[A B ol,

x; = x, -3 [ABol,
p(AoB).

X; = X +€X2+€X a,
1

-x;

x;=€X1+xz+exa.

+ e2xS + 62xs,
2. +
+e'X6'
-X6 =€X4 :tS
1

x; = eX l + êX z + Xa,

- x~ = e2x", + e2xs + XS>

=

X4

which is cIearly (x') = x(x), followed by change of x~, X5, x;
respectively into x~, x~, x~ . Thus we may write
S = p(45)p(46) x·
In replacing a transform~tion by a product of two (or more)
others, some care is necessary in regard to notation. Let U, V
clenote two transformations, say of variables z" z" .. . ; let V be
such as to change z" z" ." respectively to certain functions of
these which we may denote by z;, z;, ... , a fact we denote by
V (z" ~2' ... ) = (~, z;, .. . ); let U be such as t o change z; , z;, .. .
respectively to certain functions of these, which we may denote
by ~,z;, ... , a fact we denote by U(z~, z;, .. .) = (~, z;, .. .). Then
we denote by UV(z"z" ... ) the value of U{V(Z"Z2' ... )} regarded
as U(z;,z;, .. . ), which is (z~,z;, ... ). In effect, the product UV,
acting on Zi' is defined as U(zi) ·
: .
But, if j(z"z" ... ) denote a function of z"z" ... , ,t ,s a usual
convention to denote j(z;, z;, ... ) by Vj(z", Z2' .. . ), This convention,
because UV(z" z" ... ) = (z'{, z';, ... ), then leads to
UVj(z"z" ... ) =j(z~,z;, ... ).
Now, if S" S2' .. . be values of z", Z2' ... , let the function
j[U(1:,), U(S2)' · .. l,

•
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regarded as a function of S" S2' ... , be momentarily denoted by
if>(s" S2' ... ). Then, by the same convention,

For the proof of these we may, by § (13), express the projections
by the variables Yo'y" ... ,y,; but the equivalence of any two of
the forms follows by the rules given in § (7).

V{Uf(z" Z2' ... )}
= V{f[U(z,) , U(Z2)' ... ]} = Vif>(z"z" ... ) = if>[V(z,), V(Z2) ' .. .]
= f[U(V(z,)), U(V(Z2))' ... ] = f[U(z;), U(z;), ... ] = f(Z;, t;., ... )
=f[UV(z,), UV(Z2)' .. .] = W V)f( Z"Z2' ... ).
Renee, the result of the product transformation UV, acting on
f(z" z" ... ), is obtained by operating onf(z" Z2' ... ) first by U, and
then, regarding what is obtained as a funetion of z" z" ... , acting on
this by V. The applications arising here are generally when
f(z" Z2' ... ) is a linear function of its variables. In particular this
rule, applied fol' example to z" requires us to operate with V upon
U(z,), "egardedas afunetion ofz" and thus gives U(z;); which is the
result here taken as fundamental.
This being understood, we remark in regard to the transformations B, C, D, S,
(1) B; that
B2

= p(ABo), B' = l , so that B = p(ABo). B .p(ABo).

It is also conveuient to use a transformation we denote by B"
which may be deftned as p(BoC) . B.p(BoC) ; for this then also
Bi = p(ABo), sinee (§(7)), the projections p(ABo), p(BoC) are
commutable. Various possible expressions for B, in terms of
projections are then
B, = p(ADo)p(AFo)p(25)p(36)

so tbat

= p(ADo) p(D Bo) p( C Bo) p(AP")
= p(AEo)p(BoD) p(AoB) p(Bo C)
= p(ACo) p(AoB) p(AFo) p(Bo E)
= p(ADo) p(DBo) p(AFo) p(36),

while
B = p(BoC)p(AEo)p(BoD)p(AoB)

etc.

p(56)

= p(EoF)p(56) = p(ABo)p(EoF),

= CB', (CB2)2 =

1.

(3) D; we have already remarked that
D = p(AoB),

D2 = 1.

(4) S; we have sa = 1; and various forms are given by
S = p(BCo)p(DEo)p(EFo)p(CAo)
= p(DEo) p(EFo)p(ABo) p( CAo)
= p(BC )p(CA o)p(13)p(12) = p(13)p(lZ)p(ABo)p(BCo)'
o

We can prove t hat Sis commutable with B" or SB, = B,S, and
defining a transformation, say l', by
l' = p (12 )p(13 )p(B Co) = p (CA o)p(12)p(13)
= p(EFo) p(DEo) p( CAo),

= 1'2, p B, = B, p, pa = Bi = p(ABo),

we have

the expression of pin the variables Yo,y" ... ,y, being

(y;, y;, ... , y;)

=

(Yo, €'Ij" Y2' €'Ij" €'Ija)·

(5); the transformations E, Fare given by
E = (DS')2

= p(AP")p(F Bo) p(EBo) p(ADo)

= p(BoD)p(AoB)p(BoF)p(ACo) =

(2) C; we have
C = p(56)p(ABo)

ca = l,

= p(12)p(13)p(45)p(46), .F =

(DC2)'

= p(23)p(56).

(6); we have given in § (16) the expression in terms of x" .. . , x.
of a transformation ifr, which may be deftned by

•

ifr = p(ABo) p(Bo C ).

In terms of Yo , YI' ... , Y4 its expression is
(y;, ... , y;) = (Yo, €'Ij2' t 2y" Y4' Ya)'

This transforms the pentahedra {A}, {AB} into one another,
being such that ifr2 = 1.
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(7); the transformation X several times used, (§ (3», expressed
in terms of (Yo, . .. , Y.) is given by
(y~) ... , y~) = (YOI e2Yll e?J2J CYS) e2Y4),
which shews. tha t X'

= 1.

.

Also we can prove that

>fr = xp(16)p(24)p(35) = xp(ACo)p(AoC),
X = p(ABo) p(Bo C) p(ACo) p(Ao C)
p(BCo) p(AoB) p(A Bo) p(Bo C).

=
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so t hat B , C, D are expressible by the two t ransformations
A, B. By virtue of (CB')' = 1, A and B are connected by an
identity, as also followsfrom A = D CBDB. Another form for A'
is [P(56)p(EFoW See Postscript on p. 98.
. It is convenient for purposes of verification to have the formulae
in terms of (Yo, y" .. . , Y.) for the projections from the eighteen
nodes which exist in the Steiner solid Yo = 0, or X, + X , + x 3 = O.
If we denote t he projections

p(14) = BDB- l

'=

B - lDB,

(CS)' = (SC)' = D SiD

and we find that
We also introduce a transformation A, which can be defined by
A = p(14)p(56)p(E.FQ), = p(14)p(EFo)p(A oB),
= p(56)p(EFo)p(14),

whose expression, therefore, in terms of Xl'

.. . , X6J

is given hy

p(BCo), p(CA o), p(ABo);
p(EFo), p(F Do), p(DEo),

p(23) , p(31), p(12);

Further relations may also be given here. We have already
referred to

respectively, hy

x , Y,

Z ; P , Q, R;

U, V, W,

anel the projections, fr'om the noeles in the opposite edges of the
tetrahedron,
p(56 ), p(64) , p(45 ); p (BoC), p(CoA ), p(AoB) ;
p(EoF}, p (FoD ), p (DoE),

re pecti,ely, by
X ', Y' , Z';

P ', Q', B';

U' , V', Ir',

we finel
X

in terms of (Yo , y" ... , Y.) this is given by
where

yi =

th -

tu,

for i

=

0, l, . .. , 4,

(?Jo, 'h, ?J" 113, ?J,) = (Yo, Y3' Y"~ y" y,),

so thatA is p(14) preceded by the change ofy"y" Y3 respectively
into Y3' Y" ~ y, (see § (13»; and it can be shewn that p(56) p(E.FQ)
Jeads to (y~,y~, .. . ,y~) = (Yo , Y3'Y" y"y.). We find that
...
AC = (BD)',

A' = CB'D = CDB' = p(56)p(AoB) ,

A3 = BDB- l = p(14),

leading to

AG = l ,

C = A'BA3B,

A = DCBDB,

D = B - lA3B,

)'

Z
~
flly'l

Yo

Yo

Y4

f:Y4,

Y2
V3

Y2

YI

u = 2yo + Y, + y, + Y3 +Y.,

I

X'
y,
y,
y,
Y2
Y.

Ys

_ P_ _Q_
~
YI

~
YI

,_ R_
~
YI

1_1'_1

._U_
· _ _ _ 1_' _ __
~
V3

~
f:!J3

1

~
€~3

!j, ~,- Z: 1:: ~: <~, i ~,

.
1

------,- ê!-Yl

)"

Z'

po

Q'

R'

U'

~

~

~

~

~

~

!:3 ::;3 ~21 Z: ::

::

:~2

~2

: : : :

1

1

v'

11"

~

~

~4

;;4

e~;~

~2

1

1
1

1

The table shews that the six products YZ , QR, VW, Y'Z', Q'R',
V'W' are all 'diagonal' transformations, that is, the transformed
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y; is a multiple of Yi' SO that any two of these six products are

B, = p(ADo)p(AFo)p(25) p(36).

commutable; and in particular that

given by the sets of three nodes

Y'Z' . YZ = YZ. Y'Z' = VW. V'W';

(ADo), (F Bo), (25);

YZ(Y'Z') - l = QR. Q'R';

(ADo), (EBo), (36);

W= RZR.

Other results at'ising are YZ
B = YZQR,

= QRVW,

and

DB2 = YZ. Y'Z'.P' = P'. YZ. Y'Z',
(DB2)' = (YZ. Y'Z')',

Hence

Notice that four K-lines are
(AFo), (DBo), (25);
(AFo), (CB o), (36).

p(ADo)p(25) = p(FBo)p(ADo);
p(ADo)p(36) = p(EBo)p(ADo)·

Therefore
B, = p(AFo) p(ADo)p(25) p(36) = p(AFo) p(F Bo) p(ADo) p(36)

D, B being the Burkhardt transformations . Also, a consideration
of the K-lines in the figure shews that ail the eighteen projections
are expressible in terms of four of them.
We have eKpressed ail of B, C, D, B in terms of nodal projections; and anticipated that any of these forty-five projections,
being even linear transformations of the nodes, must be conversely expressible in terms of B, C, D, B. For the formaI proof of
this we expect that the rules given in § (7), depending on the
K-lines, may be sufficient. As results of these rules, every one of
X, Y, Z, in the table above, is commutable with any one of X', Y',
Z'; every one of P, Q, R with any one of P', Q', R'; and every one
of U, V , W with any one of U', V', W'; for example, that P , or
p(BCo), is commutable with Q', or p(CoA), follows because the
nodes (BCo), (CoA) are angular points of the same pentahedron.
A consequence of this is the existence of equations such as
(XY')2 = 1; for this is XY' .XY', or XX Y' Y', or X2(Y')2, which
is L From t hese the equations such as Y Z. Y' Z' = Y' Z' . Y Z
follow at once. Other results are not so obvious; as for example
thatp(ACo)p(AD o) is commutable withp(BoE)p(BoF); or that
p(Bo C) p(AoB) .p(AEo) p(BoD) .p(AoB) p(Bo C)
= p(AFo)p(BoE).

But, as an example of the application of the rules, we may give a
proof that B2 = p(ABo), a fact which is immediately proved by
'Using the expressions for Band p(ABo) in terms of Yo, Y" .. . , Y4'
Define the transformation B" by the first form given above, as

= p(AFo) p(FBo)p(EBo) p(ADo).

A1so

p(AFo) p(25) = p(DBo) p(AFo);
p(AF;,)p(36) = p(CBo)p(AFo)·

Wherefore

B, = p(ADo)p(DBo)p(AFo)p(36)
= p(ADo) p(DBo) p( CBo) p(AFo)'

Multiplying the former value of B, into t he latter, we obtain

Bl =

p(AFo)p(F B o)p( EBo)p(ADo)
. p(ADo) p(DBo) p(CBo) p(AFo)'

But we have
[P(ADo)]2 = l,

p(FBo)p(EBo)p(DBo)p(CBo) = p(ABo);

thus
Bi = p(AFo) p(ABo) p(AFo) = p(AFo) p(AFo) p(ABo) = p(ABo)·

If we now de/ine B by B = p(Bo C) . B, .p (Bo Cl, we obtain
B2 = p(BoC).Bi.p(BoC)
= p(Bo C) p(ABo) p(Bo C) = p(Bo C)p(BoC) p(ABo),

so that

B2 = p(ABo).

That the form here used as definition of B" and the definition
given above for B, agree with the original definition of B given
above, in terms of Yo, ... , Y4' may be verified by expressing the
component projections in terms of these variables; or, by the
longer but interesting process of combining the forms for the
projections given in § (7) in terms of x" .. . ,x,.
BL
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The application of the substitutions of xl> ... , x, to
the twelve pentahedra {A}, {BI, ... {Fol. We first state two
elementary lemmas.

The first set of twenty substitutions, spoken of, each leaving
t wo numbers unchanged, c1early consist of t he ten substitutions

Lemma 1. If u , w be operations respectively of period 3 and 2,
sothatu' = l,w' = l,andifalso(uw)' = l , (wu)'=w(uw)'10- 1 = l ,
t hen a group oftwelve operations is given by

aud the teu squares of these, (132), (142), etc.
The second set, of fifteen substit utions, each leaving one
number unaltered, are, also obviously,

(20)

l,

w,

u,
uw,
u - 1, (UW) - l,

(123), (124), (125), (134), (135), (145), (234), (235), (245), (345) ,

u- 1uru,

uwu- 1,

(12)(34), (12)(35), (12)(45);

(13)(24), (13)(25) , (13)(45);

wu,

WUW ,

(14) (23), (14) (25), (14) (35);

(15) (23), (15) (24), (15) (34);

(WU) - l,

(WUW) - l ,

where, in a product of two operations {)q" it is meant t hat q, is
carried out before{). In t his group, the operations in the first row
are mutuaUy commutable, aU of period 2, forming themselves a
group, which is self-conj ugate in the group oftwelve operations.
Those in the second and third rows are aU of period 3.
We may caU this group the tetrahedral group. In particular ,
considering four numhers l , 2, 3, 4, if u, 10 he respectively the
substitutions u = (234), w = (12) (34), the group consists of
l,
(234),

(12) (34),
(132),

(14) (23),

(13) (24),

(124),

(143),

(243) ,

(123),

(142),

(134).

(23) (45), (24) (35) , (25) (34).
Put now
which give

{) =

{)-1q,2 =

L emma II. The sixtY even substitutions of five numbers
1, 2, 3,4, 5, consist of identity, with t wenty substitutions which
leave two of the numbers unchanged, and fifteen substitutions
which leave one number unchanged, together with twenty-fou r
substitutions consisting ofthe powers of sb.: cyclical substitut ions
each involmg aUthe five numbers. The powers of an)' one ofthese
cyclical substitutions, taken \Vith identity , form , of course, a
group of five operations. The six groups t hus arising from the six
cyclical substitutions are mutuaUy conjugate in pairs.

(124),

q, =

(12354),

{)q,{)-1= q,2{)2q,-' =

(15234) .

Then the remaining twenty-four even substit utions of five
numbers, in addit ion to the 1 + 20 + 15 already enumerated, are
given by

Ç,n, {)n, ç,{}nç,-l, q,'{)nq,-' , q,'{)nq,-', q,4{)nq,--4,
... (n = 1,2,3,4).

Ifwe put
U

As (234) (13) (234) (13) = (12) (34), we see that the symmetrical
group of twenty-fouI' substitut ions of four numbers can be
generated by combining t he two substitutions (13) , (234) .

(12345),

so that u'

=

=

(345) , v

l , v'

=

l,

=

(12) (45) , w

w'

=

l,

=

(uv)'

=

(23) (45),

(.m)'

=

l,

(uw)' = (wu)' = (vw)' = (wv)' = l ,

theu we have

ft = mou,

if; = v-wu 2 ,

a nd it can be verified that every one of the sixtY substitutions
under considerat ion can be expressed as a product of powers of
the thl'ee substitutions u, v and w.
Now, considering the synthemes arising in the twelve systems
orfamilies {A}, {B}, ... , {Fo}, put downin § (1), we regard-any such
syntheme, say (14.36.25), as being unaltered by a cyclical
change of the thl'ee duads which occur therein, so that it is the
same as (36 . 25 .14), or (25.14.36). We may make any one of the
720 substitutions of the numbers 1,2,3, .. . , 6 in t he synthe mes of
6-2
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any of t he t welve families. Such a substitution will either interchange the. five synthemes which make ul? the family among themselves, or ,t mll change these five 8'Ijnthemes into the synthemes of
another family, taken in some order. In particular, therefore a
substitution which leaves a particular syntheme unaltered ,;ill
either leave unaltered both the families to which t his syntheme
belongs, save for possible changes in the order of t he synthemes, or
will mterchange these two families.
.
Thisis a property of the scheme given in § (1). But we may
prove It by recurrmg to t he geometrical results we have developed . For any substitution among 1, 2, . " ,6 may be regarded
as the product of transpositions Of twos ofthe numbers. Consider,
for example, the transposition (14). The duad 14 occurs in
one of the five synthemes of everyone of t he t welve families
{A}, {B}, " ., {Po}; for instance, in the family {A} we have
(ABo) ~ (14 . 36.25),
a~d this syntheme occurs also in {Bo}. In our geometrical point of
VIew, the common angular point (ABo), of the two pentahedra
{A}, {Bo}, IS equally ~nangular point of t he pentahedron {A B };
and the twelv~ remallUng angular points of these three pentahedra, which lie m t he prime [AoB] ~ 0, form t hree tetrahedra
of which any two are in perspective with one another from a ny
angular pomt of the third. In particular, the angular points ofthe
penta hedra {A}, {Bo} are projections of one another from the
node (14), which is an angular point of {AB}. But, we have seen
§ (7), t hat projection from this node interchanges t he two pOint~
of the pnmal which are given by

(xv x 2 ) xa' x4 , xs )x6 ) and (X4! x 2 ) :V3 ) xl> xs) X6) .
The. transposition (14) thus interchanges the synthemes of t he
faffilhes {Ah {Bo}; as is obvious also at once by inspection of
the scheme m § (1). Equally this transposition interchanges the
families {Ao} and {B}. Now, {L}, {M} denoting any two of t he

{A},

(M)

" .,{Po}, use the symbol
to denote a
twelve families
b' .
L
su stltutlOn among 1,2, ". , 6 which changes the synthemes of
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{L} into t he synthemes of {M}, taken in some order. Then, by
what we have said, we may put
(14)

~ eo),

or

(:J 01: (~) , (1J
or

Since the node (14) belongs also to the pentahedra {CD} and {EF},
the transposition (14) can similarly be expressed in terms of
C and Do, 01' Co and D; or in. terms of E and Fo, or Eo and F . A
similar discussion may be made for every t ransposition (ij) .
It follows from this that everyone of t he 360 odd substitutions
of 1, 2, ". , 6, that is any substitution which is the product of an
odd number oftranspositions of two of the numbers, changes any
one of the six families {A}, ,,. , {F} into one of the families
{Aoh ... , {Fo}, and conversely . Also, that any even substitution interchanges the six families {A}, " ., {F} among themselves,
and interchanges also the families {Ao}, ... , {Fo} among themselves.
Consider now, first, even substitutions of 1, 2, ".,6 which leave
a particular family, say {A}, unaltered, save for possible changes
in the order of its five synthemes. It is easily seen that there are
sixty such substitutions, forming a group isomorphic with the
even substitutions of five objects . For, consider the particular
syntheme (14.36 . 25), belonging to {A} ; this syntheme is
evidently changed into itself by the substitution w ~ (25) (36),
and is changed into (25 .1 4.36), which we consider equivalent to
the original, by the substitution U ~ (123) (456). These definitions
lead to uw ~ (126) (345), and wu ~ (153)(426), which are of
period 3. Thus, by Lemma I above, the syntheme (14 . 36 . 25) is
changed into itself by the twelve suhstitutions of a tetrahedral
group; as is obvious also by inspection. Whence, as these twelve
are even substitutions, the family {A} is changed into itself by
these substitutions, by what we have proved; for instance,
considering w ~ (25) (36), the transposition (36) changes {A} into
{Bo}, and (25) changes {Bo} into {A}. Similarly, t he family {A} is
changed into itself by the tetrahedral groups arising in the same
way from all the five synthemes of {A} . On examination, we find
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that t he five tetrahedral groups have substitutions in common
and that, including identity, only t hirty-six substitutions leavin~
{A} unaltered are obtainable in t his way. There are however
besides these, six cyclical substitutions, of period 5, l~aving {A}
unaltered , each obtained by keeping one of the numbers 1, 2, ... ,6
unaltered , and changing the others cyclically. These give, besides
identity, 6 . 4 or 24 new substitutions leaving {A} unaltered . For
instance (26435) is such a substitut ion, as we easily verify. And
this fact can also be seen liy expressing (26435) as (26) (64) (43)
(35), which, by what we have seen, is equivalent to

(~J (~) (~) (~),
and so changes {A} into {A} . The form of the cycle can in fact be
read off by considering the duads which occupy t he t hird place in
the synthemes of {A}. The powers of this substitution
(26435)2

= (24563), (26435)3 = (23654)

are similarly obtainable, in fact, by considering the duads which
occupy the second place in the synthemes of {A}; and (26435)\ or
(26435)-', can be read off by inspection of t he duads in the third
place. The cycle which omits the number 2 can similarly be read
off by putting the d uads in the various synthemes of {A} in forms
in which 2 occurs in all the first duads, and then considering t he
second (or third) duads in cyclical order. Similarly for the
other four cyclical substitutions. The twenty-four substit utions
so obtained from the various cycles, taken with t he thirty-six
previously spoken of, constit ute in fact t he group of sixty even
substit utions leaving {A} unaltered.
We prove this in a more systematic way by considering all the
possible 360 even ,substitutions of 1, 2, . .. , 6, shewing that the
sixty substitutions we have found are a subgroup ofthis alternate
group, isomorphic with the group of even substitutions of five
objects.
The even substitutions of 1, 2, ... ,6 consist, in fact, besides
identity, of forty-five substitutions such as (12) (34), together
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with forty substitut ions such as (1 23) (456), and of 6.24 or 144
cyclical substit utions such as (23456), each keeping one of
1,2, ... , 6 unaltered, to which must be added forty substitut ions
such as (123), each keeping t hree of 1, 2, .. . ,6 unaltered, and also
ninety substitutions such as (12) (3456). Now put, as particular
even substitutions of 1, 2, . .. ,6,

v = (13) (45),

u = (123) (456),

W

= (25) (36),

2

with {)- = vwu = (14265), 1> = vwu = (16234),
and consider the substitutions of t he families {A}, .. . , {F} which
arise by applying t hese particular substitutions. We )lave
.

u

=

(12) (23) (45) (56),

and the nodes represented by (12), (23), (45) , (56) are respectively
angular points of t he pentahedra {AE}, {BE}, {BE}, {AE}; in fact
12 is a duad in the synthemes (AEo), and 23 is a duad in (Eo B),
and 45is aduad in (BEo), and 56 is a duad in (EoA), in the schel)1e
of§(I). Thus, by what we have said, the substitution u may be
written as
and leaves the family {A} unaltered . We may similarly put u into
other forms proper to shew the effect of u upon {B}, ... , {F} . In
particular, (56) is a node of {BF} and {CD}, as inspection of the
table in § (1) verifies, and so for tbe otber t ransposit ions. Thus we
find t he five alternative forms for u,

(:.) (~o) (;.) (~), (;.) (~o) (~.) (~o), (!.) (~) (~.) (~),
(~.) (~)(~.) (1;), (~.) (~o)(:.) (~).
From these six forms ofu we see that u leaves each of {A}, {B}, {C}
unaltered, but changes {D} into {E}, and {E} into {F}, and {F}
into {D}. This result may be expressed by

u = (123) (456) = (DEF) .
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Similarly the substitution v = (13) (45), put into forms respectively applicable to the families {A}, .. ., {F}, is equal to every
one of the si..x

(~J (~o), (%.)(~) , (:,)(~),

(~J(~).' (:,)(~), (~)(;),
and we may express the result of its operation on {A}, ... ,{F) by

v = (I3) (45)

writing
Likewise, w

,

=

=

(BC) (EF).

(25) (36) can be expressed in the six forms

so that we can write
w = (25) (36) = (CD) (EF).

But, in terms of the symbols B, C, D, E, F, these forms for
", v, w are precisely those which we have seen (Lemma II) to
generate the alternate group of five letters. These substitutions
", v, w, namely (123) (456), (13)(45), (25) (36) thus generate a
group of sixty even substitutions leaving {A} unaltered, but
altering (B), (C), (D), (E), (F:) among tbemselves, by this alternate
group. The particular substitutions enumerated above, leaving
(A) unaltered, are all included in this group.
It is easy to verify that ", v, w, and hence all the combinations
of these, equally leave the family (Ao) unaltered. The group of
sixty substitut ions may then be appropriately denoted hy
(A, A o).

In this group, respectively derived from {f = vwu 1> = VW,,2
are contained the six cy~lic substitutions, of order 5, 'given by ,

1> =
,P{f1>-2=

(16234),
(26435),

{f =

1>3{f1>-3 =

(14265),
(14532),

1>{f1>-1 =
1>4.{}1>-4 =

(13256),
(15436),
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which, excluding identity, together with their powers, provide
twenty-four of the sixty substitutions which leave (A), or {Ao}
unaltered; respectively, these leave unaltered the numbers
5,3,4, I, 6, 2. With twenty substitutions of the form (123) (456),
and fifteen of the form (25) (36), they make up, with identity, the
sixty substitutions of the group (A, Ao)·
We can pass from the family (A) to the families

(Bo), (Co), ... ,{Fo)
by making the respective transpositions (14), (16), (13), (12), (15) .
Each of these is a choice from three possibilities; for instance, as
the symbol ofthe node (ABo) is (14 . 36. 25), we can pass from {A}
to {Bo} by using either of the tranipositions (36), (25) in place of
(14) . It follows that each of {Bo}, ... , (Fo), and, therefore, each of
{B}, ... , {F}, is unaltered by a group of sixty even substitutions;
these groups, (B, B o), . .. , (F, Fo) are made up of substitutions
obtainahle from those of (A, Ao) by the respective five transpositions (14), (16), ... , (15).
But the six even groups (A, Ao), .. " (F, Fo), thus arising,
contain common substitutions; and the aggregate of their substitutions does not make up the 360 even substitutions of
1,2, ... ,6 . For instance, consider the effect of the substitution
(123), or (12) (23), upon {A}, ... , {F}; to obtain these, put the
substitution in the forms
(12) (23)

= (;,)

=

(~) = (~,) (~o) =

(%,) (~o)

(~)(~) = (~,) (~o) = (~J (~),

from whence we infer
. (123)

= (ACB) (DF E).

Thus this substitution (123), for the numbers 1,2, ... , 6, does not
leave anyone of the families {A}, ... , {F} unaltered; and the same
is therefore true for the forty even substitutions of this form. Or
aaain consider the substitution (12) (3456), or (12) (34) (45) (56);

'"

,
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ex;pressed to give the effect of this on {A}, {B}, .. . , {F}, it has the
forms

(~)(~)(:o)(~o), (~) (~o)(;o)(~)' (~) (~o)(~) (~o),
(%o)(~o)(~)(~),

(;) (~)(~) (~),

(~J (~)(:) (~o),

so that we may write
(12) (3456) = (BD) (AF EG);

tIlls again leaves none of {A}, ... ,{F} unaltered; and the same is
therefore also true ofthe ninety even substitutions of!, 2, ... ,6, of
this form.
There remain then, altogether, 360 - 40 - 90 or 230 even substitutions arising in the six groups (A, Ao) .. . , (F, Fo) which leave
respectively {A}, ... , {F} unaltered. This is verified by examination of these groups in detail: taking t hese groups in order, and
omitting at any stage the substitutions which bave already
appeared, it is found that these groups use respectively
60,

48,

39,

32,

27,

24

substitutions, whose total tale is 230 .
In particular, it may be interesting to ennmerate the cyclical
snbstitutions, arising respectively in (A, Ao), ... , (F, Fo); which
are all different. In this enumeration, the six substitutions put
down in the first row, and their first four powers, give twenty-four
substitutions belonging to (A, Ao), and so on. The substitutions
in any row are arranged so that they leave unaltered respectively
the numbers 1,2, ... ,6.
(A, Ao). (26435),

(15436), (14265) , (13256), (16234), (14532),

(15463), (14562), (16253), (13264), (14235),
(G, Go) . (23546), (13456), (12465), (15236), (16432), (12534),
(D, Do). (26534), (14536), (15264), (16235), (13246), (15432),
(B, Bo). (23465),

(E, Eo). (25436), (16435), (14256), (13265), (14632), (15234),
(F, Fo). (25364) , (14365), (15426), (12356), (16324), (14523).
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With ft

=

vwu, q, = vwu z, as before, those in the first row,
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here,

are respectively

q,zftq,-z, q,4.{}q,-', {}, pftp- l,

p3{}q,-3,

q"

and, in terms of{A}, .. . ,{F}, we find
{} = (BGDEF),

q, =

(BGDFE).

Those in the succeeding rows are obtainable from those in the
first row by the respective transpositions
(36), (24), (45), (56), (23),
with a proper reordering of those in the de~'ived ro~v.
We may study the group of substitutIOns whlCh leave {A}
unaltered, in a cllirerent way; namely, by considering the effect of
any substitution of X V X 21 . '" xG upon
SI =' [AoB],

Sz = [AoG],

S3 = [AoD],

S. = [AoE], S, = [AoF],
which, equated to zero, are the primes of the pentahedron {A} .
In particular, t~e substitutions
u = (123) (456), v = (13) (45), W = (25) (36)
lead to the replacement of SI' S2' .. . , S, respectj,' ely by

e2~1' e;2)

;4)

€;~, 6253;

6252)

6S 11 53)

6551 6

2

54;

SI' S3' Sz, S,' S.;
if we neglect t he powers of e entering here as factors (which, we
notice in passing, are such that the product ;1;Z S3 S. S, remams
unalre'red), these replacements are substitntions for ;1' ~z' ... , S,
which we may denote respectively by (345), (12) (45), (~3) (45);
these which are precisely of the same forms as those ,:e have
found,, expressed as sub stl'tUt'IOns £or B G D E F ansmg as
consequences of u, v, w , generate the alternate group of SIxty
substitutions of SI' Sz," " S,; as we have seen.
We have obtained six groups of even substitutions of 1, 2, .. . , 6,
of order 60, namely (A,Ao), ... , (F, Fo)· These imply the eXIstence
of six subgroups of order 120, of the general symmetnc group, of
1

,

,

"

•
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order 720, of 1,2, ... , 6. It is obvious that, of the group of n!
substitutions of n numbers, there are n subgroups, of order
(n-I)!, each keeping one of the n n umbers unaltered. The
remark that, of the symmetric group of six numbers, besides six
such subgroups, there are six subgroups of this order which are
(doubly) transitive, seems to be due to Cauchy. The composition
of such a subgroup is considered by J. A . Serret, Gours d'algebre
superieure (4th ed., 1879) t. ii, pp. 335-40, in close connexion
with his exposition of a paper by Cauchy, Journ. de l'Ewle
Polytechnique (x. Cahier). The possibility of such a subgroup is
referred to by Burkhardt, Math; Ann. xxxvm, 1890, p. 204 .
Cauchy's result is proved by Burnside, Theory of Groups, 2nd
ed., 19U, p . 208, with reference to the properties of substitutions
of five numbers. It is proved by Bianchi, L ezioni sulla teoria dei
gruppi di sostituzioni, 1899, p. 68, that any simple group of order
60 is isomorphic with the alternate group of five numbers.
Serret generates the subgroup of order 120, which he considers,
as the aggregate
(I + T

wherein T = (15342), U = (1234), S = (152346) . It follows,
interchanging the numbers 4 and 6 in his component substitutions, that the group of sixty even substitutions which we have
denoted by (A,Ao),' consists of the aggregate
T PWqO'"

in which

T

p = 0, .. . ,4;
(

= (15362),

q = 0, ... ,3;
q+reven

w = (1236),

IT

r

{A} into itself by means of substitutions of X" .. " x, only, with
the results previously (§ (18» obtained for the change of {AB}
into itself by means of Burkhardt's transformations B, D, E, F,
where E = (DS')', and F = (DO')'.
We havep(ABo){AB} = {AB}, andp(BoO) {AB} = {A},asthe
geometrical interpretation of the projections shews. We p ut
ifr = p(ABo) p(Bo G), which proves to be given by
x~

= 0, ... ,5)
'

= (152364).

The other five subgroups, (B, B o), ... , (F, Fo), are obtainable
from this as we have explained. In regard to these subgroups
reference should also be made to Todd, P,·oc. Gamb. Phil. Soc .
XLI, 1945, pp. 66-8 (dated 7 July 1944).
(21) The transformation of the family {AI by means of
Burkhardt ' s transformations. It- is interesting to compare
the results we have obtained for the change of the pentahedron

= X 4 +6X s +6X6J

x; = ex,+x 5 +fX sJ
x~ = €X, + €X S + XSI
(Yo, y~, .. . , y~)

or by

f

2

2

=

Xl +6 X 2 +f X31

-x~ =

e2Xl +X 2 +€2X3J

x;

e2Xl + e xz + X31

-X6

-

2

=

= (Yo , ty"

e'y" Y4' Y3)'

and is such that ifr2 = I, so that ifr is equally p(BoG)p(ABo)· We
have used, § (3), the transformation X, given by
.

x~ =
x; =

+ €X 2 + eX 3J
€Xl + X z + €Xa
eXl + €X 2 + X31

Xl

!

- x~ = x, + e2xs + e2x Sl
x; = e2 x, + X5 + 62X6)
-

x~ = 6 2X, + 62X5 + X 6 )
2
(y~, y~, .. . , y~) = (YOI e2Yll 6Y2J 6Y3J e y,) ,

x; =

or by

+ .. . + T4) (I + U + ... + U3) (I + S + ... + S5),
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-

and we find that

ifr = X.p( I 6)p(24)p( 35) = X·p(AOo)p(AoO).
The transformation ifr is such that ifr{AB} = {A} . Hence, the
transformations leaving {A} unaltered which correspond to
Burkhardt's transformations B, D, E, F for {AB}, are

B,

= ifrBifr, D, = 1frDifr,

E,

= 1fr E ifr,

F,

= ifrFifr·

It can be found by computation that

B,

=

p(ADo) p(AFo) p(25) p(36),

and is given by
x~ =

+ 6 2X2 + 62X6'
x; = e2xa + X 2 + e2x61
x~ = e2xa + e2x2 + X 6'
X3

-

x~ =

- x;
- x;

=
=

Xl + ex,

+ eXSl

€Xl

+ X 4 + eXSl

eXI

+ ex" + XSI
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which lead to
x~ - £2X~

= (£2 - l)(x, + x2 + x3 ), x; + x; + x; = (£ - l)(x, -

£2X ,).

Further it can be shewn that
D,

=

p(AG.),

E,

= (X, X 2 X 3 ) (x,x,x,),

F,

=

[14 . 25 . 36],
[12.34.56],

1:2 =
1:. =

[16.35.24],

1:3 =

(x,x 3 ) (x,x,),

[13.26 . 45],

[15.46 . 23] ,

the transformed values .of t hese, under t he transformations, are
found to be given by
g;
g;
g;
g;
g;

B,

E,

F,

D,

g,
g,
-g,
g,
-g,

~Sl

.'g,
,g,
g,
.g,

C

.g,
g,
e;s
e2;3

1£2;4

"
-g,
g,
g,
g,

x,
x,
x,
x,
x,

x',
x',
x',
x',
x',

(22) Derivation of the Burkhardt primal from a
quadric. Consider a quadric)n space of four dimensions, passing
through t he angular points of t he simplex of reference, so that
its equation does not contain the squares of the coordinates

€X 2

eXt

€2X 1

€2X:

X3

x,

~X S

e2X5

.x,

eX~

Thesearesuch that B;F; E; leads to (X;, ... , X~) = (X2 X,X,X,X3 ),
t hat is, to t he cyclical transformation (X,X2 X,X,X3 )· It is found
on t rial t hat this condition determines t he quadriC, and that
its equation has the form
X, X 2 + X 2 X, +X,X. +X,X3 +X3 X,
+£(X,X, + X,X. + X,X3 + X.X, +X3 X,)

= 0.

The tangent primes of tt:.e quadric ~t the angular points of the
simplex of reference are X, = 0, ... , X. = 0, where
'£O( AI'
'iT XiT)
:!
2' .. . , AS
W

The projections p(AD.), p(AF.), which are commutable, have
the respective effects upon 1:" ...,1:, of merely changing the signs
of 1:3 and 1:, (§(7)); the transformation p(AF.)p(AD.)B" or
p(25) p(36), or (25) (36), is that denoted by w in the preceding
article, § (20), and has the effect there noted. We may notice also
t hat the product wvu, or p(AD.)p(AF.) B , F, E" produces in
1:" ... ,1:, t he cyclical change (1:,1:21:,1:.1:3), which clearly leaves
unaltered t he equation of the Burkhardt primal in 1:" 1:2' ...,1:,
foundin§ (15). We note, too, besides >/r{AB}' = {A}, >/r{A} = {AB},
that >/r{B.} = {B.}; and that everyone of the families {A} , {AB},
{B.} is changed into itself by both the transformations Band B,.
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Xl' X 2 , ... , Xs , but contains ten terms. Suppose t~at the,equ;tio~
of this quadric is unaltered by the transformatIOns B" F" E"
given by
E',
F',
B',

so that E, and F, are precisely t hose denoted by u and v in t he
preceding section, § (20), p. 87 .
Putting then

1:, =
1:, =

THE PRIMAL DERIVED FROM A QU AD RIC

=t

0'

€2

I,

€2,

I
I

€2 ,

0,

I,
I,

€2,

I,

0,

€2

I,

€2,

€2,

0

€2

,

I,

,

(Xv X 2 ,

Xs ),
=.QO(X1 ,X2 ,···,Xs),
say.
... ,

T hese tangent primes form a simplex whose a ngular points are
respectively given by the rows of
tl 0, £ , £ , 1, 1 ,= Q , say,
£,

0,
1,

1,

£,

1,
0,
1,

I,

1,

e,

£,

£,

1

1,
0,

£

e,

0

£

and the matrices are such that QQ. = 1. Thus t he angular points
of the simplex of reference, and of the simplex formed by the
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tangent prim~s, respectively lie on the prime faces each of the
other simplex; and the quadric touches any prime face of either
simplex at an angular point of the other simplex.
Save for the multiplying powers of e, the suhstitutions of
X" ... , X5 effected hy B;,F; and E;,arerespectively (X2Xa)(X,X,),
(X,X2 ) (X,X,) and (XaX,X,), or say (23) (45), (12) (45) and (345),
which we have called in § (20), p. 83, respectively w, v, u. It
follows then, hy what we have said, that the quadric is subject
to, and defined by, a group of sixty even linear substitutions,
isomorphic with the alternate group of five numbers.
Referring now to the equation of the Burkhardt primal given
above in § (15), we see that the primal is obtainable from the
quadric by the substitutions

Xl =

gi,

X2 =

sil ...,

Xs = Sg,

or, in a usual phraseology, the quadric represents an involution of
sets of sixteen points lying on the primal, of which any set is given
by (± ;" ± ;2' .. . , ± ;,). The transformations B;, F;, E; are those
thence arising from the B" F" E, employed in § (21). We know
that any general quadric in fourfold space can be referred to a
simplex to which it is both inscribed and circumscribed, as here
(see for instance, Baker, Annali di Mat., XVI (1937), and the
interesting paper by B. Segre there referred to). The Burkhardt
primal thus arises in a simple way from any general quadric,
referred to such a simplex. The forty-five nodes of the primal
arise, in an easily recognized exceptional way, from the angular
points of the two simplexes in the space (X" ... , X,) .
Rema"k I. The equations which connect x" ... ,x. with
;" ."';5 have been put down in detail in § (15). Let;, denote the
conjugate imaginary of ;,; or, ;, being [14 . 25.36], let
;, =

[14.36.25];

and similarly for ;2' .. . , ;,. Thus ;, = 0 is the prime face of the
pentahedron {A} which is opposite to the angular point (ABo),
and ;, = 0 is the tangent prime of the quadric xl + ... + x~ = 0 at

this point. We find then that
- e2(~"~2' . .. ,~,) = £2(;";2' ... ,;,).

Q = ;,~, + .. , +;, ~"

If we define Q by

this leads to
(x 1 + ." +X.)2
_ 6(Xl2+ ' " +X2)_
6

Q

=

6(x\+ ... +"'~)'

and to
- -eQ = ;';2+;2;,+;';5+;,;a+;3;'
+ ,2(;,;, + ;2;' + ;,;a + ;5;' + ;a;2);
. . X
X considered above, differs in form
thus the quadrIC ill " . . . , "
nI
from the expression of xi + ... + x~, in terms of ;"2;2' .. " ;,~ ~ ~
c I'nto ,2 Thus the quadrIc x, + ." + x. ,
by the ch ange 0 f
h dr .
.'
'th the douhle six of penta e a, m
.
which arose ill conneXlOn WI
II .
,
,
y be defined as a owmg
«16) when expressed by", .. . ,,., ma
iliff fr
~
,
.
din te which
er om
linear substitutions ill these coor .a 5, 2
B' F' E' above, only by change of, mto , .
" ,,"
. " , C 'respectively equal to ex, 'y, z, t,
Further, puttmg:.1' b2' :'3' !::lol,:'5
.
din tes
'dr'
+....2 - 0 ill these coor a ,
u,asin§(15),thequa ICxi+ ··· ~.-,
becomes
yz+xt+e(zx+yt) + e2 (xy + zt) +¥(x+y+z+t) = 0;
we find for the quadric x, x, + x 2x, + xa x • = 0, of § (16), the
and ,
equation in these coordinates,
yz-xt+,( _zx +yt)+,2( -xy+zt)+u( -x+y+z+ t) = 0,
0

.

•

0

differing from the former only by the sign of x (cf. § (16)); and, for
the quadric

X2X3+X3Xl+XlX2+~(X5X6+X6X4+X4X5)

= 0,

the equation in these coordinates
_(yz+xt)_e(zx+yt) +,2(xy+zt)+u(-x - y +z+t) = 0,
differing from Q only by the change of sign of x and y.
Remark I I. The quadric surface
a(yz+xt) + b(zx+yt) +c(xy+zt) = 0,
7
BL
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where a+b + c = 0, is a cone with vertex at (1 , 1, 1,1), the four
generators fro~ this to the angular points of the tetrahedron
(x, y, z, t) having a cross-ratio, on the cone, equal to the negative of
one of the six ratios of two of a, b, c. These generators are then
'equi-anharmonic' when a,b , c = 1,£,£2, in any order. As all
the pentahedra of the Burkhardt primal are similar, it follows
that the equation of the primal, for any pentahedron, agrees
with that marked (II) in § (15), save for unessential multipliers of
the prime faces. In particular, for the pentahedron {Bo}, it will be
found that this is so for
x = 6[14 .25. 36],

y

=

= 6[15.34.26] ,

U

= 62 [16.23 . 45].

t
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[13 . 56.24],

Z

=

[12.46.35],

From each of the pentahedra, there is an involution of sixteen
points on the primal ; and these are thus all representable by the
same quadric; which itself allows sixty self-transformations
. (and we notice that 27.16.60 = 2'.34 .40).
Postscript to p. 79. In a way used hy Dr Todd the whole
group can be formed from the A of p. 78 and the {} of p. 87 ,
:vhich is p(14) p(42) p(26) p(65). For these give A3 = p(l4) and

APPENDIX
Note 1.

The notion of three tetrahedra, in space of three dimensions, of
which any two are in perspective with one another from every
ul
. t f the third has occurred frequently m what
ang dar pom :lly in the theory of K-lines. It is familiar that,
prece es, espem
d till
th
with any three such tetrahedra, are associate
'ee 0 er
tetrahedra also forming a desmic system; the edges of the three
latter tetr~hedra are the same lines as the edges of the formeL
· which the six tetrahedra anse together,
Wenote h ereameth0 d m
.
.
it appears that the six tetrahedra arise from a group of SiX linear
'ons , which is isomorphic with the symm.etnc group
trans£orunat 1
of substitutions of.three objects.
.
.
It is well known that an orthogonal matrlX, of deter",,;,nant
.
b
d by the ratios offour mdependent vanables
uruty, can eexpresse
.
.
<
'"
Y
r
in
the
form
s, "I' -::" ,

a"

ff'p(14){}-r = p(24), p(26) , p(56) , p(15) ; (,. = 1, 2, 3, 4),

while

A - I p( 56)A = p(AoB ).

Whence, with A and {} we can form the projections from the
five nodes (14), (24), (26) , (15) , (AoB). F!'om the first four of
these, by K-lines, we can obtain t he other six of the ten
nodes (ij) , with i , j 3, Also the node (AoB) can be joined to
any other of the 30 nodes (PQo) by an open polygon of K-lines,
each containing one of the ten nodes (ij). Each of the other
five 'nodes is an angular point of a Jordan polyhedron of which
four angular points are constructed.

*

The generation of desmic systems of
tetra/wh'a in ordinary space

(

C,)

b"
b2'
bal

a2•
a 31

C2

'

. 2 2 Y2)- ' ,

save for the factor (r"+~ +"1 +,

03

= (r2 + ~2 -"12 ~~.,

2(7J~ + ~r),

2(~7J - ~r)"

2(~~ + 7Jr )

r2+7J2_~2_~2,

) ,

2(7J~-~r)

2(~~-7Jr) ,
2(~7J+~r),
r2+~2_~2_7J2
' 0 f T,!:I<I '"'/' bY being conversely determinable• in terms of
t h e rat lOS
the elements of the orthogonal matrix by the equatiOns

r-l~

=

qlr' = rlq',

where p, q,

T,

r'~ = p lq'

r - '7J = rip' = p lr',

p', q', r' are given by

p = b3 +C 2 1

q=

01 +

aa .

r

=

a 2 + b11

~=~-~ (=~-~ ~=~-~

=

qlp',
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We may investigate then what are the transformations of
1;, '7, ~, T which result from the interchanges of the rows of the
orthogonal matrix. It is sufficient for this purpose to find the
changes in 1;, '7, ~, T due to the three operations: (1) interchange of
the second and third rows of the orthogonal matrix, with
a subsequent change of sign of all rows; (2) interchange of
tbe third and first rows ofthis matrix; (3) interchange of the first
and second rows, with similar changes of sign throughout.
It is found that these interchanges are effected by tnree linear
transformations of 1;, '7, ~, T respectively given by
(1) (1;','7',S',T') = ('7 + ~,

T-I;, - T -S,~-q),

(2) (1;','7',~',T') = (- T-'7,

~+I;,

T-'7,I; -~),

(T-S,
-T ~ ~,
These linear transformations we denote by

;+'7,'7 - ;).

(3) (g','7',~' , T')

(I;', '7', ~', T')
(I;', '7', ~', T')
so that
;, - (

O.
-1,
-1,
0,

=
=

=

</>,(;, '7,~, T),
</>2(;' '7,~, T), (I;', '7', ~', T')

;} , -r-,. j
')

1, 1,
0, 0,
0, 0, -1
-1, 1,
0, 0,
0, 0, -1,
1, 1,
0,
-1, 1,
0,

=

</>3(1;, '7,~, T),

0,
I,
0,
1,
0, - I,
0,
.1, 0, -1,

° -,..
~- 1
°
(</>2°
</>3)' (</>2 </>3)-1, </>,, </>2' </>3

(

\

These are such that the six operations 1,
form a group, which is isomorphic with the group of substitutions
of three objects. For we find

;';.-;.;'-;';.-( '.

1,
- 1,
1,
1, - 1,
-1,
1, 1,
-1, -1, -1,

~)
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</>3</>' = </>'</>3 = </>,</>, =

101 •

(1' 1, -1, _1)'
-1 ,

I,

1, - 1

1, -I,

1, - 1

I,

I,

I,

I

</>3 </>. = 4( </>, </>3)-1, (</>2 </>3)2 = - 2( </>3 </>,),
(</>2</>3)3 = -8, </>, </>'</>3 = -2</>2' </>, </>3 </>2 = -2</>3'
If now we take any four points A, . B , C, D, which are the
angular points of a tetrahedron, and put

(X Y" Z" T, ) = </>,(A, B, C, D)
"
= (B +C, -A+D, ":'A-D, -B+C);
(X2' Y2, Z2' T2) = </>2(A, B , C, D)
= (-B-D,C-tA, -B+D, -C+A );
(X3' Y3, Z3' T3) = </>3(A, B, C, D)
= (-C+ D, -C-D,A+B, -A+B),
then (X" Y Z" T, ), (X2' Y2, Z2' T2), (X3' Y3, Z3' T3) are the angular
" desmic tetrahedra, lying in threes on sixteen lines;
points of three
we have for instance
.
.

X , +X2+X3 =0, X , -Y2-T3 =0,
X, + Z,+Y3 = 0, X, +T,- Z3 ";' 0.
Also, if we put

(A' , B',C',D') = </>2</>3(A,B,C,D) = (A -B+C+ D,
A+B-C+D, -A+ B +C+D, -A-B-C+D);
(A", B", C",D") = </>3</>.(A, B, C,D) = (A +B- C-D,
-A+B+ C-D,A -B+ C-D,A+B+ C+D),
then (A, B, G,D), (A', B ' , G',D'), (A" ; B ", G",D"L Of, essentially,
(A , B, C, D), </>2 </>3(A, B, C, D) , (</>'</>3)2(A, B, C,D) are the angular .
points of three desmic tetrahedra, lying in threes on sixteen lines,
of which, for instance, four lines are

AA'A",

AB'C",

AC'D",

AD'B".
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Anyone of the six tetrahedra may be regarded as fundamental. For instance
(A , B, G, D) = - tl\(X" Y" Z" T,),

Y"

(A' , B', G', D')

=

<P3(X"

(A",B",G",D")

=

<P2(X"Y"Z"T,),

Z" T,) ,

while, also,

(X2' Y,., Z2' T2) =

-

(X3' Y3, Z3' T3) =

-

t<P3 <P2(X" Y"
t<P2 <P3(X" Y"

Z" T,) ,
Z" T,).

Again, we have Y,+Z,= -2A, Y,-Z,;"'2D, so that the
points Y" Z, are on the edge AD, and are harmonic conjugates in
regard to A and D, etc.; and the eighteen edges ofthe tetrahedra
(X" Y" Z" T,) , (X2' Y2, Z2' T2), (X3' Y3, Z3' T3), properly taken, ar!,
the edges of the tetrahedra

(A,B,G,D),

(A',B',G',D'),

A'+B'

=

-B"+D", -A' +B'

=

2(B-G), B "+ D"

=

2(B+G),

so that the edges BG, 4-' B', B "D" lie in a plane, these being the
diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by the lines
.

A'D"B,

Note 2.

A'GB",

B'D"G,

(Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. XI (19 12), p. 298) . The group is then
representable by linear transformations for these seven, regarded
as algebraic variables; the other lines, in Schlafli's notation, are
then represented by bi = 2u-s+ail cij = u-ai-a j , where 8
denotes a, +a 2+ ... +a., and i, j have the values 1, 2, ... , 6. It
appears then that the group is generated by the symmetric group
of substitutions of a" a 2, ... , a., combined with such transformations as interchange among themselves the seventy-two sets of
six mutually skew lines, each with its associated cubic curve.
(Burnside, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. x (1911), pp. 299-301). TheRe
seventy-two sets are typified by

./1 =
V
12

(2u-s +a" .. . ,2u-s+a.,5u-2s),

= (a I' 2U- 8+a v u- a 2 -a S)u-a 2 -a4) .. "

(A",B",G",D").

Also we have

B'BB", etc.

On the group of substitutions of the lines of
a cubic surface in ordinary space

The theory given above in this volume deals essentially with
the group of the substitutions of the tritangent planes of a cubic
surface, which may be said to have been t he group studied by
Jordan. But the lines are curves of the cubic surface; and may
. therefore, from t he point of view of coresiduation on the surface
be regarded as linearly expressible in terms of seven such curves:
These we may take to be six mutually skew lines a" a 2 , . • . , a"
together with a cubic curve u, not meeting any of th~se lines
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u-a2-aG) 3u-s+a 1 - a 2)'

Ans = (a 1 ,a 2 ,aS ) u-a s -as! u-a 6 -a,,) u-a4 -as)
2u-a.-a 5 - a .),
JhJ.23 = (u-a2-aa,u-a3-al,u-al-a2,2u-8+a4)

2u-.s+a S ) 2u-s+as. 4u-s-a 1 -a 2 -a S )'
where the associated cubic curve in any set may be immediately
written down by the fact that 3u - s remains unaltered by any
transformation of the group (as does u2-ai-a~- ... -a~). The
interchanges of these seventy-two sets are all obtainable by
combining permutations of a V a 2 ) . .. ,a s among themselves with
a single transformation. This single transformation may, for
instance, be taken to be L, given by
a~

=

a~

a~

= u-a 2 -a4 ) ,."

all

= 2u-s+a1 ) a; = u - a 2 - a S'

a~ = u-a 2 -a 6,

u' = 3u-s+al-aZ'

and this transformation, as changing the set ct into the set v12 ,
may be denoted by

(V~2); it is such that L2 =

1. Thatitiseffective,
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when combined with t.he permutations, for the interchange of
the seventy-two sets, follows from the equations

La = V". or Lv"

=

IX, Lv21 =fJ, L VI3 = A12a,
'
L V3l = #123'

which can be inImediately verified.
The group so obtained contains 72(6 i), or 2<.3<.40 transformations (but it contains a subgroup of order 23 .3<.40, which effects
only even substitutions of the tritangent planes).
The group is sufficiently represented by supposing u = J-s
ru
3 ,
regal' ng then the group as a group of transformations among
a" a" .. . , a G only. In general the oondition for three lines to lie in
a tritangent plane is that the symbols of these lines should have
3u-s for sum; in the curtailed group for a" .:.,aG only, the
condition will then be that the sum of these three symbols should
vanish.
It is thus suggested that we should interpret the symbols of the
lines as being the symbols of points in space of five dimensions,
ev.ery such point being dependent upon sbe points; the points so
ar,slllg from the lines of a tritangent plane of the cubic surface
will then be upon a line. We are thus led to a configm'ation of
t.wenty-seven points, in this space, lying in tht'ees upon forty-five
lines, there beillg five of these lines passing through each of these
twenty-seven points. The group under consideration is that of the
linear self-transformations of this configm'ation. There are forty
ways ill which the twenty-seven points may be divided into three
batches of each nine points, those of a batch being the intersectIOns oftht'ee skew lines with three other skew lines (so that the
points of a batch lie in a tht'eefold space); there remain then
45- 3. 6, or twenty-seven other lines of the configuration ; each of
these contains one point of each ofthe three batches spoken of, so
that three of these twenty-seven transversal lines pass through
everyone of the nine points of anyone of the three batches.
Further, among the twenty-seven points of the configuration
t~ere are seventy-two sets of six points, each set forming a
sImplex; none of the fifteen joining lines of two angular points of
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,
one of these simplexes is among the forty-five original lines (does
not contain a third point of the original twenty-seven points).
We may, for instance, borrowing Schlafli's notation, take the
three batches to consist of the nine points, respectively,
NOTE 2. TH E LIXES OF A CU RIC SURFACE

bz a a cs6 a s bs
a z C12 bi b6 C64 a 4
baa l CIS"
b4 .G45

c z3

as

the points bi'

Ci;

C14C36CZ5
C26 CIS

e34

C35 C24 cIG

being, in terms ofa v ... ,as, given by

bi = ai - !s, Ci; = !s-ai-a j ,
a, +a, + .. . +aG• In each batch, the three points in

in which s =
every row of the scheme, and those in every column, are in a line;
and through any point of one batch pass three lines, each
containing a point from both the other batches; for instance
C ' e , C ; C , eM' C15 ; C23 , C45 , C16 are three lines through C23 23
23 ss 14
Moreover, we easily see that the seventy-two simplexes consist
of thirty-six pairs, in which those of a pair are in perspective with
one another from a point.
At snch a configuration also Burkhardt arrives (Math. Ann. XLI
(1892), p: 326) starting from transformations arising by consideration of double theta functions (but different functions
from those leading to the Burkhardt primal); his acknowledgements are to Klein (Liouville's J ., IV, 1888; Ges. Abh. n, p. 473),
Witting (Math. Ann. XXIX (1887), and Maschke (Math. Ann.
xxxm (1889)). But his twenty-seven points ·have definite
numerical coordinates, those of the first batch of nine points
being (0, a, b, 0, a o, bo), where a 3 = 1, b3 = 1 and a o, bo are the
conjugate imaginaries respectively of a, b; those of the second
batch being (a,O,b,ao,O,b o); and those of the third batch being
(a, - b, 0, a o, - bo, 0); moreover, instead of twenty-seven points,
he has twenty-seven lineal' complexes of lines in space of three
dimensions, and instead offorty-five lines he has forty-five linear
congruences of lines. His resnlt was the first exhibition of the
group of the lines of a cubic -surface as a linear group in six coordinates. Burnside (Proc. Lond. Math. Soc . X (1911), pp. 299-
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301) gave an independent proof that Burkhardt's equations
generate a group, and shewed that, in addition to the symmetrical
group of suhstitutions of ava" .. . ,a., only one (not two) transformation is necessary to generate the group. The group has
also been considered in relation to a configuration founded on
twenty-seven points in hyperspace by Coxeter (Trans. Royal
Soc. voL 229 (1930), p . 418; and subsequent papers) . Cf. also
Coble (loc . cit., Introduction).
Professor B. Segre, in his recent monograph, The N pn-singular
Cubic Surfaces (Oxford, 1942), has generated the group from the
thirty-six transpositions of the lines in the two rows of the double
sixes of lines, without the expression of the lines in terms of seven
elements. From the point of view here taken, it is sufficient, for
the generation of the group, to combine five such transpositions,
namely (v." v,.), (v." v,.), .. . , (v. 5 , v5.) , which are equivalent to the
transpositions (a.,a,), (a.,a,), ..., (a.,a 5 ) , with the single transposition (A45. ' #45.)' which is equivalent to the transformation of
the set a. into the set A123 , thus using six transpositions in all.

Reference should also be made to the investigation of the
group of the lines of a cubic surface given in Dickson, Linear
(}roups (1901), Chap. XIV, . whose notation for the tritangent
planes enables him to put the group in relation with the algebraic
theory of the so-called Abelian group, originally derived from the
theory of the linear transformation of the periods of theta
functions: If we make a linear transformation of the four
variables Xl' X 2 ;Yv Y2' and the same transformation of the four
variables U v U Z' Vi' v2 , such that the function
UtY).. +UZYZ-vlxl-VZX2

is unaltered thereby (cf. the author's Abel's Theorem (1897) ,
p. 538), the sixteen coefficients in the transformation are
subject only to six conditions. But, if these coefficients be
integral numbers, and be reduced, modulus 3, each to 0, 1,
or 2, the number of such transformations is finite, heing
(34 -1) .33 • (3'-1).3, or 24 ,34 . 40.
.

IXDEX OF NOTATIONS
(The refe rences are to the sections)

AsymPtotiC cone at a node, 4

hy subgroups of substitutions of six objects, 20
Cnue •
S·
" ds 9
Cross-plane. CQlumon to two temer so 1 •
D ouble sixes of pentabedra, 16
Duw, 1
Jacobian planes of the primal, 4
J ordan pentahedra, 1
Jordan primes, 1
K-lines of the primal, 5

Polar K-lines, 5
P olar prime of a node, 1 .
.
Projection of the primal moo itself from a node, 7
Quadric, derivation of the primal fron:' 22
Quadrics associated with the double Sixes, 16
Rational, the primal is rational, 6
.
Similarity of the nodes and pentahedra, ~
Skew pentahedra; any two are mutually mscnbed, 5
Steiner solids. and tetrahedra, 8
Syntheme,l

